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The measurement of biological production rates is essential for our understanding how 
marine ecosystems are sustained and how much CO2 is taken up through aquatic 
photosynthesis. Traditional techniques to measure marine production are laborious and 
subject to systematic errors. A new biogeochemical approach based on triple oxygen 
isotope measurements in dissolved oxygen (O2) has been developed over the last few 
years, which allows the derivation of gross productivity integrated over the depth of the 
mixed layer and the time-scale of O2 gas exchange (Luz & Barkan 2000). This approach 
exploits the relative 17O/16O and 18O/16O isotope ratio differences of dissolved O2 
compared to atmospheric O2 to work out the rate of biological production. Two 
parameters are key for this calculation: the isotopic composition of dissolved O2 in 
equilibrium with air and the isotopic composition of photosynthetic oxygen. Recently, a 
controversy has emerged in the literature over these parameters (Kaiser, 2011) and the 
main goal of this research was to provide additional data to help resolve this 
controversy. In order to obtain more information on the isotopic composition of marine 
biological oxygen, gas from the headspace of airtight bottles with Picochlorum sp. and 
Emiliania huxleyi cultures was sampled every 48 hours during eight days, after which 
the triple oxygen isotopic composition was determined. Results indicate the 17O excess 
obtained for both species is in the range of estimations by Kaiser and Abe (2012) based 
on different triple oxygen isotope measurements of VSMOW vs. air and the species-
specific photosynthetic fractionation reported by Eisenstadt et al. (2010). The obtained 
17O excess for E. huxleyi was higher (249±11 ppm) than for Picochlorum (180±13 ppm), 
which seems consistent with results of Eisenstadt et al. (2010). In addition, the triple 
isotopic composition of dissolved oxygen at air saturation was determined for different 
temperature (0, 22 and 39 °C) and salinity conditions. While 22 °C tests yielded a ∆17O 
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Chapter	  1:	  Introduction	  
	  
1.1	   Aims	  of	  research	  and	  structure	  of	  the	  thesis	  
In this chapter, first, an introduction will be given to the triple oxygen isotope method 
for estimating gross oxygen production and its advantages over other methods. 
Secondly, uncertainties of the method will be discussed, including wind speed-based 
parameterisations of gas exchange coefficients, respiration triple isotope coefficients and 
the triple oxygen isotopic composition of biological and air-saturated dissolved O2 end-
members. 
Chapter 2 focuses on the methodology of extraction and preparation of gas samples for 
triple oxygen isotope analysis, and the subsequent analysis of these gas samples using 
isotope ratio mass spectrometry. 
Chapter 3 is dedicated to method development of transfer of gas samples using 
molecular sieves, to improve the efficiency of the current sample processing method in 
the U.E.A. Stable Isotope Lab. 
Chapter 4 concerns air-equilibrated water experiments at different temperatures and 
salinities, conducted in order to obtain more information on the triple isotopic signature 
of dissolved oxygen at air saturation, one of the two end-members in the derivation of 
gross oxygen productivity using triple oxygen isotopes (isotopic signature of dissolved 
oxygen at air saturation). 
In Chapter 5, results are described from laboratory batch culture experiments conducted 
to determine the triple isotope composition of oxygen produced by two different 
phytoplankton species, Emiliana huxleyi and Picochlorum (isotopic signature of 
biological oxygen). 
 
1.2	   Motivation	  
Despite its relatively small biomass, marine phytoplankton is responsible for nearly half 
of global primary production and carbon fixation (Field 1998). This makes the oceans an 
important sink of anthropogenic, mostly fossil fuel-derived CO2, but the exact amount of 
carbon fixed by marine organisms and the metabolic balance of large areas of the oceans 
are still debated (Ducklow & Doney 2013, Duarte et al. 2013, Williams et al. 2013). 
Most current methods to estimate gross primary production and net carbon fixation 
(including satellite remote sensing and global carbon budgets) are calibrated using data 




sometimes underestimate, sometimes overestimate, primary production, and which are 
subject to containment effects. 
Incubation-independent in situ methods to derive oceanic productivity, including fast 
repetition rate fluorometry (FRRF) and the use of triple O2 isotopes (Juranek and Quay 
2013), can help trace potential biases in incubation results and evaluate satellite-based 
estimates, and – due to the ease of sample collection – provide information over larger 
spatial and temporal scales and give more insight into marine biological carbon fixation 
and cycling. 
 
1.3	   Deriving	  gross	  oxygen	  production	  with	  the	  triple	  oxygen	  
isotope	  method	  
Luz and Barkan (2000) developed a method to estimate oceanic productivity using the 
triple-oxygen isotope composition (18O/16O and 17O/16O) of oxygen dissolved in 
seawater. This method is based on the knowledge that atmospheric O2 has a different 
triple oxygen isotopic composition from biologically produced and respired O2. The 
reason for this difference is that terrestrial processes generally fractionate oxygen in a 
mass-dependent way: for a given enrichment in 18O over 16O, 17O is enriched 
approximately 0.52 times as much, relative to 16O. As a result, δ17O and δ18O (where δxO 
= xRsample/xRreference – 1; xR is the xO/16O abundance ratio and x = 17, 18) of mass-
dependently fractionated oxygen can be plotted along a line with a slope of about 0.52 
(δ17O ≈ 0.52 δ18O) (Matsuhisa et al. 1978, Young et al. 2002, Kaiser et al. 2004). 
Due to non-mass-dependent photochemical isotope exchange reactions in the 
stratosphere involving O2, O3 and CO2, which remove more 17O from O2 relative to 18O 
than would be expected for mass-dependent fractionation (relationship 1 to 1.7 instead 
of 0.52) (Thiemens et al. 1995, Yung et al. 1997, Lämmerzahl et al. 2002), atmospheric 
O2 is depleted in 17O/16O relative to 18O/16O compared to O2 that is produced mass-
dependently/biologically (Bender et al. 1994, Luz et al. 1999).  
In order to describe the relationship between δ17O and δ18O and express the deviation 
from mass-dependent fractionation, the 17O 'anomaly' or 'excess' can be defined as Δ17O 
= δ17O – λ δ18O, where λ ≈ 0.52. Other values of λ between 0.5 and 0.53 may also be 
adopted, depending on the mass-dependent process under consideration (Matsuhisa et al. 
1978, Young et al. 2002, Angert et al. 2003, Kaiser et al. 2004, Helman et al. 2005, Luz 
and Barkan 2005). This definition is based on a linear approximation of the non-linear 
mass-dependent fractionation law 17α = 18αλ, with fractionation factor xα = xRa/xRb where 
xR is the xO/16O abundance ratio, ‘a’ and ‘b’ are two compounds at equilibrium or a 




(Young et al. 2002, Miller 2002, Kaiser et al. 2004, Blunier et al. 2002). Instead of this 
linear approximation, Miller (2002) suggested a logarithmic definition based on the 
more accurate power-relationship between δ17O and δ18O (Δ17O ≈ ln(δ17O + 1) – λ 
ln(δ18O + 1) (Miller 2002, Kaiser et al. 2004, Section 1.3.1)). 
Different definitions of Δ17O and corresponding λ values have been used over the past 
years (Kaiser 2011, Section 1.3.1). Here the kinetic fractionation slope (γR) of respiration 
(0.5179) is used, as respiration is the most widespread O2 consuming process and setting 
λ = γR makes the resulting Δ17O insensitive to the effect of respiration. In 2005, Luz and 
Barkan found an average γR of 0.5179±0.0006 for respiration for a wide range of 
organisms and experimental conditions (Barkan and Luz 2005), this value has since then 
been adopted for λ in most studies involving dissolved oxygen (Kaiser 2011).  Δ17O is 
generally small (<1 ‰), and therefore reported in parts per million (ppm). In the triple 
isotope study of molecular oxygen, air O2 is generally taken as the reference (Luz & 
Barkan 2005).  
 
Oxygen in the surface ocean mixed layer has two main sources, introduction from the 
atmosphere through air-sea gas exchange, and biological O2 production (photosynthesis, 
O2 production through water splitting). Due to the relative 17O/16O depletion in the 
atmosphere, oxygen from these two sources has a distinctly different triple isotopic 
composition. Depending on the relative contribution from each source, the triple isotopic 
composition of oxygen dissolved in the surface mixed layer will vary between the 
compositions of these two 'end members' (Figure 1).  
When the triple isotopic composition of both atmospherically introduced oxygen and 
biologically produced oxygen is known, and the rate of O2 exchange with the 
atmosphere is known, the rate of biological gross O2 production (GOP), integrated over 
the depth of the mixed layer and the residence time of O2 in the mixed layer, can be 
derived from the triple isotope composition of dissolved oxygen, using a simple mass 
balance, neglecting vertical mixing with deeper waters and fractionation during gas 
exchange, and assuming oxygen concentrations and the 17O excess of dissolved O2, 
Δ17Odis, to be at steady state (Luz & Barkan 2000): 
!"# ≈ ! O2   sat  
!17O  dis − !17O  sat
!17O  bio − !17O  dis
 
where [O2]sat is the dissolved O2 concentration at  air saturation, k is the gas-exchange 
coefficient (based on wind-speed parameterisations (Wanninkhof 1992, Ho et al. 2006, 
Juranek & Quay 2010)), ∆17Osat is the 17O excess of dissolved oxygen at air saturation 




Experiments performed by Barkan and Luz in 2000, yielded a Δ17O (calculated using 
δ17O – 0.521 δ18O) of (16±2) ppm for oxygen at air saturation and (249±15) ppm for 
biological oxygen (obtained from steady-state experiments with cultures of Acropora 
and Nannochloropsis). These values have since then been used for Δ17Osat and Δ17Obio in 
most studies. 
 
The dissolved O2 concentration, [O2], is affected by biological as well as physical 
processes (temperature changes, atmospheric pressure changes, bubble injection). 
Because argon has a similar solubility to O2 and is affected by physical processes in a 
similar way, but does not have biological sources or sinks, the O2/Ar ratio can be used to 
express the 'biological oxygen saturation’, which can be used to estimate mixed-layer 
net community oxygen production (NOP) (assuming steady-state and no 
vertical/horizontal mixing) (Craig & Hayward 1987, Quay et al. 1993, Barkan & Luz 










!"# =   ! O2 sat
O2  
O2 sat
bio − 1  
NOP is the rate of net (community) oxygen production and !2  
!2 sat bio
− 1  is the 





  − 1 
Gas exchange coefficient k is based on wind-speed parameterisations (Wanninkhof 
1992, Ho et al. 2006) and relatively uncertain. However when f = NOP/GOP (the ratio 
of net over gross O2 production) is calculated, k cancels from the calculation, providing 
an estimate of the metabolic state of the marine biological ecosystem: 




!17O  bio − !17O  dis







Figure 1: Triple isotope plot (not to scale and simplified), illustrating the idea behind the use of 
triple oxygen isotopes to derive marine productivity. Biological oxygen is produced with a 
composition close to that of the substrate water (which has a positive ∆17O and negative δ17O and 
δ18O values with respect to atmospheric oxygen ∆17O = ~250 ppm, δ18O = ~-23‰). Respiration 
discriminates against 17O and 18O and increases the δ17O and δ18O values (along a slope of 
~0.518), but does not significantly change the ∆17O, because this effect is accounted for in the 
calculation of ∆17O (with λ set equal to ~0.518). Air-sea gas exchange introduces oxygen with a 
∆17O of ~0 (in reality, the ∆17O of dissolved O2 at air saturation in the absence of biological 
productivity is slightly higher (8-17 ppm) due to fractionation during invasion and evasion). 
Depending on the relative rates of air-sea gas exchange and biological O2 production, the ∆17O of 
dissolved oxygen in the mixed layer is thus expected to vary between ~0 and ~250 ppm. Figure 
adapted from Luz and Barkan (2009).  
 
1.3.1	   Definition	  of	  17O	  excess	  (Δ17O)	  	  
For both kinetic and equilibrium mass-dependent fractionation, the following 
relationship (fractionation law) applies between fractionation factors or isotope ratios 
17!a
17!b




where xR is the ratio of the abundance of xO (x = 17 or 18) over 16O, ‘a’ and ‘b’ are two 
compounds affected by the same fractionation process and K is a measure of the offset 
between ‘a’ and the mass-dependent fractionation (MDF) curve on which ‘b’ lies 
(Young et al. 2002, Blunier et al. 2002). When 'a' and 'b' plot on the same MDF line on a 
three-isotope plot, the offset K is 0. λ is close to 0.52 but its actual value depends on the 
fractionation process under consideration (Kaiser et al. 2004; Young et al. 2002; 











, where m1-3 are atomic masses and m1 < m2 











where x is 17 or 18, the above equation can also be written as 
17! = 1 + ! (18!)λ 
The fractionation factor is generally close to 1. Therefore, a related quantity defined as 
x! = x! − 1 
is often used. It is called 'fractionation constant', 'discrimination', 'fractionation' or 
'isotope effect. It gives an indication of the resulting change or difference inδxO 
between ‘a’ and ‘b’, due to a certain fractionation process. 
 
When 'a' and 'b' plot on the same MDF line on a three-isotope plot, the offset K is 0 and 







In δ-notation this gives  
!17O + 1 = !18O + 1 λ  , 
so, the fractionation curve in a plot of δ17O against δ18O is given by 
!17O = (!18O + 1)λ − 1    
As can be observed, this curve is not linear.  
However, when taking the natural logarithm and using !-notation, the above-described 
fractionation law (with ‘1 + K’ term) becomes 
ln(!17O + 1) = ln(1 + !) + !  ln(!18O + 1) 
So, λ is the slope of the line on a ln(δ17O + 1) vs. ln(δ18O + 1) plot and ln(1 + K) is the 
intercept with the y-axis. A deviation from mass-dependent fractionation can thus be 
observed as a deviation from a line with slope 0.52, resulting in ln(1 + K) ≠ 0. 
 
Miller (2002) proposed to define the deviation from MDF (17O anomaly or excess) as 
ln(1 + ∆17O) =    ln(1 +!) =   ln !17O + 1   –   !  ln(!18O + 1) 
where, for K<<1, 




Through Taylor expansion the following approximation can be obtained 
∆17O =   !17O − !′!18O 
However, in contrast to !  , λ' (the local slope in a δ17O vs. δ18O plot) is not constant but a 
function of δ18O, and thus dependent on the underlying isotopic composition and the 
reference used. When a constant value is inserted for λ', this can yield non-zero Δ17O 
values for MDF processes with λ = 0.52, since λ' is actually more closely estimated by 
! 1 −
1 − ! !18O  
2
 
which includes the second-order term in the Taylor series (Kaiser et al. 2004). 
 
If the linearised approximation, ∆17O =   δ17O − !  !18O, is adopted as Δ17O definition, 
this gives approximately the same result as the logarithmic definition for δ18O values 
close to zero. However, already when δ18O = –20‰, the resulting difference in Δ17O is 
50 ppm (Clayton & Mayeda 1996, Miller 2002, Kaiser et al. 2004). 
 
Δ17O has been defined in various ways by different authors, using different slopes for the 
reference mass-dependent fractionation line (λ). The most commonly used definition of 
Δ17O is now the logarithmic formula (Δ17O = ln(δ17O + 1) – λ ln(δ18O + 1)) with a 
reference slope of λ = 0.5179 (which corresponds to the ratio between fractionation of 
17O and 18O in the most common respiration processes in a wide range of marine 
organisms) (Miller 2002, Angert et al. 2003, Luz and Barkan 2005, Kaiser 2011). 
However, which λ is most suited to eliminate effects of respiration from Δ17O in a 
certain situation, depends on the process of fractionation under consideration. 
 
As shown by Angert et al. (2003), for equilibrium fractionation processes ln(!17O + 1) 
and ln(!18O + 1) evolve along a slope of 
 





For systems at biological steady-state specifically, λ = θR = ln(17αR)/ln(18αR), where 
‘R’ stands for respiration. If this λ value is used in the calculation of Δ17O using the 
‘ln’ definition, respiration does not change Δ17O. Partly for this reason, Angert et al. 
(2003) and Luz & Barkan (2011) recommend using the 'ln' definition. However, because 
of the non-linearity of this definition, it is less suitable for use in the approximated 
calculation of GOP and leads to larger errors when used in this calculation (Kaiser & 





In systems with uptake only, ln(δ17O + 1) and ln(δ18O + 1) evolve along a different 
slope (Angert et al. 2003, Luz & Barkan 2005, Kaiser 2011).  








where ! can be 17 or 18, xR0 is the initial ratio of either 17O or 18O over 16O, and  c/c0 is 
the remaining O2 fraction. Taking the natural logarithm and using delta-notation gives  




So, for kinetic fractionation, the local slope in a ln(δ17O + 1) vs. ln(δ18O + 1) plot is 
given by 
 
  ! = ! = ln(!17O + 1)/ ln(!18O + 1) = 17!/18! 
λ In case of Rayleigh fractionation is therefore equal to ! = 17!/18!. For a biological 
system with uptake only, λ = γR = 17εR/18εR, where ‘R’ stands for respiration (Angert et al. 
2003). 
 
Even though a definition of Δ17O with λ = 0.5179 is often chosen so that Δ17O is not 
changed by respiration, the triple isotopic composition of photosynthetic oxygen, in the 
absence of any respiration, is generally not equal to that of biological oxygen in a system 
with both production and respiration. The δxO of photosynthetic O2 with respect to air-
O2 (δxOP) can be calculated as follows: 
!xOP   = (1 + !xOW)(1 + x!P) − 1 
where !xOW is the δxO of the source water relative to air-O2, xεP is the photosynthetic 
isotope fractionation and !  refers to 17 or 18 (Kaiser and Abe 2012). δxO of oxygen (at 
isotopic steady state) under conditions of both photosynthesis and respiration can be 
calculated as 
!xO =
!xOP   −    1   −   !   x!R
1 + 1 − ! x!R
 
where x!R is the respiratory isotope effect, x  is 17 or 18 and f is the ratio of net to gross 
production. It can be observed the δxO is dependent on f, 18εR and γR (γR = 17εR/18εR, where 
‘R’ stands for respiration). At biological or concentration steady state (S0), the net to 





As a result, the ∆17O of oxygen at steady state between respiration and photosynthesis is 





As shown by various authors (Angert et al. 2003, Kaiser 2011, Nicholson 2011, Kaiser 
& Abe 2012), 
∆17Os0(ln) = ∆17OP(ln)− ln(1 + 17εR) + !   ln(1 + 18εR)   
 
So, Δ17OS0 is only equal to Δ17OP if the ‘ln’ definition is used with ! equal to 




ln( 1 + 17εR)
ln( 1 + 18εR)
=   
ln( 1 + !R18εR)
ln( 1 + 18εR)
   
 
Barkan and Luz (2005, 2011) and Nicholson (2011) therefore propose using a λ of 
0.5154 for systems at biological steady-state, which is equal to θ calculated using a γR of 
0.5179 and 18εR of -20‰ (values associated with average dark respiration). However, 
this only works when the exact 18εR and γR of the involved processes are known, and 18εR 
varies between processes and organisms and is generally not as well constrained as γR. In 
addition, in nature f is seldom equal to zero.  
 
Barkan and Luz (2005) state that the kinetic respiratory slope γR = 17εR/18εR = 0.5179 
should be used not only for respiration only systems, but also for dissolved O2 (because 
it produces better results when f ≠ 0, i.e. under variable light/quasi-steady state 
conditions, while the steady-state respiratory slope θ (0.5154 for average dark 
respiration) should be used for steady-state systems, including atmospheric oxygen 
(both: with a logarithmic Δ17O definition). 
1.3.2	   Calculation	  of	  GOP	  in	  the	  surface	  ocean	  	  
Use of different definitions of Δ17O in combination with different λ values in the past 
makes it difficult to compare and correctly interpret resulting GOP values. Therefore it 
has been recently suggested to calculate GOP directly from the measured δ17O and δ18O 
instead of the approximated Δ17O (Kaiser 2011; Prokopenko et al. 2011). Because this 
method does not involve approximations it gives more accurate results and has now 
been widely accepted as the preferred method to calculate GOP. 
! =
!"#




1 + 17! − !R 1 +
18!E
18! − 18!sat
1 + 18! + !
17!E − !R18!E
17!P − 17!




Where ! is the ratio of gross production to gross air invasion, GOP is the gross oxygen 
production, 17δ and 18δ are δ17O and δ18O of dissolved O2 with respect to air-O2, 17δsat and 
18!sat are the δ17O and δ18O of dissolved O2 at air saturation, 17δP and 18δP are the δ17O 
and δ18O of photosynthetic oxygen, εE is the kinetic fractionation during evasion from 




the dissolved O2 concentration), and k and [O2]sat are the gas exchange coefficient and 
dissolved oxygen concentration at air-saturation (Kaiser 2011). 
When you do not take into account isotopic fractionation during invasion and evasion, 
the equation becomes identical to the one suggested by Prokopenko et al. (2011): 
! =
17! − 17!sat









1.4	  Advantages	  and	  problems	  of	  the	  triple	  isotope	  method	  
1.4.1	  Advantages	  
This method has since 2000 been applied in the determination of GOP for several 
oceans (Barkan & Luz 2000, 2011; Hendricks et al. 2004, 2005, Sarma et al. 2005, 2006, 
Juranek & Quay et al. 2005, 2010, 2012, 2013, Reuer et al. 2007). Compared to 
traditional methods, it has the important advantage that it eliminates containment 
artifacts associated with bottle incubations, and that it provides the GOP integrated over 
a timescale of weeks (the residence time of O2 in the mixed layer), as a result of which 
the temporal heterogeneity in algal productivity (episodic pulses of productivity, 
blooms) is better captured than through traditional, nearly-instantaneous methods. In 
addition, surface seawater samples required for triple oxygen isotope analysis can be 
very easily collected on many different ships, including commercial cargo ships of 
opportunity, which makes it possible to collect samples over much larger areas, 
including parts of the ocean that are difficult to access and for which data on biological 
production are sparse, and at higher spatial and temporal resolution. Finally, it provides 
an independent measure of GOP, which can be used to evaluate data derived from bottle 
incubations and satellite productivity algorithms (Juranek & Quay 2013). 
1.4.2	  Current	  uncertainties	  and	  debates	  in	  the	  literature	  
Uncertainty exists around the gas exchange coefficient k (which is estimated based on 
wind-speed parameterisations and introduces a relatively large error to the calculation of 
GOP, but can be eliminated from the results by calculating f (Wanninkhof 1992, Ho et 
al. 2006, Juranek & Quay 2010, Section 1.3)), and neglecting the effects of entrainment, 
upwelling, horizontal/vertical transport/mixing/advection (Hendricks et al. 2005, 
Juranek & Quay 2010, Castro-Morales et al. 2013; Nicholson et al.  2014). Furthermore, 




if applied in its simplest form. In GOP(17O) studies over the past years, several 
alterations and additions have therefore been made to the method described in Section 
1.3, for instance in order to include the effects of upwelling, vertical mixing or time rate 
of change (Hendricks et al. 2005, Juranek & Quay 2010, Castro-Morales et al. 2013; 
Nicholson et al.  2014). 
 
Finally, as explained above, two parameters are crucial for the derivation of GOP: 
• The isotopic signature of dissolved O2 at saturation (Δ17Osat, δ17Osat, δ18Osat) 
• The isotopic signature of biological oxygen (Δ17Obio, δ17Obio, δ18Obio) 
The Δ17O of dissolved oxygen in the surface mixed layer fluctuates between these two 
extremes, depending on the relative rate of air-sea gas exchange and biological oxygen 
production. Therefore, for the correct assessment of gross oxygen production using 
triple O2 isotopes, next to accurate determination of the rate of air-sea gas exchange, 
accurate knowledge of the triple O2 composition of biological O2 and dissolved O2 at air 
saturation, is crucial. However, there is still a lot of uncertainty concerning the exact 
value of both of these end-members. 
Different laboratories are not in agreement on the value of Δ17Osat and reported values 
range between 8 and 18 ppm (Kaiser 2011). One study indicated temperature 
dependence, but other data of Δ17Osat at temperatures other than room temperature are 
sparse and should be independently re-measured (Barkan & Luz 2009, Stanley et al. 
2010, Kaiser 2011) (Section 1.4.4). In the case of Δ17Obio, most studies use 249 ppm, 
obtained from one study with two biological species (Barkan & Luz 2000) of which 
δ17O and δ18O values were not preserved. While it was previously assumed the Δ17O of 
photosynthetic oxygen was approximately equal to the Δ17O of water used in its 
production, a recent study indicated photosynthetic fractionation and a species-specific 
Δ17Obio (Eisenstadt et al. 2010). Δ17Obio estimates based on the isotopic composition of 
ocean water and the photosynthetic isotopic fractionation reported by Eisenstadt et al. 
(2010) may not agree with the value derived by Barkan & Luz (2000), depending on the 
correct triple oxygen isotope composition of VSMOW (Vienna Standard Mean Ocean 
Water) versus air-O2, which is currently being debated (Kaiser & Abe 2012) (Section 
1.4.3). In both cases, more experiments are needed. 
1.4.3	  The	  triple	  isotopic	  composition	  of	  photosynthetic	  oxygen	  
For the triple O2 isotopic composition of biological O2 (Δ17Obio), there are only limited 
experimental data available, originating from two sets of experiments by one research 




that photosynthetic O2 would be approximately equal in composition to the source water 
(Guy et al. 1993, Helman et al. 2005, Tcherkez & Farquhar 2007), recently conducted 
experiments indicated isotopic fractionation between H2O and O2 during photosynthesis, 
possibly related to O2 consumption close to the site of water splitting, with the degree of 
fractionation differing between species (Eisenstadt et al. 2010). This would make the 
resulting Δ17Obio a combination of the triple-isotope composition of the source water and 
a species-specific addition due to photosynthetic fractionation. Unfortunately, 
information regarding this potential fractionation is only available from one set of 
experiments with a limited number of species (Eisenstadt et al. 2010). The other original 
sources of information on Δ17Obio are steady-state culture experiments conducted by Luz 
& Barkan in 2000 (Luz et al. 1999, Luz and Barkan 2000), in which plants, corals and 
algae were allowed to produce and consume O2 in airtight flasks and the triple isotope 
composition of the resulting O2 was determined. These experiments yielded the 
currently widely used value for marine Δ17Obio of 249 ppm, but were only conducted 
with ‘two’ species (coral Acropora with symbiotic algae, and alga Nannochloropsis) and 
results have since then not been reproduced.  
In order to obtain more information on the Δ17Obio at steady state for different species, 
experiments were conducted with two marine phytoplankton species, coccolithophore E. 
huxleyi and green alga Picochlorum sp., growing cultures in airtight flasks and sampling 
the headspace gas for triple O2 isotope analysis, after allowing accumulation and 
recycling of oxygen for several days (Chapter 5). 
1.4.4	  The	  triple	  isotopic	  composition	  of	  dissolved	  oxygen	  at	  air	  saturation	  
As explained in Section 1.3, the triple isotopic composition of dissolved oxygen in 
equilibrium with air (at air saturation) in the absence of any biological activity is not 
zero (when the composition of air-O2 is taken as reference) due to fractionation during 
invasion and evasion. Initially, a Δ17Osat value of 16 ppm was reported, based on air-
equilibrated water experiments (Luz & Barkan 2000). A value of 16-18 ppm was 
confirmed by several subsequent studies conducted in different laboratories (Kaiser et al. 
2011). However, two laboratories reported a value of 8 ppm instead (Reuer et al. 2007, 
Stanley et al. 2010). Comparison of results is complicated by the fact that different water 
types and experimental methods were used in different laboratories, and often few 
experimental details (such as experimental conditions or δ17O, δ18O and δ(O2/Ar) values) 
were reported. Barkan and Luz (2009) reported Δ17Osat might be temperature-dependent, 
based on experiments conducted at three temperatures from 3.5 to 25 ºC. However, so 
far no other publication has confirmed such a dependence, and apart from Reuer et al. 




temperature (~20-25 °C). Finally, no research group has reported Δ17Osat for 
temperatures above room temperature. Since Δ17Odis is often close to Δ17Osat, errors in 
Δ17Osat of only a few parts per million could easily lead to significant errors in the 
calculation of GOP.   
In order to obtain more information on the triple isotopic composition of dissolved 
oxygen at air saturation and its possible relationship with temperature, air-equilibrated 
water experiments were conducted over a wide temperature range (at 0 ºC, 22 ºC and 39 




























Chapter	  2:	  Methods	  
	  
Abstract	  
This chapter focuses on the extraction and preparation of gas samples for triple oxygen 
isotope analysis, and the subsequent analysis of these gas samples using Isotope Ratio 
Mass Spectrometry. Details on the biological experiments are given in Chapter 5, 
details on the preparation of air-equilibrated water and sampling of dissolved air are 
given in Chapter 4. Gas purification took place using a home-built automated 
separation line, built after the example of Barkan and Luz (2003) by former U.E.A. PhD 
students J. Gloël and A. González-Posada. Triple oxygen isotope and O2/Ar ratio 
measurements were performed on a Dual-Inlet Finnigan MAT 252 Isotope Ratio Mass 
Spectrometer. 
Unless otherwise stated, all experiments were conducted at the University of East Anglia 
in Norwich. Air-equilibrated water tests (Chapter 4), gas transfer tests (Chapter 3), gas 
extraction and purification and triple oxygen isotope measurements were performed at 
the Stable Isotope Lab, under supervision of A. Marca and J. Kaiser. Phytoplankton 
cultures for the study of biological oxygen (Chapter 5) were grown in the marine trace 
gas laboratory under supervision of R. Utting. Phytoplankton cultures were supplied by 
M. Heinle and B. Stawiarski.  
 
2.1.	  Introduction	  
This study focuses on the triple oxygen isotope composition of dissolved oxygen at air 
saturation and oxygen produced by marine phytoplankton. In order to be able to measure 
the oxygen isotopic composition of air samples in the mass spectrometer, gas samples 
first have to be collected and purified, because next to oxygen and argon, the two gases 
relevant for this study, samples usually also contain substantial amounts of CO2, H2O 
and N2. If not removed, these gases will interfere with the triple oxygen mass 
spectrometric measurements.  Evidently, during the collection and preparation of gas 
samples for O2-Ar analysis, contamination with outside air, or isotopic or elemental 
fractionation of the sampled gas has to be prevented or kept to a minimum. 
At the Stable Isotope Lab at U.E.A., all gas species are first extracted from sample 
bottles on a small, high-vacuum, extraction line, and cryogenically collected on 
molecular sieve pellets in sealable glass tubes. At this stage most CO2 and H2O are 




transferred to an automated purification line, built after the example of Barkan and Luz 
(2003), where N2 and any remaining CO2 and H2O are removed, through gas 
chromatography and cryogenic trapping respectively. This results in O2-Ar samples with 
negligible N2 content, which can subsequently be analysed for their triple oxygen 
isotope composition and O2/Ar ratio on a Dual-Inlet Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer 
(IRMS, Thermo Finnigan MAT 252). 
The processing of samples using the above-described set up has been repeatedly tested 
by J. Gloël (2012), A. González-Posada (2012) and A. Marca (pers. com. 2012), as well 
as during this study, and it was found it did not lead to significant contamination or 
fractionation of the sampled gas (Gloël 2012, González-Posada 2012, Paragraph 2.4 
(Chapter 3 and 4)). 
In this chapter, the general procedure of gas extraction, preparation and analysis for the 
study of triple oxygen isotopes, as applied during this research, will be described.  
First, in Section 2.1, a description is given of the method of gas sample extraction and 
collection on molecular sieves (‘the extraction line’). In Section 2.2, a description of the 
gas separation line and purification process is given (‘the separation line’). Section 2.3 
concerns the mass-spectrometric measurements and processing of output data. Section 
2.4 presents the outcomes of performance and reproducibility tests of the applied 
method. 
 
2.2.	  Extraction	  and	  preparation	  of	  gas	  samples	  	  
2.2.1.	  Extraction	  line	  
Currently, at U.E.A., gas samples for triple oxygen isotope analysis are first collected on 
molecular sieves in glass tubes using an extraction line (from now on referred to as ‘the 
extraction line’), before being introduced to the gas purification line (described in 
Section 2.2). There are two reasons for this approach. Firstly, it was found that freezing 
a sample directly from a seawater sample bottle (~350 ml) into the gas purification line 
required a collection time of 30-45 minutes per sample (time required to freeze > 99.7% 
of the sample in the first trap), due to the line dimensions, while the collection of a 
similar sample on the extraction line could be achieved within ~15 minutes (the exact 
time depending on the quantity of molecular sieves used) (González-Posada 2012). 
Secondly, use of this separate line allows the direct transfer of dissolved gases from 






Description of the line and materials 
For the extraction of sample gases and their transfer to molecular sieve pellets in storage 
tubes, a small high-vacuum extraction line was used. The line generally consisted of 0.6-
1.2 cm outer diameter stainless steel and glass tubing, an optional ~180 ml glass trap, a 
pressure gauge (Pfeiffer Vacuum, Activeline capacitance gauge), three manual high-
vacuum valves (Louwers Hapert) and two connection ports, connected via a manual 
(Swagelok, bellows-sealed) valve to a turbomolecular drag pump (Pfeiffer Vacuum, 
TMU071P). A schematic of the line is displayed in Figure 2.  The total volume of the 
line, including trap, was approximately 200 ml, and generally a vacuum of 1.6-1.9 x 10-7 
mbar could be obtained all around. A pressure gauge (> 5 x 10-4 mbar) was used to 
check the line for leaks and monitor the pressure drop during freezing. The collection 
tube containing molecular sieves, a glass vial of constant dimensions (2.5 ml, ~50 mm 
length, ~8 mm internal diameter) with a high-vacuum o-ring valve (GE (Glass 
Expansion), Melbourne), was attached to the line at the connection point closest to the 
pump (B), using a Swagelok Ultra-Torr fitting. At point A, a sample bottle (350 ml glass 
bottle with GE valve) or reference flask (1 L, 2 ml neck with two GE valves) could be 
connected. 
 
Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the small extraction line, Figure adapted from Gloël (2012). The 
cold trap was generally kept at liquid nitrogen temperature (-196°C). During the processing of 
air-equilibrated water or environmental samples, the sample bottle was kept at -78 °C in ethanol 
and dry ice. 
 
Introduction of samples 
A sample bottle or reference flask, for introduction of the gas, was connected at point A 
using a Swagelok Ultra-Torr connector. Samples were generally introduced after the 




(and molecular sieves had been degassed, see below). The pressure in the line before and 
after introduction of each sample was written down. 
 
Collection of samples 
Samples were collected in glass tubes with molecular sieve pellets, connected at point B. 
The glass tubes were either 2.5 ml vials with a Glass Expansion high-vacuum, 
compression o-ring valve, or 20x0.6 (od) cm glass tubes that could be sealed with a 
flame torch (gas burner). 
 
Molecular sieves 
Each tube contained 5-10 new pellets (1.6 x 6 mm) of Sigma-Aldrich zeolite 5Å 
molecular sieve. Molecular sieves are crystalline structures with a specific pore diameter 
that can be used to trap specific gases based on their molecular diameter and chemical 
characteristics. Details on the use of molecular sieves are given in Chapter 3. These 
molecular sieves are able to trap O2, N2, and Ar at liquid nitrogen temperature (-196 °C). 
Gases can subsequently be released again from the sieves by increasing the temperature 
(to room temperature or slightly above room temperature (higher temperatures improve 
desorption, but too high temperatures (> 200 °C) for extended periods might lead to 
exchange of oxygen between the sieve lattice and the sample and/or damage to the sieve 
structure (Karlsson 2004))). 
Because it has been reported that the use of zeolite molecular sieves can cause elemental 
and isotopic fractionation due to incomplete adsorption or desorption, the amount of 
fractionation increasing with the quantity of molecular sieve used (Barkan and Luz 
2003, Abe 2008), transfer of gas species from sampling bottle to Pyrex tube was done 
until at least 99.8%, (preferably 99.9%), (determined manometrically) of the sample was 
adsorbed (in which case fractionation due to incomplete adsorption is expected to be 
negligible (Abe 2008)). In addition, the smallest possible amount of sieves was used, 
and tubes with molecular sieves were heated prior to release of the sample (~10-20 
minutes at ~60 °C (in hot water)) in order to minimize fractionation due to incomplete 
desorption (following Abe, 2008). Initially, 5 pellets of the above-mentioned type of 
molecular sieve were used, as it was found this was the minimum number required to 
cryogenically adsorb gas samples. When this amount was used, in combination with 
heating before desorption, no significant fractionation of the sample gas was observed 
(Gloël 2012, González-Posada 2012). Because freezing on to 5 molecular sieve pellets 
still required a relatively long transfer time per sample (up to 40 minutes), tests were 
performed with increased numbers of molecular sieve pellets on the extraction line (see 




from 5 to 10 did not lead to significantly increase fractionation (provided transfer to the 
MS took place using 5 pellets, see Chapter 3), but did decrease the transfer time to ~5 
minutes per sample. Samples for the equilibrated water tests and biological experiments 
were therefore collected using 10 pellets of molecular sieve. New pellets of ~6 mm 
length were used in all cases, which were degassed under vacuum prior to use (in order 
to remove pre-adsorbed gases that could interfere with the sample and decrease 
adsorption capacity), by heating them twice with an ethanol burner (~200 °C) (following 
Abe 2008) for up to ~40 s each time. Each period of heating was carried on until the 
pressure in the line stopped increasing, and sieves were allowed to cool down before the 
second period of heating. It had been found in this way sufficient gases could be 
removed from the sieves, without damaging the sieve structure (A. Marca, pers. com. 
2012).  
 
Cryogenic trapping of CO2 and H2O 
During the transfer of most samples a glass trap, 180 ml in volume, was present on the 
line, that could be cooled down to -78 °C (using ethanol and dry ice) or -196 °C (using 
liquid nitrogen), for removal of CO2 and H2O from the samples. Initially, the trap was 
cooled down to -78 °C (Gloël 2012, González-Posada 2012), following 
recommendations of Barkan and Luz (2003), who reported that oxygen and argon can 
freeze on ice at -196 °C (which could lead to fractionation) and the use of a liquid 
nitrogen temperature trap during extraction should thus be avoided (Barkan and Luz 
2003). It was however found, during the processing of seawater samples, that due to the 
high H2O content of gas samples and proximity of collection tube to the trap, a -78 °C 
trap did not freeze sufficient H2O, which complicated the collection of samples. A -196 
°C trap was therefore used from 2012 onwards (A. Marca, pers.com. 2012).  
 
Potential fractionation due to liquid nitrogen trap 
During the molecular sieve transfer tests, described in Chapter 3, O2-Ar samples were 
transferred both with and without liquid nitrogen cold trap on the extraction line, and 
results were compared. It was found that all samples transferred with a -196 °C cold trap 
on the line, displayed some negative fractionation (negative δ17O and δ18O values, in the 
range -0.03 and -0.06‰ for δ17O and 18O respectively (see Chapter 3)). In all cases, the 
observed fractionation was however mass dependent, no effect on the ∆17O was 
observed. In addition, tests were performed both at high and low pressure (by 
introducing the same amount of gas from a large volume sample bottle). It was found 
that comparable negative fractionation resulted when the line pressure was lowered, the 




In this case, the pressure in the line was also lowest, since the cold trap adds a relatively 
large volume to the line. It can therefore not be excluded that the negative fractionation 
was related to the volume rather than the temperature of the trap. (Comparable tests 
should therefore ideally be performed with the glass trap at room temperature and -78 
°C). If the liquid N2 trap led to fractionation due to freezing of Ar and O2 on ice, 
fractionation could potentially be worse during the processing of air-equilibrated water 
or biological oxygen samples, since these samples would be expected to contain more 
H2O. Tests were however performed with the method of sampling used in the culture 
experiments, and sample bottles containing water bubbled with O2-Ar reference gas (and 
a 3 ml O2-Ar headspace). Results showed a fractionation nearly identical (-0.03 and -
0.06% for δ17O and δ18O respectively) to that observed during the transfer tests with cold 
trap, for a comparable line volume (Chapter 3). Finally, results of air-equilibrated water 
tests give a good indication of fractionation during the whole process of sampling, 
extraction and preparation (since atmospheric oxygen is expected to have approximately 
the same composition at different locations, and resulting δ18O values can be compared 
to equilibrium values from literature). For artificial seawater (35 g l-1 NaCl), δ18O values 
were obtained that were very close (< 0.02‰) to equilibrium values reported in literature 
(see Chapter 4). In addition, in most cases δ(O2/Ar) results were very close to reported 
equilibrium values (< 1‰), both indicating the presence of a liquid nitrogen trap 
probably did not significantly affect the results. 
 
Alterations or additions for specific studies 
For the equilibrated water tests (Chapter 4), samples were introduced from 350 ml 
sample bottles, which were held in a Dewar with ethanol and dry ice (-78 °C) before and 
during admission of the sample, in order to freeze most of the H2O still present in the 
bottles. This is the general approach for dissolved air samples (González-Posada 2012, 
Gloël 2012).  
For the experiments with phytoplankton cultures, a needle was connected to the line at 
point A (see Chapter 5) and introduction of headspace gas took place by piercing the 
stopper of the sample bottle, after evacuating the line while the needle was halfway 
down the stopper. 
 
General procedure 
The sample bottle, or flask containing the gas to be transferred, was connected to the 
line at point A, and a collection tube containing 10 new molecular sieve pellets was 
connected at point B. The line was then evacuated down to, preferably, 1.6-1.9 x 10-7 




cooled down to -196 °C prior to transfer of the samples, by immersing it halfway in 
liquid nitrogen, after it had been evacuated (during the transfer of samples, the trap 
stayed in the Dewar with liquid nitrogen, which was regularly topped up). Valves were 
present between the liquid nitrogen trap and the connection ports, so that sample bottles 
and tubes could be replaced without significant introduction of air into the trap while it 
was in liquid nitrogen. Before transfer of a sample, molecular sieves were degassed, by 
stepwise heating (with an ethanol burner, ~200 °C, for two periods of ~40 s) while they 
were being evacuated (see above: ‘molecular sieves’). After the whole line and 
collection tube had been evacuated down to ~1.9 x 10-7 mbar, the valve to the pump was 
closed and the pressure in the line was written down. The sample was then released into 
the line, generally up to the valve of the sample tube. The pressure was written down, 
and the sample was allowed to stay in the main part of the line for ~2 minutes. After this 
time, the valve of the collection tube was opened, and the pressure was written down 
again. The sample tube was then immersed in liquid nitrogen, and the sample was 
allowed to freeze on the molecular sieves until at least 99.9% of the sample was 
adsorbed, which was determined by monitoring the pressure drop (note: for air-
equilibrated water and biological samples (Chapter 4 and 5) only a recovery of > 
99.9% was accepted. During the transfer tests (Chapter 3), occasionally a recovery of 
99.8% was accepted). This generally took ~5 minutes. After at least 99.9% of the sample 
had been collected, the collection tube was closed, depending on the tube either with a 
GE compression o-ring valve, or by flame sealing. After the tube had been closed, the 
liquid nitrogen could be removed from the tube, and the tube could be removed. The line 
could then be evacuated and prepared for the next sample. 
 
Note: samples for air-equilibrated water tests and molecular sieve transfer tests 
(Chapter 3 and 4) were collected in valved tubes, while for the biological experiments 
samples from May were collected in valved tubes, while samples from June-July were 
collected in flame-seal tubes. Results between May and June-July were comparable, thus 
not indicating a substantial influence of the collection tube (it could however be 
expected to make a difference when samples are stored for longer periods of time, as 
flame-seal tubes are more leak-proof). 
 
Samples collected on molecular sieves in glass tubes were transferred to an automated 
gas purification line, for removal of N2 and remaining CO2 and H2O, in order to obtain 






2.2.2.	  Separation	  (gas	  purification)	  line	  
After extraction and collection in glass tubes, samples were transferred to an automated 
gas purification line for the removal of nitrogen and remaining CO2 and H2O. This line 
was built by UEA PhD students J. Gloël and A. González-Posada after the example of 
Barkan and Luz (2003), with a few modifications. Most importantly, a 10-port two-
position valve was used instead of four three-way valves, a 2.74 m GC column was used 
(Supelco, 13074-U, 2.74 m, 2.1 mm diameter, 45/60 molecular sieve) at a temperature of 
~0-1 °C, with a helium flow of 8-10 ml/min, instead of the 0.2 m GC column at -80 °C 
with a 25 ml/min He flow used by Barkan and Luz (2003). Finally, resulting O2-Ar 
mixtures were collected under liquid nitrogen, in stainless-steel fingers pre-filled with 
molecular sieves at the end of the process, instead of using liquid helium, as 
recommended by Barkan and Luz (2003) (Gloël 2012, González-Posada, 2012).  
 
Liquid helium vs. molecular sieves and liquid nitrogen for final trapping 
Barkan and Luz (2003) recommended the use of liquid helium (instead of molecular 
sieves under liquid nitrogen) for sample collection from the purification line, because 
they observed elemental and isotopic fractionation due to incomplete desorption from 
zeolite molecular sieves upon introduction of samples to a dual-inlet mass-spectrometer; 
the amount of fractionation increasing with the sieve quantity used. This was confirmed 
by Abe (2008). Abe however reported that fractionation could be negligible as long as a 
small amount of zeolite 5Å molecular sieves was used, and tubes containing the sieves 
were heated in hot water prior to desorption of the samples (10 minutes at 60°C) (Abe, 
2008). Gloël and González-Posada found that when O2-Ar gas was transferred to the MS 
using 5 Sigma-Aldrich zeolite 5Å pellets of 1.6x5 mm (corresponding to ~0.2g), in 
combination with heating prior to transfer to the MS, fractionation was negligible (Gloël 
2012, González-Posada, 2012). This was confirmed by transfer tests conducted during 
this study (Chapter 3 and Section 2.4). Since final transfer using molecular sieves and 
liquid nitrogen was found not to lead to significant fractionation under these conditions, 
the use of molecular sieves was preferred above the use of liquid helium for safety and 
economic reasons.  
The operation, materials and testing of the gas purification line have been described in 
detail in the theses of Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012).  
During this study, the line was used under the same protocol, as described by Gloël 
(2012) and González-Posada (2012). No important alterations to the line took place, 
with the exception of using an increased number of molecular sieve pellets in the first 




trap. Initially, 20 pellets of 5Å zeolite sieve were present, but in order to find out 
whether the freezing speed of samples from 350 ml bottles could be increased, the trap 
was filled with 2.4 g of sieves. Because the increased number of molecular sieves 
(which should not affect elemental or isotopic composition, as gas was trapped during 
desorption (Barkan and Luz 2003, Chapter 3)) did not significantly increase the transfer 
speed into T3, it was considered that the particle inline filters above the trap slowed 
down the process. These filters had been put in position to prevent solid (glass wool, 
molecular sieve dust) fragments from entering the line and damaging the valves. Glass 
wool was used in the traps during the building and testing stage of the line, because 
molecular sieve powder got sucked into the line and damaged the valves. Now, instead 
of the filters and glass wool, pieces of cut metal wire were placed on top of the pellets. 
Unfortunately, this modification did not decrease transfer time directly from glass 
bottles to < 30 minutes. It was therefore decided to keep using the small extraction line 
as an intermediate step in the transfer of the dissolved gases from the large volume 
sample bottles to the purification line (see Section 2.2.1).  
As mentioned above, the gas purification line has been described in detail in the theses 
of Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012). A short description of the line and 
purification process will be given below. 
 
Description of the line and purification protocol  
The line consisted of a 10-port 2-position valve (Valco, A4L10UWM), that could be 
used i.e. to change the direction of helium flow and open or close off parts of the system, 
a helium carrier gas (flow rate 8-10 ml/min), which was purified using a trap with 13X 
sieves at -196 °C, two (1/4 inch stainless steel) traps containing zeolite 5Å molecular 
sieve pellets for collection of samples (T3 for trapping before GC separation, T4 for 
trapping O2 and Ar after GC separation), which could be automatically cooled down to -
196 °C (using a pneumatic dewar with liquid nitrogen) for collection of samples, and 
heated to the required temperature using a heating rope (Omegalux, FGR series, 240V), 
a glass spiral trap at -196 °C for removal of remaining CO2 and H2O from the samples, a 
gas chromatographic  column (Supelco, 13074-U, 2.74 m, 2.1 mm diameter, 45/60 
molecular sieve) for separation of N2 from O2 and Ar, and an exit manifold consisting of 
7 stainless-steel fingers with molecular sieve pellets. Individual tubes could be opened 
and closed using pneumatically actuated springless diaphragm valves. Valves and 
controls were connected to a computer interface via National Instruments modules. 
Two Pirani gauges (>5 x 10-4 mbar) monitored the pressure in the line, one near the inlet 
and one near the exit manifold, and a compact cold cathode gauge (>2 x 10-9 mbar) was 




During the time of processing of the samples for this study, a vacuum of 2.7 x 10-7 mbar 
was generally achieved in the line. A schematic of the line is given in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3: Schematic drawing of the separation line, by González-Posada (2012). Valves are 
indicated by V, traps by T, pressure gauges by G. HV = high-vacuum pump, while LV = 
(optional) low vacuum pump, GC = gas chromatographic column. The 10-port valve has two 
positions, in the first position, the grey connections are open and the black connections are closed 
(as a result, He gas flows directly through the GC to waste), in the second position, grey 
connections are closed and black connections are opened (He gas flows through trap 3, GC and 
trap 4 before going to waste).  
 
Preparation procedure 
Samples were connected to the inlet the evening before processing (so that the inlet 
could be evacuated overnight), and heated for 10-20 minutes at ~60 °C prior to release. 
Before the start of each sample run, the manual valve of the sample tube was opened or 
the tube was cracked (flame-seal tubes), and the program was started.  
Before starting the automated preparation sequence, the 10-port 2-way valve was 
positioned so that helium flow was directed straight through the GC and then to waste 
(Figure 3). 
After obtaining the right vacuum in the first part of the inlet (< 2.9 x 10-7 mbar), the 
valve to the sample was opened and the sample was released into the first part of the line 


























remaining CO2 and H2O. The first collection trap (T3, containing zeolite 5Å molecular 
sieve) was then immersed in liquid nitrogen and the sample was frozen into the trap (for 
~15 minutes). After collection of ~99.5% of the sample, the trap was removed from the 
liquid nitrogen and heated to 60 °C and the He flow (8-10 ml/min) was directed over the 
trap (by switching the 10-port valve), so that the helium carrier gas could guide the 
sample from the T3 through the GC column, where O2 and Ar were separated from 
nitrogen. O2 and Ar eluted first, and were collected in the second trap (T4, also 
containing zeolite 5 Å molecular sieve) which was held at -196 °C. After O2 and Ar had 
been collected, but before elution of N2, which was retained in the GC longer, the 10-
port valve was switched again, so that the He flow was redirected, back to its initial 
position, to go straight into the GC and then to waste. In this way N2 eluting from the 
GC was carried to waste instead of ending up in the sample. Finally, the second 
collection trap was also heated to 60 °C, and the sample (now a purified O2-Ar mixture, 
suitable for MS analysis) was collected into a stainless-steel holding tube of the exit 
manifold, which was held in liquid nitrogen and contained five pellets of zeolite 5Å 
molecular sieve per tube. As mentioned above, it had been found no fractionation of the 
sample gas took place as long as this type and amount of sieves were used, and sample 
tubes were heated prior to release of the sample (Gloël 2012, González-Posada, 2012, 
Chapter 3). The purification process took ~75 minutes per sample. The line was 
automatically evacuated at the end of each sample run, while trap T3 and T4 were 
degassed by heating to 180 °C.  
Together with each set of up to six samples, one aliquot of dry air (DA) was processed, 
so that the functioning of the line could be monitored and sample results could later be 
referenced against air (see Section 2.3.3). After collection of all samples and one DA 
aliquot, the exit manifold was disconnected from the purification line and connected to 
the Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Finnigan MAT 252, dual-inlet), for 
determination of the triple oxygen isotope composition and O2/Ar ratio of the resulting 
O2-Ar mixtures.  
2.2.3.	  Encountered	  problems	  
During the processing of biological oxygen samples, in the summer of 2013, several 
samples suddenly contained very high amounts of nitrogen when they were measured on 
the MS (> 10 V instead of ~0.5 V). Such high amounts of nitrogen severely influence 
the measurement, and cannot be corrected for, so the samples were lost. After examining 
several options, it was found that the helium flow sensor (Honeywell) no longer 




ml/min, while the actual flow rate (measured using a calibrated manual flow meter) was 
14-15 ml/min. As a result of this high flow rate, nitrogen eluted from the GC earlier, 
sometimes before the moment of switchover of the 10-port valve, so that part of the 
nitrogen was collected with the sample instead of being carried to waste. As a result, 
some of the biological samples were lost. For subsequent samples, a calibrated manual 
flow meter was used, and the helium flow rate was closely monitored. Because the first 
batch of samples had been processed at a relatively high flow rate (~14 ml/min), later 
samples were processed at a flow rate (manual meter) of ~11-12 ml/min (it was ensured 
there was still sufficient time between the 10-port valve switch-over and elution of 
nitrogen at this rate), in order to keep conditions as similar as possible between different 
samples of the same study.  
 
In addition, some of the valves on the entry manifold had to be replaced, because they 
were suddenly leaking, probably due to the presence of small glass fragments introduced 
through the breaking of Pyrex tubes. Since this was immediately noticed, no samples 
were lost or affected. 
 
2.3.	  Isotope	  Ratio	  Mass	  Spectrometry	  
2.3.1	  Description	  of	  instrument	  and	  IRMS	  measurements	  
After collection of a set of maximally 6 samples and minimally one DA aliquot, the exit 
manifold was disconnected from the purification line and connected to the dual-inlet 
isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Thermo Finnigan MAT 252), for determination of the 
triple oxygen isotope composition and O2/Ar ratio of the resulting O2-Ar mixtures (with 
respect to a O2-Ar reference mixture (4.7% Ar in O2, BOC Ltd.)). Because molecular 
sieves were used for sample collection from the separation line, the tubes containing the 
samples were heated for ~20 minutes at ~50-80 °C (hot water, cooling down) prior to 
release of the samples into the MS (following Abe 2008), in order to minimise the risk 
of incomplete desorption.  
Initially, sample tubes were heated in hot tap water, with a temperature of approximately 
~60 °C, which was allowed to cool down over the period of heating. Later, tests were 
performed heating aliquots of O2-Ar reference gas to either 60 or ~80-90 °C (still 
cooling down during the period of heating) prior to release into the mass spectrometer. 
No significant difference was observed in the ∆17O, but resulting δ17O and δ18O values 
were closer to zero (indicating less fractionation) when the start temperature was ~80-90 




temperatures should be avoided in order to prevent exchange of molecules between the 
sieves and the sample Karlsson 2004, Abe 2008) samples were from thereon heated with 
a start temperature of ~80 °C.  
 
Analysis of samples took place on a Thermo Finnigan MAT 252 Dual-Inlet Isotope 
Ratio Mass Spectrometer. Aliquots of sample and standard gas (in this case an O2-Ar 
mixture (4.7% Ar in O2, BOC Ltd.)) are simultaneously introduced into the sample and 
standard-bellows of the MS-inlet respectively. Bellows are receptacles with adjustable 
volume, in which gas is kept for analysis in the MS. Sample and standard bellows are 
connected to the ionization chamber through independent capillaries, and flow on the 
capillaries, and the resulting signal intensity, is determined by the pressure in the 
bellows, which can be adjusted by adjusting the bellow opening. At the beginning of 
each measurement cycle, the bellows are adjusted automatically in order to achieve an 
m/z 32 signal intensity of 2.5 V. The δ17O and δ18O of the sample relative to the 
reference are then determined by alternately analysing the reference and sample gas 
(determining the ion beam intensities/relative amounts of m/z 32, 33 and 34).  
Oxygen isotopologues 16O16O (m/z 32), 17O16O (m/z 33) and 18O16O (m/z 34) were 
collected (and their signal was analysed) simultaneously in cup three (3 x 10-8 Ohm 
resistor), five (3 x 10-11 Ohm resistor) and six (1 x 10-11 Ohm resistor) respectively. 
During each measurement cycle, the reference gas is first introduced into the mass 
spectrometer and analysed during a set amount of time (integration time), after which 
valves are switched and the remaining gas is pumped away during a set amount of time 
(idle time), after which the sample gas is introduced and analysed in the same way. This 
cycle was repeated 30 times within one block of measurements. 
 
Procedure of introduction of samples 
Before the measurement of each set of sample gases from the separation line, a ‘zero 
enrichment’ was performed, in order to test the functioning of the instrument and to 
condition the source to almost pure oxygen gas. For this measurement the same O2-Ar 
reference gas was introduced to both sides on the inlet and measured against each other. 
(Results of zero enrichments conducted during the period of this study are displayed in 
Section 2.4, Table 1). Approximately 30 minutes before the end of the zero enrichment 
measurement, the manifold containing the samples was attached to the sample side of 
the inlet, while a flask with a reference O2-Ar mixture (4.7% Ar in O2, BOC Ltd.) was 
attached to the standard side.  
After the whole inlet system, including the bellows, had been properly evacuated, and an 




flask, valves to the pump were closed and the sample and standard gas were introduced 
into the sample and standard bellow respectively. Gas was allowed to equilibrate for one 
minute before valves were closed. 
 
Because it had been found that differences in amount of gas between the sample and 
standard side of the inlet could influence the results (different depletion rates) (Stanley 
2010), the variable volume bellows were manually adjusted upon introduction of sample 
and reference in order to expand equal amounts of gas on both sides (approximately the 
same pressure for the same bellow volume).  
 
At the beginning of each measurement cycle, the bellows were adjusted automatically in 
order to achieve an m/z 32 signal intensity of 2.5 V. The δ17O and δ18O were then 
determined 90 times (in 3 blocks of 30 cycles of sample-reference measurement), and an 
average δ17O and δ18O were calculated for each run. 
 
As explained in Chapter 1, the isotope-ratio difference of a sample relative to a 
reference is in standard delta-notation: 
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where R is the isotope ratio, the ratio of the abundance (n) of the minor isotope over the  
major isotope (in this case, the ratio of the amount of either,  17O or 18O over 16O), and 
*O is either 17O or 18O. 
 
δ17O and δ18O were calculated from the measured ion beam intensities of m/z 34 and 33 
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Where ‘U33’, ‘U34’ and ‘U32’ are the ion beam intensities (V) of m/z 33, 34 and 32 




At the time of measurement of samples for this study, the average standard deviations 
between 30 measurements of one run (internal precision of the MS) were 0.047 and 
0.020‰ for δ17O and δ18O respectively. The corresponding standard errors were 0.009 
and 0.004‰. 
 
Tests had been performed by Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012) in order to find 
the measurement settings that produced maximal measurement precision (smallest 
standard deviation and error) while minimising measurement time. It was found best 
results were obtained when the idle time was 5 seconds, the integration time was 16 
seconds and samples were measured against the reference 90 times, in three runs of 30 
measurement cycles. The chosen signal height for m/z 32 was 2.5 V (3 x 10-8 Ohm 
resistor) during the time of the measurements for this study. 
  
At the end of each 3 measurement blocks, an ‘interfering masses’ measurement was 
performed, during which the ion beam intensities (ion current ∙ resistance, in V) of m/z 
32 (16O2), 40 (Ar) and 28 (14N2) were determined. The signal intensities of m/z 32 and 40 
were measured in cup 3 (peak jumping), after which m/z 28 was measured in cup 5. 
 
From the results of these measurements, the δ(O2/Ar) and d(N2/O2) could be calculated 
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Where ‘U28’, ‘U32’ and ‘U40’ are the measured ion beam intensities (V) for m/z 28 (N2), 
32 (16O2) and 40 (Ar) respectively. 
 
As measure for N2 content and for use in N2 corrections (Section 2.3.2), the above-
defined d(N2/O2) was used instead of the standard delta-value (!(N2/O2)) because it was 
less affected by changes in the background N2 concentration in the MS (Gloël 2012). As 
a result, a stronger, more consistent, relationship was observed between d(N2/O2) and 
the isotopic results than between !(N2/O2) and isotopic results, which made d N2/O2  





In total, a full measurement on the MS consisting of 3 blocks of 30 determinations of 
δ17O and δ18O and one interfering masses measurement took 1 hour and 25 minutes. 
 
As mentioned above, zero enrichment tests were performed regularly, and always before 
introduction of samples, in order to test the performance of the mass-spectrometer. 
Results for the zero enrichment measurements are displayed in Table 1. As can be 
observed, the deviations from zero in ∆17O, δ17O, δ18O (-3 ppm, -0.010 and -0.012‰ 
resp.) are small (considering the standard deviation, see below), and results are 
comparable to those obtained in 2011 and 2012 by Gloël (2012) and González-Posada 
(2012). Standard deviations obtained for ∆17O, δ17O and δ18O were 10 ppm, 0.010 and 
0.012‰ respectively, while the associated standard errors, based on 54 runs, were 3 
ppm, 0.003 and 0.003‰ (calculated using the 95% CI function in MS Excel). 
 
For each sample, three δ17O and δ18O values and one δ(O2/Ar) value were obtained. 
These could later be used for the calculation of ∆17O, and be averaged per sample, but 
first corrections had to be applied to the individual δ17O and δ18O results to account for 
imbalance and N2 and Ar interference (Section 2.3.2), after which the corrected values 
(in case of biological and air-equilibrated water samples) had to be standardised with 





2.3.2	  Nitrogen,	  Argon	  and	  imbalance	  corrections	  
Any differences in (m/z 32) signal (depletion rate) between the standard and sample gas 
(imbalance) during the mass spectrometric measurement, as well as the presence of 
interfering gases N2 and Ar, are known to influence the isotopic measurements and 
affect resulting δ17O and δ18O values; the magnitude of the corrections depending i.e. on 
the used instrument, settings and conditions within the MS (Bender et al. 1994, Emerson 
et al. 1999, Abe and Yoshida 2003, Barkan and Luz 2003, Sarma et al. 2003). Therefore, 
corrections had to be applied. 
The exact effects of imbalance, N2 and Ar content on the results are variable, they 
depend, next to on the specific instrument used, on many factors, including filament, ion 
source settings and conditions within the MS. Correction factors therefore have to be 
determined regularly, and always after filament change or source cleaning (Barkan & 
Luz 2003). 
 
2.3.2.1	  Imbalance	  correction	  
As described above, the MS automatically balances the pressure in the sample and 
reference bellows before each measurement run, so that comparable signal intensities for 
m/z 32 (of ~2.5 V) are obtained for the sample and the standard gases. However, small 
differences in the signal intensity between the sample and standard can strongly affect 
the resulting δ17O, δ18O and ∆17O values. 
The effect of imbalance on the resulting δ17O and δ18O values was assessed using two 
different approaches. Firstly, imbalance tests were performed. For these tests, the same 
O2-Ar reference gas was admitted to both the sample and reference side of the inlet, the 
automatic signal intensity adjustment by the IRMS was turned off and the intensities of 
m/z 32 on the sample and reference side were instead manually adjusted before each 
measurement block, so that the m/z 32 signal intensity on the reference side was kept 
constant at 2.5 V, while the signal intensity on the sample side was varied from 2.3 to 
2.7 V in steps of approximately 0.1 V. For each combination of signal intensities, three 
measurement blocks were performed. During each block the gases were measured for 30 
minutes, consisting of 30 sample-reference pair measurements, and δ17O, δ18O and ∆17O 
were calculated. Results are displayed in Figure 4 and 5. Secondly, the resulting δ17O, 
δ18O and ∆17O values (of individual runs) of all zero enrichments performed over the 
months relevant for these studies (summer 2013), were plotted against the difference in 
signal intensity of m/z 32 (U32, sample - U32, reference, were U is the ion beam intensity in V) 




In both cases, a strong linear relationship was found between the difference in voltage 
for m/z 32 on sample and reference side and the resulting δ18O (linear regression line 
slope 1.72, R2 > 0.99 for imbalance test results and 1.86, R2 = 0.92 for zero enrichment 
results) and ∆17O (-1534.2, R2 > 0.99 and -1416.6, R2 = 0.91 for imbalance tests and 
zero enrichments respectively (see Figure 4-8). A strong relationship between 
imbalance and δ17O was also found in the imbalance test results (linear regression line 
slope -0.64, R2 = 0.97), but in the zero enrichment results this relationship was less 
pronounced (slope -0.45, R2 = 0.51). The correction factors were obtained through linear 
regression.  
 
Figure 4: δ18O results of imbalance tests April 2013 (after filament change and ion source 
tuning): reference side 2.5 V for all tests, sample side varied from 2.3 to 2.7 V, 3 samples/tests 
per voltage difference. ‘32’ indicates the ion beam intensity of m/z 32 in volts, recorded at the 























Figure 5: Relationship ∆17O and imbalance in results of imbalance tests April 2013 (after 
filament change and ion source tuning): reference side 2.5 V for all tests, sample side varied from 
2.3-2.7 V, 3 tests per voltage difference. 
 
 
Figure 6: The relationship between δ18O and imbalance (difference in m/z 32 signal on sample 












































Figure 7: The relationship between ∆17O and imbalance (difference in m/z 32 signal intensity on 
sample and standard side) from zero enrichment data (from 06-09/2013). U is the ion beam 


























Figure 8: Relationship between imbalance (difference in m/z 32 signal intensity (V) between 
sample and standard) and resulting ∆17O before filament change and tuning in April 2013. Data 
from measurements conducted in summer 2012 by González-Posada (2012).  
 
Since imbalance tests gave results close to the results based on the zero enrichments, the 
slopes of the relationships based on zero enrichments were used for the imbalance 
correction because these relationships were based on more data points. Also, zero 
enrichment data were obtained in the months the samples for biological O2 and air-
equilibrated water tests were measured, while imbalance tests were conducted a few 
months earlier, and zero enrichments were obtained over several months, while the 
imbalance tests were conducted on one day, as a result of which the zero enrichments 
are more likely to capture daily fluctuations in the MS conditions. Finally, the zero 
enrichment tests cover the range of imbalance likely to be experienced in actual 
measurements.  
Results of biological experiments and air-equilibrated water tests (and other tests 
performed in summer 2013) were therefore corrected using a correction factor of 1.86 
for δ18O and -0.45 for δ17O. Correction was performed as follows: 
!18Ocorr =   !18Omeas − 1.86 ∙ (!32,sam − !32,ref) 
!17Ocorr =   !17Omeas – (−0.45) ∙ (!32,sam − !32,ref) 
Where U32,sam and U32, ref are the ion beam intensities (V) of m/z 32 measured at the 
beginning of the measurement run, for the sample and standard side, respectively. The 
result of each individual run was corrected separately. It was found the use of these 

















In April 2013, the filament was changed, emission was decreased from 1200 to 1000 µA 
and the ion source was tuned for maximum sensitivity. This resulted in a change in the 
imbalance effect and the required correction factors. Zero enrichments from late 2012 
and early 2013 plotted against imbalance indicated a relationship with imbalance of 
~1100 for ∆17O and ~1.1 for δ18O, while imbalance tests and zero enrichments 
performed after the filament change indicated a relationship with imbalance of ~1400-
1500 for ∆17O, ~1.8 for δ18O (as mentioned above). 
Molecular sieve transfer test samples (Chapter 3) were measured in 2012, before the 
filament change. For imbalance correction of these samples, the results of zero 
enrichments performed by A. González-Posada from summer 2012 were used (Figure 
8). The relationship with imbalance found in these results was comparable to the 
relationship found in zero enrichments performed in late 2012 (start of this study) and 
early 2013 (which all indicated a relationship with ∆17O close to 1100 and with δ18O 
close to 1), but summer 2012 results were used because the number of data points was 
higher.  
Molecular sieve transfer test results dating from autumn 2012 were therefore corrected 
using a correction factor of  -0.52 (R2 = 0.84) and 1.12 (R2 = 0.86) for δ17O and δ18O 
respectively, corresponding to a relationship between imbalance and ∆17O of 1100.5  
(R2 = 0.92) (Figure 8). 
 
2.3.2.2	  Nitrogen	  correction	  
Because nitrogen will interfere with triple oxygen isotope measurements if left in the 
sample, it is removed from samples beforehand through gas chromatography (on the 
separation line, see Section 2.2.2). Small amounts of nitrogen will however always be 
present, and these can still influence the results. In order to assess the effect of nitrogen 
on the δ17O and δ18O results, aliquots of O2-Ar reference gas were mixed with different 
amounts of pure nitrogen gas, and the resulting mixtures were frozen onto molecular 
sieves in glass tubes at liquid nitrogen temperature and measured on the MS against the 
same O2-Ar reference gas without added nitrogen. The δ17O, δ18O and ∆17O results were 
then plotted against the nitrogen content (quantified as the difference in the 28/32 
between the sample and reference gas, d(N2/O2)) and the correction factors were 
determined through linear regression. Results of different dilution series are displayed in 





Figure 9: δ17O results of N2 dilution series 
 
Figure 10: ∆17O results of N2 dilution series 
A strong linear relationship was observed between δ17O (R2 = ~0.96) and ∆17O (R2 = 
~0.99) and d(N2/O2) (absolute value).  
Based on dilution series, results of this study were corrected using a correction factor of 
0.052 (R2 = 0.75) for δ18O and 0.1335 (R2 = 0.96) for δ17O.  
δ17O and δ18O were corrected as follows: 
!18Ocorr = !18Omeas − 0.052 ∙ !(N2/O2) 
!17Ocorr = !17Omeas − 0.1335 ∙ !(N2/O2) 
Where 
! N2/O2 = (!28/!32)sam − (!28/!32)ref 








































2.3.2.3	  Argon	  correction	  
Next to nitrogen, argon has also been reported to interfere with triple oxygen isotope 
measurements (Barkan and Luz 2003, Abe and Yoshida 2003, Sarma et al. 2003). Abe 
and Yoshida (2003) found a strong effect of increased Ar contents on the δ17O and δ18O. 
However, they performed tests with Ar/O2 ratios of 0.4-9, while Ar/O2 ratios in nature 
are generally much lower (0.04-0.2) (Barkan and Luz 2003). In dissolved air samples 
from seawater, the fluctuations in Ar are expected to be so small (δ(Ar/O2) close to 10-
20‰) that the effect on δ17O and δ18O will be negligible (Barkan and Luz 2003, J. 
Kaiser pers. com. 2013). However, in samples from the experiments with marine 
phytoplankton (Chapter 5), due to the production of biological oxygen, the δ(O2/Ar) 
was in all cases much higher, and δ(Ar/O2) thus lower, than in the reference gas 
(δ(O2/Ar) ~1000-10,000‰ vs. the reference gas (see Section 5.3), corresponding 
δ(Ar/O2) down to ~-900‰). In addition, Barkan and Luz (2003) reported that the 
measurement of a gas mixture against a pure gas would lead to less accurate results. 
Therefore, it had to be tested whether a difference in the Ar/O2 ratio between sample and 
reference of this magnitude would influence the resulting δ17O and δ18O. 
For this, different amounts of pure argon were added to pure oxygen, creating mixtures 
of ~0-5% Ar in oxygen (in steps of 1%), and measuring the resulting mixtures (collected 
using molecular sieves) against both the pure oxygen (0% Ar) used for the mixtures, and 
against the O2-Ar reference mixture (4.7% Ar in O2) on the MAT 252. (In addition, the 
pure oxygen was measured as sample against the different O2-Ar mixtures.) 
The O2-Ar reference gas had a different isotopic composition from the pure O2 reference 
gas (offset ~-3.45, ~-6.76 ‰ and ~50 ppm for δ17O and δ18O and ∆17O respectively). 
Results are displayed in Figure 11-14. 
In all cases, results indicated differences in the Ar content between the sample and the 
reference (variations in δ(Ar/O2)) in this range (0-5% Ar in O2, δ(Ar/O2) down to -
1000‰ relative to the 4.7% Ar in O2 reference), did not significantly affect the ∆17O 
(Figure 11 and 12). A linear relationship was found between δ(Ar/O2) and δ17O and 
δ18O, with δ17O and δ18O increasing with increasing δ(Ar/O2) (as reported by Barkan and 
Luz and Abe and Yoshida (2003)).  
However, within this δ(Ar/O2) range, the effect and thus corresponding correction of the 
δ17O and δ18O results was very small (for biological samples, the effect of the applied 
correction was up to ~+0.003‰ for δ17O and ~+0.005‰ for δ18O, while the 






Figure 11: Effect of variations in δ(Ar/O2) (relative Ar content) on the Δ17O (ppm) . Pure O2 
mixed with 1-5% Ar, collected on molecular sieves and measured on the MAT 252 against the 
pure O2 gas (0% Ar). δ(Ar/O2) is displayed as absolute value. All measurements were performed 
in triplicate and error bars show ± 1 SD. 
 
Figure 12: Effect of variations in the δ(Ar/O2) (relative Ar content) on the ∆17O. Mixtures of pure 
O2 with 0-5% added Ar, collected on molecular sieves and measured on the MAT 252 against a 
an O2-Ar reference gas (4.7% Ar in O2). Direct comparison of the isotopic composition of both 
reference gases indicated the pure O2 gas has a δ17O, δ18O and ∆17O of ~-3.45, ~-6.76‰ and ~50 
ppm relative to the O2-Ar reference gas. All measurements were performed in triplicate and error 








































sample contained ~0% while the reference contained 4.7% Ar, which might have led to less 
precise results (Barkan and Luz 2003)).  
 
Figure 13: Effect of changes in δ(Ar/O2) on the δ17O and δ18O. Pure O2 mixed with 0-5% Ar, 
collected on molecular sieves and measured on the MAT 252 against the pure O2 gas. Note: 
δ(Ar/O2) is displayed as absolute (not ‰) value. All measurements were performed in triplicate 
and error bars show ±1 SD. 
 
Figure 14: Effect of variations in the δ(Ar/O2) on the δ17O and δ18O, mixtures of pure O2 with 0-
5% added Ar, collected on molecular sieves and measured on the MAT 252 against a an O2-Ar 
reference gas (4.7% Ar in O2). Direct comparison of the isotopic composition of both reference 
gases indicated the pure O2 gas has a δ17O, δ18O and ∆17O of ~-3.45, ~-6.76‰ and ~50 ppm 
relative to the O2-Ar reference gas. All measurements were performed in triplicate and error bars 



























































For the biological O2 samples, the correction based on measurements against pure O2 
does not change δ17O and δ18O values more than ~0.005‰, and ∆17O more than 1 ppm. 
The correction based on measurements of the mixtures against a different O2-Ar mixture 
(4.7% Ar in O2, BOC Ltd., Australia (∆17O offset ~50 ppm, δ17O and δ18O ~-3.45 and ~-
6.76 resp.)), would increase δ17O values with ~0.050-0.070‰ and δ18O values with 
~0.130-0.160‰. The corresponding change in ∆17O is a decrease of 7 ppm for all days 
of Picochlorum and the first days of E. huxleyi, and a (maximal) decrease of 9 ppm, for 
the final days of E. huxleyi (10 ppm for the final day of the 5-day repetition, 9 ppm for 
the final day samples of other series). This would decrease the resulting ∆17OS0 values to 
~173 and ~240 ppm, respectively. This difference is within the error of the results, and 
would not substantially change the conclusions. Because this correction would introduce 
an extra error, while it would not significantly change the results, and the measurements 
against pure O2 indicated no effect on the ∆17O, while for the measurements against O2-
Ar only a weak relationship (R2 = 0.58) was found between !(Ar/O2) and ∆17O, it was 
chosen to apply the weak correction, based on measurements against pure O2, to the 
results (corresponding to +0.0003∙ !(O2/Ar) and +0.0007∙ !(O2/Ar) for δ17O and δ18O 
resp., where !(O2/Ar) is the absolute value).  
 
2.3.2.4	  Solubility	  correction	  
 
Correction for solubility/distribution between headspace and water phase 
For air-equilibrated water tests, δ17O, δ18O and !(O2/Ar) values had to be corrected for 
the distribution of gases between headspace and water phase in sample bottles.  
!(O2/Ar) was corrected (following Luz et al. 2002) according to: 
! O2/Ar corr/‰ = ! ∙ ! O2/Ar meas + 1 − 1 ∙ 1000 
(note: ! O2/Ar meas here refers to the absolute value), 
where 
! =
1 + ! O2 ∙ fV
1 + ! Ar ∙ fV
 
! is the Ostwald solubility coefficient in ml  L-1  atm-1 for the temperature in the 
laboratory, and fV is the ratio of water over headspace volume (Vaq/Vgas). 
fV = !aq/!gas 
!*O values (‘*’ refers to either 17 or 18) were corrected according to: 
!*Ocorr   =   !   ∙   !*Omeas 
Where  
! =
1 + ! *O16O ∙ fV







! *O16O =   !(16O2) ∙ (1 + !*Osat) 
 
In the air-equilibrated water tests (Chapter 4), fV was close to 1. For !(O2/Ar), ! was 
~0.997 and the resulting correction was -2 to -3‰. For !18O, ! was ~1.02 and the 
correction was +0.01 to +0.02‰. For !17O, no definite !17Osat value is available from 
literature, but the effect is expected to be mass dependent, and not to significantly affect 
the ∆17O (J. Kaiser, pers. com. 2013). 
 
2.3.3	  Standardisation	  with	  respect	  to	  atmospheric	  air	  
All values were initially calculated relative to the O2-Ar working reference, and, for 
biological and equilibrated water samples, had to be standardised against atmospheric 
air. For this, results were recalculated using the composition of dry air aliquots prepared 
together with the samples and measured against the same reference. 
 
Atmospheric O2 is the preferred isotopic reference for natural molecular oxygen because 
it is closest in composition to the samples (Barkan and Luz 2003, 2005).  Also 
atmospheric air is assumed to have a (globally) constant composition, which facilitates 
comparison of results. Therefore all results were standardized against atmospheric air.  
This was done by processing aliquots of cryogenically dried atmospheric air (dry air, or 
DA) on the separation line in an identical way to the samples and subsequently 
measuring their composition against the same O2-Ar reference gas (and applying the 
same corrections). The average composition of DA (with respect to the O2-Ar reference 
gas) over the time frame of sample processing could then be used to standardize the (N2 
and imbalance corrected) δ17O, δ18O and δ(O2/Ar) results of the samples vs. atmospheric 
air according to: 
  !*sa/air/‰ ≈ !*sa/DA/‰ =   
!*sa/ref − !*DA/ref
!*DA/ref   + 1
∙ 1000 
Where ’*’ can be 17O, 18O or O2/Ar, ‘sa’ stands for sample, ‘DA’ stands for dry air and 
‘ref’ stands for the working reference O2-Ar mixture. Note: !-values in this equation are 
absolute (not ‰) values. 
 Used δ17O, δ18O and δ(O2/Ar) values for dry air in the above formula were -0.477 ∙  10-3, 
-0.879 ∙  10-3 and 136.1 ∙  10-3 respectively, based on the average of (corrected) dry air 




Because the DA standard went through the same purification process as the samples, any 
fractionation during the purification process would be expected to affect the sample and 
standard in the same way, and would thus be cancelled out in the final results. 
2.3.4	  Calculation	  of	  17O	  excess	  
From the resulting δ17O and δ18O values, the ∆17O (17O excess) could be calculated. 
Different definitions for 17O excess have been used and recommended in the past 
(Barkan and Luz 2000, Miller et al. 2002, Angert et al. 2003, Barkan and Luz 2005, 
Kaiser 2011a, Nicholson 2011, Kaiser and Abe 2012), each with their own merits and/or 
disadvantages. As explained by Kaiser (2011) it does not really matter which definition 
is used, as long as it is used consistently, it is clearly stated which definition was used 
and underlying δ17O and δ18O results are reported with any calculated ∆17O values 
(Kaiser 2011). In this study, the linear definition is used, following Kaiser 2011 and 
Kaiser and Abe 2012, because of its mathematical simplicity. For the lambda coefficient 
the value of 0.5179 was adopted, which corresponds to the weighted average ratio 
between discrimination against 17O16O and 18O16O during respiration for a wide range of 
organisms and experimental conditions (Barkan and Luz, 2005): 
∆17O/ppm   = !17O − 0.5179 ∙ !18O ∙ 1000 
where !17O and !18O are the values in ‰. 
 
2.4.	  Reproducibility	  and	  performance	  tests	  of	  MS	  and	  separation	  
line	  
 
In order to test the performance of the purification line, aliquots of O2-Ar reference gas 
and dry air were regularly processed on the line in the same way as samples and 
measured on the MS against the same O2-Ar reference gas. Results are displayed in 
Table 1. In addition, as mentioned in Section 2.3.1, zero enrichments were performed 
on the MAT 252 on each measurement day, during which the O2-Ar reference gas was 
measured against itself, in order to test the functioning of the mass spectrometer. Results 
of zero enrichments are displayed in Table 1. All results were corrected for imbalance 
and nitrogen interference using the corrections described in Section 2.3.2, and ∆17O, 
δ(O2/Ar) and d(N2/O2) were calculated using above-mentioned equations. Values are 
averages of all conducted MS runs, and the error is based on the number of individual 
runs. All results are reported with respect to the O2-Ar reference gas. For comparison 
purposes, results of similar tests conducted by Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012) 




Table 1: Results of performance tests of the separation line, mass spectrometer and transfer to the 
MS using 5 zeolite molecular sieve pellets. Results of this study are displayed in bold. For 
comparison purposes, results of similar tests conducted in 2011 and 2012 by J. Gloël (2012)  (G) 
and A. González-Posada (2012) (GP) are included in the same table. 
 
 
As can be observed, results obtained during 2013 are comparable to those obtained by 
Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012) in 2011 and 2012. Differences in ∆17O and 
δ17O, δ18O values (for either zero enrichments, dry air or processed O2-Ar aliquots) are 
not significant, considering the standard deviations. While the standard deviation in zero 
enrichment results is slightly smaller than during similar tests in 2011 and 2012, the 
standard deviation in the results of dry air and O2-Ar reference aliquots processed 
through the separation line is slightly larger than during similar tests conducted by Gloël 
(2012) and González-Posada (2012) (0.026-0.031 and 0.049-0.053‰ vs. 0.022-0.025 
and 0.043-0.046‰ for δ17O and δ18O results from 2013 and 2011, respectively). 
However, differences are small.  
The standard deviation of δ(O2/Ar) results has however considerably decreased since 
2011 (0.1‰ (2013) vs. 1.2‰ (2011) for zero enrichments and 0.9‰ (2013) vs. 3.1‰ 
(2011) for O2-Ar through the line). Since this difference can also be observed in the zero 
enrichments results, the improvement is probably largely related to changes in the mass 
spectrometer. 
In addition, for O2-Ar aliquots processed though the line in 2011 a slightly negative 
δ(O2/Ar) was obtained (-2.2‰ for aliquots processed through the separation line vs. 
0.1‰ for zero enrichments), possibly indicating some loss of oxygen. This could 
however be (partly) related to the uncertainty in the MS results, since the SD was 3.1‰. 
In this study, no significant elemental fractionation due to the purification process was 
observed, the resulting δ(O2/Ar) for O2-Ar aliquots processed through the line being 
(0.3±0.9)‰ (±SD) vs. (0.1±0.0)‰ for zero enrichments. 
The slightly more negative δ(O2/Ar) obtained for line-processed O2-Ar in 2011 
compared to 2013 is accompanied by a slightly more negative δ(O2/Ar) for dry air for 
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2011 compared to 2013 ((133.1±1.3)‰ vs. (136.1±0.8)‰ for 2013). It should however 
be realised the results for dry air relative to the reference gas depend on the specific 
composition of both standards, and it is not likely exactly the same reference gas flasks 
were used in 2011 and 2013 (since reference gas flasks are refilled regularly). However, 
results for dry air are still comparable between tests from 2011 and 2013.  
Results of O2-Ar aliquots processed through the line indicate a small increase in δ17O 
and δ18O, and thus enrichment in heavy isotopes, due to the purification process (values 
of 0.010 and 0.026‰ were obtained for O2-Ar aliquots processed through the line, while 
δ17O and δ18O average values obtained during zero enrichments are -0.010 and -0.012‰ 
respectively). The same was observed in 2011 (values of 0.008 and 0.017‰ for 
processed O2-Ar vs. -0.006 and -0.023‰ for directly introduced O2-Ar). However, 
differences are small, and because the DA standard went through the same purification 
process as the samples, any fractionation during the purification process would be 
expected to affect the sample and standard in the same way, and thus to be cancelled out 
in the final results. No significant effect of the purification process on the ∆17O was 
observed, which for this study was (-3±10) ppm (±1 SD) for zero enrichments and (-
4±13) ppm for O2-Ar processed on the separation line.  
 
In order to test the effect of using molecular sieve pellets in the final transfer of samples 
to the MS, Gloël and González-Posada also conducted tests freezing aliquots of O2-Ar 
reference gas into stainless steel fingers with 5 molecular sieve pellets at -196 °C and 
then transferring the samples to the MS. Comparable tests were conducted for this study 
during the molecular sieve transfer tests (Chapter 3, Section 3.2). Just as for the tests of 
Gloël and González-Posada, slightly negative δ17O and δ18O values were obtained ((-
0.008±0.012) and (-0.021±0.015)‰ (±95% confidence interval) for δ17O and δ18O 
resp.), but results were not significantly different from those obtained during zero 
enrichments (average results of zero enrichments also being slightly negative, see Table 
1). The ∆17O was also within the standard deviation of zero enrichments ((3±6) ppm). It 
should be noted that these tests were performed in triplicate, so the error is relatively 
large compared to the error for results displayed in this table. Finally, the effect of this 
transfer step is of course included in the results of the DA and processed O2-Ar aliquots.  
Air-equilibrated water tests 
Finally, to test the combined effect of the whole procedure (water sampling, extraction 
of dissolved air, and the processing of air samples on the extraction and separation line 
and MS) air-equilibrated water tests were performed. Because air is assumed to have an 




expected equilibrium values of δ18O and δ(O2/Ar) of dissolved air are known, results can 
be directly compared to equilibrium values from literature and results from other labs, 
and in this way the performance and accuracy of the whole method can be tested.  
Air-equilibrated water tests were performed with different water types and temperatures. 
Tests and results are described in detail in Chapter 4. Tests with distilled water with 35 
g l-1 NaCl produced δ18O values very close (within ~0.02‰) to equilibrium values 
reported by Benson and Krause (1984) ((0.695±0.06)‰ (±1 SD) vs. 0.717‰ (22 °C) 
and (0.619±0.02)‰ vs 0.638‰ (39 °C) respectively). Both for tests with distilled and 
saline water, obtained δ(O2/Ar) values were very close (within ~1‰) to equilibrium 
values reported in literature (Hamme and Emerson 2004) and observed in similar studies 
(for room temperature tests (22 °C) average δ(O2/Ar) results were (-88.5±0.9)‰ for 
distilled and (-89.2±0.9)‰ for 35 g l-1 NaCl water, close to results of Barkan and Luz 
2003 ((-88.8±0.4)‰), Sarma et al. 2006b ((-87.4±1)‰) and Castro-Morales 2010 ((-
88.4±1)‰) for comparable tests). Finally, over all tests conducted at room temperature 
(22 °C), an average ∆17O of (17±9) ppm (±1 SD) was obtained, which is in the range of 
∆17O values found by other laboratories for comparable tests (Kaiser 2011).  
These results indicate elemental and isotopic fractionation over the whole sample 
preparation process is probably small, and there is no indication that the extraction 
procedure involving molecular sieves and a liquid nitrogen cold trap severely influences 












Chapter	  3	  –	  Method	  development	  and	  improvement:	  
molecular	  sieve	  transfer	  tests	  
	  
Abstract	  	  
In the stable isotope lab at UEA, zeolite 5Å molecular sieves and liquid nitrogen are 
currently used to trap and transfer samples for triple O2 isotope analysis at different 
stages of the preparation process (from the extraction line to the separation line, in 
between traps on the separation line and from the separation line to the IRMS). Because 
it has been reported that elemental and isotopic fractionation can take place due to 
incomplete desorption of samples from molecular sieve zeolite (MSZ), the amount of 
fractionation increasing with the quantity of MSZ used (Barkan & Luz 2003, Abe 2008), 
the used amount of molecular sieve is kept to a minimum (5 pellets, 1.6 x 6 mm). 
However, with the currently used amount of MSZ, collection of samples under low 
pressure can take up to 30-40 minutes per sample. Increasing the number of molecular 
sieve pellets used during extraction would decrease freezing time, but could potentially 
lead to increased fractionation of the sample gas. In order to assess the effect of 
increasing the molecular sieve amount used during transfer of O2-Ar samples for triple 
oxygen isotope analysis, tests were performed transferring O2-Ar reference gas using 
different quantities of zeolite 5Å molecular sieves and liquid nitrogen, and measuring 
the isotopic and elemental composition of the transferred gas on a MAT 252 IRMS 
against the directly-introduced reference gas. Tests were performed with different line 
volumes and both with and without a cold trap on line, in order to simulate conditions 
generally encountered during sample processing. Results indicate that increasing the 
number of pellets used during extraction from 5 or 6 to 10 will lead to a decrease in 
transfer time of 20-30 minutes per sample, and can take place without significant 
increase in fractionation, as long as the gas is desorbed from these pellets under 
cryotrapping and final transfer to the MS takes place using 5 pellets. Increasing the 
number of pellets used during transfer to the MS from 5 to 10 would lead to a strong 
increase in (mass-dependent) fractionation and should therefore be discouraged. In all 
cases, small but significant negative fractionation (loss of heavy isotopes) was observed 
when a liquid nitrogen trap was present on the line and when the pressure in the line was 
lowered by expansion into a sample bottle. All observed fractionation was however 





3.1	   Introduction	  
Molecular sieves are microporous crystalline solids with a specific pore diameter that 
allows them to cryogenically trap, transfer and separate certain gases based on their 
specific diameter, polarity and boiling point. Different types of molecular sieves exist, 
with different chemical compositions and pore diameters, each suited to trap molecules 
within a specific size range. In stable isotope studies, synthetic zeolite molecular sieves 
are often used, which have an aluminosilicate structure that can include different cations, 
the cation included determining the pore size of the sieve. In triple oxygen isotope 
studies, zeolite 5Å (the Ca-type of zeolite, which can trap molecules with a diameter < 5 
Å; 1 Å = 0.1 nm) molecular sieves are often used for the cryogenic trapping and transfer 
of oxygen-argon samples within vacuum systems and separation of oxygen and argon 
from nitrogen (Karlsson 2004). 
 
It has however been reported (Barkan & Luz 2003, Abe 2008) that the use of molecular 
sieves can lead to fractionation of the transferred gas. Reported reasons for this 
fractionation include chemisorption, exchange of oxygen between host lattice and guest 
molecules, exchange of oxygen with other guest molecules and fractionation due to 
different diffusion rates of the isotopologues into and out of the molecular sieve 
structure (Karlsson 2004). Different diffusion rates in and out of the molecular sieves 
will only lead to fractionation when recovery of the gas during adsorption or desorption 
is not complete. This is, however, the case when molecular sieves are used to introduce 
gas into a dual-inlet mass spectrometer. In this case, the gas is expanded based on a 
pressure difference, and an equilibrium fraction of gas will always stay adsorbed on the 
sieves, the exact amount depending on the pressure, temperature and void volume of the 
molecular sieves (Barkan & Luz, 2003, Abe 2008). 
 
Recently, fractionation of oxygen during transfer to the mass spectrometer, due to 
incomplete desorption from zeolite molecular sieves (type 13X and 5Å) was reported by 
Barkan and Luz (2003) and Abe (2008). In both studies fractionation against the heavy 
isotopes was observed (δ17O and δ18O: -0.05 to -0.3‰) when sample gas was expanded 
from 5Å molecular sieves into the inlet system of a dual-inlet (IR) mass-spectrometer, 
the fractionation increasing with the quantity of molecular sieve material used. Barkan 
and Luz therefore suggest the use of liquid Helium for transfer of samples to the MS, 
while Abe suggests using a minimum amount of MSZ and heating the molecular sieves 
before admission to the MS (10 minutes at 60 °C) in order to maximise desorption 





According to Barkan and Luz (2003), fractionation during desorption from molecular 
sieves is not an issue when desorption is complete due to simultaneous trapping of the 
desorbed gas. According to Abe (2008), incomplete recovery during adsorption on 
molecular sieves can also lead to (mass-dependent) fractionation against the heavy 
isotopes, but this effect is smaller and can be minimised by assuring sufficient (close to 
100%) adsorption of the sample. 
 
Currently, in the stable isotope lab at UEA, molecular sieves of type zeolite 5Å and 
liquid nitrogen are used for the transfer of samples for triple oxygen isotope analysis 
from the sample extraction line to the separation line, between parts of the separation 
line and from the separation line to the IRMS (see Chapter 2). In order to minimise the 
risk of fractionation due to incomplete desorption, 5 pellets (Sigma-Aldrich, 1.6 x 6 mm, 
comparable in volume to 1-2 pellets in the study of Abe, 2008) are used for transfer to 
the MS, while 5 or 6 pellets are used during extraction, and pellets are heated to 60 °C 
for 10-20 minutes prior to release of the sample gas (Gloël 2012, González-Posada 
2012, A. Marca, personal communication, 2013). It had been found that when these 
sieve amounts were used, in combination with heating prior to sample release, the 
amount of fractionation of the transferred gas was negligible (Gloël 2012, González-
Posada 2012). This approach was chosen over the use of liquid Helium, as 
recommended by Barkan and Luz (2003), for safety and economic reasons.  
 
However, when using 5 or 6 pellets, collection of samples from large volume (350 ml) 
sample bottles can take up to 40 minutes per sample on the currently-used extraction and 
separation line (taking a minimum recovery of 99.8%). Increasing the number of pellets 
used during extraction would decrease freezing time (by increasing the total adsorption 
capacity of the sieves), but could potentially lead to increased fractionation of the 
sample gas.  
 
In order to assess whether increasing the amount of molecular sieves used during 
extraction would be possible without significantly increasing fractionation, tests were 
performed, transferring O2-Ar reference gas with different quantities of zeolite 5Å 
molecular sieve, under different line conditions, and measuring the isotopic and 
elemental composition of the transferred gas on a MAT 252 isotope ratio mass 
spectrometer against the directly-introduced reference gas. In order to simulate 




either one or two transfer steps, different line volumes and both with and without a -196 
°C trap on line. 
 
This chapter is dedicated to tests to optimise the amount of molecular sieve pellets used 
that leads to minimum transfer time without sample fractionation. In addition, the effect 
of different transfer conditions (cold trap, line pressure, heating) on the isotopic and 
elemental composition of transferred gas is assessed. 
 
3.2	   Methods	  
In order to assess whether increasing the molecular sieve amount used during extraction 
would be possible without fractionating the sample gas, transfer tests were conducted 
with different numbers of molecular sieve pellets under different conditions. An aliquot 
of O2-Ar reference gas was collected on 5, 6 or 10 pellets (Sigma-Aldrich zeolite 5Å, 1.6 
by 6 mm), and either released straight from these pellets into the MS, or first transferred 
to 5 pellets and then released into the MS (comparable to the current approach at the end 
of sample preparation).  
 
In the next three paragraphs, a description of the performed tests, the extraction line and 
the experimental procedure will be given. 
3.2.1	  Description	  of	  transfer	  tests	  
Tests were performed by freezing an aliquot of a working reference O2-Ar mixture on to 
different numbers of molecular sieve pellets at liquid-N2 temperature under different 
(pressure and cold trap) conditions, and subsequently measuring the transferred gas on 
the IRMS against the same reference gas, introduced directly (differences in isotopic 
composition between the directly admitted reference gas and the reference gas 
transferred using molecular sieves being an indication of fractionation during the 
transfer process).  
 
In addition to ‘single transfer’ tests, in which gas was frozen on 5, 6 or 10 pellets of 
MSZ and subsequently released into the DI-IRMS (in order to test the effect of MSZ 
quantity during final transfer), tests were performed in which gas was frozen on 6 or 10 
pellets and subsequently on 5 pellets before being released into the MS (‘double 
transfer’ tests). The use of 5 pellets for transfer to the MS has been tested thoroughly 
and is currently the general approach in the UEA stable isotope lab. In this way, the 




be assessed. Double transfer tests were performed both with and without heating (20 
minutes at ~60 °C) of the molecular sieves with sample before the second transfer to 5 
pellets. In all cases, tubes containing molecular sieves with samples were heated (as 
described above) prior to release of the samples in the MS, as advocated by Abe (2008). 
 
In order to simulate the extraction of gas from a 350 ml sample bottle, which generally 
takes place at relatively low pressure and thus requires a relatively long freezing time, 
one aliquot of reference gas was first expanded into a 350 ml sample bottle and then 
transferred from this bottle on to the molecular sieves. Due to the large volume of the 
sample bottles, their presence resulted in a relatively low pressure in the line (~2-4 vs. 
~50-60 mbar for transfers straight from the reference flask). In this way the freezing of 
samples at both high and low pressure could be tested. Sample bottles were evacuated 
down to ~1.9 × 10-7 mbar and gas was left to mix for 10 minutes after expansion. 
 
In addition, the effect of the presence of a liquid nitrogen (-196 °C) trap on the 
extraction line was assessed. During the processing of gas samples from seawater for 
triple oxygen isotope analysis, a cold trap is always present on the extraction line for the 
removal of H2O and CO2. According to Barkan and Luz (2003), oxygen and argon can 
freeze on water ice at liquid nitrogen temperature, which could lead to isotopic and 
elemental fractionation. They therefore suggest the trapping of water vapour at dry ice 
temperature (-78 °C) before introduction of the sample to a liquid nitrogen trap (-196 
°C). For this reason, Gonzalez-Posada (2012) and Gloël (2012) only used -78 °C traps 
on the extraction line, while currently a -78 °C and -196 °C trap are used. The effect of 
admitting the sample straight to a -196 °C trap, without prior removal of water vapour, 
was tested by performing transfer tests with and without liquid nitrogen cold trap on the 
line. The cold trap used in these tests had a volume of ~180 ml. As a result its presence 
strongly increased the line volume, and decreased the pressure after loading of a sample 





The following transfer tests were performed: 
• 5 pellets, high pressure (HP); 
• 5 pellets, cold trap; 
• 5 pellets, low pressure (LP), cold trap; 
• 6 pellets, HP; 
• 6 pellets, LP, cold trap; 
• 10 pellets, HP; 
• 10 pellets, LP, cold trap; 
• 6>5 pellets, HP; 
• 6>5 pellets, HP, not heated; 
• 10>5 pellets, HP; 
• 10>5 pellets, LP; 
• 10>5 pellets, LP, not heated; 
• 10>5 pellets, LP, cold trap. 
 
Numbers refer to the number of molecular sieve pellets the O2-Ar reference gas was 
frozen on. ‘6>5’ indicates gas was first frozen on to 6 pellets and then transferred from 
these 6 pellets to 5 pellets, prior introduction to the IRMS. ‘Not heated’ indicates 
samples were not heated before the second transfer to 5 pellets.  ‘High pressure’ or ‘HP’ 
indicates the gas was transferred directly from the reference flask, which resulted in an 
initial line pressure of ~50-60 mbar, while ‘low pressure’  (‘LP’) indicates gas was first 
expanded into a 350 ml sample bottle, which resulted in a low pressure in the line (~2-5 
mbar) at the start of transfer. ‘Cold trap’ indicates the presence of a liquid nitrogen trap 
on the line (-196°C), which increased the line volume from ~20 to ~200 ml. In the 
second test, ‘5 pellets, cold trap’, the O2-Ar reference gas was transferred straight from 
the flask, but at a relatively low pressure due to the presence of the cold trap. 
 
In each case, an aliquot of a working reference O2-Ar mixture was frozen on to a 
specific number of zeolite 5Å molecular sieve pellets at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
After transfer, tubes containing the molecular sieves were heated for 20 minutes at ~60 
°C (in hot water) after which samples were released into the Dual-Inlet IRMS where 
their oxygen triple isotopic composition was measured relative to that of an aliquot of 
the same O2-Ar mixture introduced directly. 
 






3.2.2	  Description	  of	  materials	  and	  extraction	  line	  
The used molecular sieves were pellets of synthetic zeolite 5Å from Sigma-Aldrich with 
a 1.6 mm diameter. Only pellets of ~5-7 mm length were selected. Pellets were kept in 
2.5 ml glass collection tubes, with high-vacuum compression o-ring valves (Glass 
Expansion, Melbourne), which were immersed in liquid nitrogen during sample 
collection and in heated water before sample release. The transferred gas was a working 
reference mixture of 4.7% Ar in O2, (BOC Ltd., Australia). Transfer tests were 
performed on the extraction line described in Section 2.1, and samples were analysed on 
a MAT 252 DI-IRMS. A brief description of the line and transfer procedure for these 
specific tests will be given below. 
 
As described in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.1, for the extraction of sample gases and their 
transfer to molecular sieve pellets in storage tubes, a small high-vacuum extraction line 
was used. The line consisted of (6-12 mm o.d.) stainless steel and glass tubing, an 
optional ~180 ml glass trap, a pressure gauge (Pfeiffer Vacuum, Activeline capacitance 
gauge), three manual high-vacuum valves (Louwers Hapert) and two connection ports, 
connected via a manual valve to a turbomolecular drag pump (Pfeiffer Vacuum, 
TMU071P). The total volume of the line was approximately 200 ml, and generally a 
vacuum of 1.6-1.9 × 10-7 mbar could be obtained all around. For these tests a maximum 
pressure of 3 × 10-7 mbar was accepted. A pressure gauge (> 5 × 10-4 mbar) was used to 
check the line for leaks and monitor the pressure drop during freezing. The collection 
tube containing the molecular sieves, a glass sample tube of constant dimensions (2.5 
ml, ~50 mm length, ~8 mm internal diameter) with a compression o-ring high-vacuum 
valve (Glass Expansion (GE)), was attached to the line at the connection point closest to 
the pump, using a Swagelok Ultra-Torr fitting. At the location furthest from the pump, 
the sample bottle (350 ml glass bottle with GE valve) or reference flask (1L, ~2 ml neck 






Figure 15: Schematic drawing of the small extraction line, figure adapted from Gloël (2012). 
  
3.2.3	   Description	  of	  procedure	  
Before transfer of a sample, the line was evacuated down to a vacuum of preferably 1.6-
1.9 × 10-7 and maximally 3 × 10-7 mbar. A sample tube with new molecular sieve pellets 
was attached, and the molecular sieve pellets were degassed step-wise, in order to 
remove adsorbed gases (H2O, CO2) that could interfere with the sample and decrease the 
sorption capacity (Karlsson 2004). Pellets were degassed, by heating the sample tube 
twice with an ethanol burner (> ~200 °C) for up to 40-60 s, while it was under vacuum. 
Heating was stopped at the moment the pressure in the line stopped increasing, after 
which the tube was allowed to cool down until a pressure of ~1 × 10-6 mbar was 
reached. At this point the second period of heating was started, which, again, lasted until 
the pressure stopped increasing. This resulted in two periods of heating of up to 
approximately 40 seconds. According to the molecular sieves manufacturer’s manual 
and literature, temperatures for regeneration generally should not exceed 300-500 °C 
(Sigma-Aldrich, Karlsson 2004). In this case, relatively high temperatures were applied, 
but only for brief amounts of time, in order to prevent damage of the molecular sieve 
structure. 
 
After degassing of the molecular sieves, a vacuum of 1.9 × 10-7 mbar was generally 
achieved in the line. After obtaining the required vacuum, the valve to the pump was 
closed and the sample was released. The pressure before and after introduction of the 
sample was recorded. The sample tube was then immersed in liquid nitrogen (-196 °C) 
and the sample gas was frozen on to the molecular sieves, until at least 99.9% of the 
sample was adsorbed (ascertained manometrically). In case the pressure in the line was 
relatively low and the freezing time exceeded 10 minutes, a minimum recovery of 
99.8% was accepted. After collection, the final pressure and freezing time were written 
down and the collection tube was closed and disconnected. The line could then be 





For some of the tests, a 180 ml glass trap was connected to the line, which could be 
cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperature (-196 °C). The presence of this trap strongly 
increased the total line volume (from ~20 to ~200 ml) and thus had an important 
influence on the starting pressure in the line after loading the sample. 
 
After transfer, all samples were heated for 20 minutes at ~60 °C in hot tap water, which 
was left to cool down during this period, after which their triple oxygen isotopic 
composition was determined by measurement against the reference O2-Ar mixture on the 
IRMS (Thermo Finnigan MAT 252, Dual-Inlet mode). Each sample was measured 
during one run of 30 cycles of sample-reference analysis. The bellows were adjusted 
manually upon introduction of the sample, in order to achieve a minimum difference in 
sample size between the reference and sample side. The used idle and integration times 
were 5 and 16 s respectively, the signal height of m/z 32 was 2.5 V. Internal standard 
errors over one acquisition of 30 measurements were generally 0.009 and 0.004‰ for 
!17O and !18O respectively. Resulting !17O and !18O values were corrected for the 
effects of nitrogen interference and imbalance (difference in output voltage of m/z 32 
signal between standard and sample), according to the linear relationships derived in 
Chapter 2. The ∆17O was calculated, for each sample, according to 
 
∆ O/ppm  !" =  (δ O − 0.5179  ! O  !"  !" ) ∙ 1000. 
 
At the end of each block of 30 measurements, an interfering-masses measurement was 
performed, during which the ion currents of m/z 28 (N2), 40 (Ar) and 32 (16O2) were 
measured for both sample and reference. d(N2/O2) and δ(O2/Ar) were then calculated 
according to 
!(N2/O2)/‰ =  ((U28/U32)sa – (U28/U32)ref) ∙ 1000, 
! O2/Ar /‰ =
(U32/U40)sa
(U32/U40)ref
− 1 ∙ 1000, 
where U28, U32 and U40 are the voltages of the ion beam intensities of m/z 28 (N2), 32 
(16O2) and 40 (Ar) respectively, ‘sa’ stands for sample and ‘ref’ for working reference. 
The resulting δ17O, δ18O, ∆17O and δ(O2/Ar) are displayed in Figure 16-19. d(N2/O2) and 







In order to improve the efficiency of the extraction and separation line, transfer tests 
were performed with different numbers of molecular sieve pellets under different 
conditions. In each case, a working reference O2-Ar-mixture was frozen on to zeolite 5Å 
molecular sieve pellets and then introduced to a dual-inlet isotope ratio mass 
spectrometer (IRMS), where its O2 isotopic composition was determined relative to that 
of the same reference gas introduced directly.  
δ17O and δ18O results of the transfer tests are displayed in Figure 16 and 17, while Δ17O 
results are displayed in Figure 18. δ(O2/Ar) results of the transfer tests are given in 
Figure 19. A detailed overview of all test results and characteristics (including d(N2/O2) 
and transfer conditions) is given in Table 2. Results of injection experiments are given 
in Table 3. 
3.3.1	  δ17O	  and	  δ18O	  results	  
The results for δ17O and δ18O of the transfer tests are displayed in Figure 16 and 17.   
All tests resulted in slightly negative δ17O and δ18O values, possibly indicating some 
fractionation against the heavy isotopes due to transfer using MSZ 5Å. However, for all 
HP tests except for single transfer using 10 pellets, values were close to zero and not 
significantly different  from results of zero enrichments (t-test, !:  0.05). The extent of 
fractionation strongly depended on the used pellet number and transfer conditions. 
For most tests, δ17O and δ18O are in the range of -0.01 to -0.10‰, a strong exception 
being the results of the single transfer tests with 10 pellets. Small but insignificant 
fractionation was observed for HP tests with 5, 6, 6>5 or 10>5 pellets (0.01-0.02‰ for 
δ17O (Figure 16), 0.02-0.04‰ for δ18O (Figure 17)). Fractionation was however 
significantly higher when a liquid nitrogen cold trap or LP procedure was included (-
0.04 to -0.06‰ for δ17O, -0.06 to -0.10‰ for δ18O. Strongest fractionation was observed 
for tests in which gas was frozen onto 10 pellets and then released into the MS (-0.15 to 
-0.21‰ for δ17O, -0.29 to -0.42‰ for δ18O (Figure 16 & 17)). 
Observed δ17O values are close to half of the δ18O values. The only exception to this 
general trend appears in the δ17O values for the 6>5 tests, which are slightly more 
negative than expected.  
High pressure, single transfer 
Best results, in terms of least fractionation in δ18O and δ17O, were obtained for the single 




0.021±0.013)‰, for δ17O and δ18O respectively (Figure 16 and 17)). These tests most 
closely represent the current procedure of transferring samples from the separation line 
to the mass spectrometer. Resulting values for these tests were slightly negative, but 
within the range of ‘zero enrichment’ results (Table 2).  
Increasing the number of molecular sieve pellets during single transfer decreased the 
δ17O and δ18O, indicating an increased negative fractionation with increased sieve 
amount. Although fractionation was still reasonably small when 6 pellets were used ((-
0.011±0.006) and (-0.034±0.015)‰, for δ17O (Figure 16) and δ18O (Figure 17) 
respectively, which is not significantly different from 5 pellet test and zero enrichment 
results (Table 2)), the amount of observed fractionation became significantly higher 
when 10 pellets were used for transfer to the mass spectrometer, in which case very 
negative δ17O and δ 18O values were measured, accompanied by a relatively large 
standard deviation ((-0.146±0.031) and (-0.292±0.046)‰ for δ17O and δ18O respectively, 
see Figure 16 and 17).  
 
 
Figure 16: δ17O results of different transfer tests. Each test was performed in triplicate and plotted 
values are averages. All samples were measured during one run of 30 cycles on the IRMS. Error 






Figure 17: δ18O results of different transfer tests. The transfer tests on the x-axis correspond to the 
different tests listed in the previous section. Each test was performed in triplicate and the plotted 
values are averages. All samples were measured against the directly introduced O2-Ar reference 
gas in one run of 30 cycles on the IRMS. Error bars show ± 1 standard deviation. 
High pressure, double transfer 
When gas was transferred from 6 or 10 pellets to 5 before introduction to the MS (6>5, 
10>5 tests), the strong fractionation due to the use of 10 pellets was no longer observed. 
10>5 test results were not significantly different (t-test, !: 0.05) from 6>5 test results, 
results of single transfer using 5 or 6 pellets or zero enrichments (Table 2).  
Comparable results were obtained for the 6>5 and 10>5 HP tests (6>5: (-0.024±0.013) 
and (-0.027±0.013)‰ and 10>5: (-0.020±0.001) and (-0.037±0.010)‰ for δ17O (Figure 
16) and δ18O (Figure 17) respectively), the 10>5 tests yielding a slightly more negative 
(but not significantly different) δ18O, the 6>5 test results having a slightly larger 
variability. Although results of 6>5 and 10>5 tests are slightly more negative than those 
of single transfers using 5 pellets, this might be due to the addition of an extra transfer 
step, and multiple transfers cannot be avoided during gas preparation. Tests with 5>5 
pellets, or tests with more than two transfer steps were not performed, but would be 
interesting, to see whether fractionation would increase further. However, in this case 
fractionation for HP 10>5 and 6>5 tests was still negligible (not significant statistically).  
The strong fractionation observed for single transfer tests with 10 pellets is not 
observable for 10>5 tests. The fact that results are comparable between 6>5 and 10>5 
tests, could indicate increasing the pellet number from 6 to 10 in the first step would not 
lead to a significant difference in the results, or addition of fractionation, as long as the 
gas is released from the 10 pellets during simultaneous cryotrapping and 5 pellets are 




Effect of expansion procedure and cold trap 
For all tests, including single transfers with 5, 6 or 10 pellets and double transfers, 
significantly increased fractionation was observed when a liquid nitrogen cold trap or LP 
(low pressure/expansion) procedure was included. As can be observed from results of 5 
pellet and 10>5 pellet tests (see Figure 16 and 17), fractionation was strongest in the 
presence of both cold trap and the extra expansion procedure (LP) (-0.05 to -0.06‰ for 
δ17O and -0.10‰ for δ18O) and intermediate in the presence of either cold trap or LP 
procedure  (-0.04‰ for δ17O, -0.06 to -0.07‰ for δ18O). It should be noted that because 
the cold trap added a large volume to the line, both the cold trap and LP procedure 
increased the extraction line volume. As a result, sample pressure in the line was lowest 
when both were involved (2-3 mbar), and intermediate when one of the two was 
included (4-6 mbar) (50-60 mbar when neither was included) (Table 2). The effects of 
addition of cold trap and/or ‘LP’ procedure are comparable between single transfer tests 
with 5 or 6 pellets and double transfer tests with 10>5 pellets. The combined effect 
leading to respective δ17O and δ18O values of -0.051 and -0.098‰ for 5 pellet tests and -
0.048 and  -0.101‰ for 10>5 pellet tests. 
Effect of heating before second transfer 
No significant or consistent effect of heating before the second transfer was found in any 
of the results (δ17O, δ18O, δ(O2/Ar) , Δ17O). The resulting δ18O values of similar 6>5 and 
10>5 tests with and without heating were only different by 0.001‰ and 0.002‰, and 
δ17O values were changed by 0.003‰ and 0.005‰ respectively, well within the error of 
the measurement. 
 
Figure 18: ∆17O results of transfer tests. ∆17O = 1000 x (δ17O - 0.5179 x δ18O). Error bars show ± 





As can be observed from Figure 18, all ∆17O results are close to zero and within the 
range of zero enrichment results (Table 2), and no consistent effect of any of the tested 
parameters on the ∆17O could be observed. The average resulting ∆17O was (-2±6) ppm, 
which is very close to results of zero enrichments performed in 2012 and 2013 (see 
Table 2). In all cases, observed δ17O values are close to half of the δ18O values (see 
Figure 16 and 17), indicating mass-dependent fractionation, and consequently variations 
in ∆17O are small and do not reflect the observed variations in δ17O and δ18O. 
No significant difference between the Δ17O results of HP tests with 5, 6 or 10 pellets is 
observable, although strong differences were observed in their δ17O and δ18O results. 
The 6>5 tests yielded relatively negative and variable Δ17O values due to the relatively 
negative and variable δ17O results. The presence of a cold trap and/or LP scenario is 
accompanied by relatively negative Δ17O values in most cases, but by a relatively 
positive value in the 10>5 LP cold trap test case. So, based on these data, no consistent 
relationship can be observed between any of the tested parameters and ∆17O. Whether 
there is any relationship between LP and/or cold trap or heating before second transfer 
and the Δ17O cannot be concluded based on these data, since all results are very close to 
zero and within the standard deviation of the zero enrichments, so any effects would be 
obscured by the measurement error.  
 
Figure 19: δ(O2/Ar) results of different transfer tests. The transfer tests on the x-axis correspond 
to the different tests listed in the previous section. Each test was performed three times and the 
plotted values are averages. All samples were measured against the directly introduced O2-Ar 






δ(O2/Ar) results, which give an indication of elemental fractionation, are displayed in 
Figure 19.As can be observed from Figure 19, relatively negative δ(O2/Ar) values, 
indicating elemental fractionation, were observed for all tests (average (-11±1)‰). The 
deviation from zero increases with the used molecular sieve quantity during transfer to 
the MS (single transfer tests with 5, 6 or 10 pellets yielding δ(O2/Ar) values of -9.8, -
11.1 and -19.2‰ respectively, see Figure 19 and Table 2). This is in agreement with 
findings by Barkan and Luz (2003) and Abe (2008). Just as for the δ17O and δ18O results, 
the relatively strong fractionation observed for tests with desorption from 10 pellets into 
the MS (-19.2‰) is no longer observed when gas is transferred from 10 to 5 pellets 
(10>5 pellet test) (-13.9‰). A slightly stronger fractionation is observed when transfer 
takes place from 6 or 10 pellets to 5 pellets before introduction to the MS, compared to 
tests in which this first step is omitted (5 pellet single transfer), as was also observed in 
δ17O and δ18O results.  
The effect of the ‘LP’ procedure and cold trap is however not the same as for the 
isotopic composition. As can be observed from Table 2 and Figure 19, elemental 
fractionation was always smaller (the δ(O2/Ar) more positive), when the pressure in the 
line was lower (through larger line volume, either by cold trap or ‘LP’ procedure). 
Results of the 10>5 test indicate the presence of a liquid nitrogen trap slightly increases 
the fractionation (the δ(O2/Ar) being more negative for the ‘10>5 LP cold trap’ test ((-
13.7±0.4)‰) than for the ‘10>5 LP’ tests ((-10.6±0.4) and (-11.6±1.6)‰ for  tests with 
and without heating respectively, see  Figure 19, Table 2). Again, no effect of heating 
before transfer from 6 or 10 to 5 pellets can be observed.  
As mentioned above, negative δ(O2/Ar) values were observed for all tests (average -
10.9‰, see Table 2). The observed fractionation is strong, compared to expectations 
based on studies from the same lab (Gloël 2012, Gonzalez-Posada 2012) and literature 
(Barkan and Luz 2003) (-4 to -10‰ (single transfer using 5 pellets), vs. -3 and -3 to -5‰ 
for comparable experiments conducted by Gloël and Gonzalez-Posada (2012, 2012) and 
Barkan and Luz (2003) respectively). It should however be noted exact line conditions 
(line volume, sample tube volume) during the other experiments are not known, and 
here-presented results and the study by Abe (2008) indicate these factors might have an 
important influence on the results. Finally, as can be observed from Figure 19, the 
deviation from zero increases with the used molecular sieve quantity during transfer to 




average selected pellets might have been slightly longer in this study than in the studies 
of Gloël and Gonzalez-Posada (2012, 2012)). 
3.3.4	  Freezing	  times	  and	  additional	  data	  
A detailed overview of test results and characteristics, is given in Table 2, including 
d(N2/O2) and transfer conditions. Results of zero enrichments (reference gas vs. 
reference gas) in the time period surrounding these experiments (2012-2013) are 
included for comparison purposes. A complete overview, including !17O and !18O and 
injection test data is displayed in the Appendix (Table 10). 
Table 2: Overview of transfer test results and characteristics (including d(N2/O2), δ(O2/Ar) and 
transfer conditions). In addition, results of zero enrichments in the period surrounding the tests 
are included. tfreezing indicates the total time required for a sample to freeze on the molecular 
sieves during transfer, while Pstart is the pressure in the line after loading the sample. ‘-‘ indicates 
the starting pressure could not be measured because a <10 mbar gauge was present on the line 
and the pressure was above 10 mbar. Entry ‘10[2]’, in column 5, row 1, indicates the actual 
freezing time in these experiments was 10 minutes, while the required time to reach 99.9% 
recovery was 2 minutes. ‘n’ gives the number of samples transferred for each scenario. All tests 
were performed in triplicate. One sample was lost due to high nitrogen content. δ(O2/Ar), 




When starting pressures were high (50-60 mbar), all samples froze relatively fast (within 
2-7 minutes total). At low starting pressures, the number of pellets started to make a 
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substantial difference. As can be observed from Table 2, freezing time at high (50-60 
mbar) starting pressure was similar for transfer on to 5, 6 or 10 pellets (2-3 minutes) (for 
‘6>5’ and ‘10>5’ tests, the total freezing time was longer due to the addition of an extra 
transfer step). However, at low starting pressures (2-6 mbar), the used number of 
molecular sieve pellets had a large influence on the freezing time, which varied from 30-
40 minutes for 5 or 6 pellet transfer to 5 minutes for 10 pellet transfer under similar 
conditions. This means that while using 6 pellets instead of 5 during extraction does not 
make a big difference, using 10 pellets instead of 5 or 6 implies a time gain of 
approximately 30 minutes per sample. 
 
N2 content 
Samples did not have to be treated for separation of N2, since the tested gas was a pure 
O2-Ar mixture, and the N2 introduced during the process as a result of leakage was in the 
range for which corrections could be applied (Chapter 2). Since no separation 
procedure was applied, d(N2/O2) results give an indication of the air contamination 
during transfer. In all cases, relatively high nitrogen contents were observed for results 
of ‘LP’ tests (average d(N2/O2) values between 100 and 563‰), compared to the 
samples that not undergo expansion into a sample bottle (all below 100‰), which might 
indicate increased contamination due to the expansion procedure. (Note: the ‘LP’ 
procedure also led to low line pressures, which led to longer freezing times. However, 
longer freezing times are not always accompanied by high nitrogen contents, and high 
d(N2/O2) values were also observed for ‘LP’ tests with relatively short freezing times 
(see Table 2)). Most sets of three samples (9 out of 13) had an average d(N2/O2) of 25 to 
200 ‰ (N2 voltage of 0.2-0.5 V). In this range corrections for N2 interference can be 
applied with good results (Chapter 2). The only exception are the ‘5 LP’ samples, 
which had an average d(N2/O2) of 563 ‰. The corrected O2 isotopic results of these 
samples are not significantly different from the general trend, but the O2/Ar ratio 
(δ(O2/Ar)) is slightly more positive than for the other samples. An effect of 
contamination cannot be ruled out. 
 






Pressure in line 
Both the cold trap and ‘LP’ procedure increased the line volume and thus led to a lower 
starting pressure in the line. As can be observed in Table 2, the starting pressure in the 
line varied from 2 mbar when cold trap and ‘HP’ procedure were involved, to 50-60 
mbar when neither was involved (‘HP’ tests). When either cold trap or ‘LP’ procedure 
was included, the pressure was intermediate (4-6 mbar). Lower starting pressures always 
resulted in longer freezing times. 
 
Injection tests 
For comparison, results of later performed ‘injection’ experiments are displayed in 
Table 3 and the bottom row of Table 10 (Appendix). During these experiments, O2-Ar 
reference gas from the headspace of airtight 165 ml bottles containing distilled water 
bubbled with O2-Ar, was inserted into the same extraction line (through an evacuated 
needle, see Chapter 4) and transferred, with cold trap on line, onto 10 and then 5 
molecular sieve pellets, with heating of the pellets before the second transfer. In this 
case, the line conditions were relatively similar to those of the ‘5 cold trap’ scenario (no 
expansion procedure, intermediate starting pressure) and ‘10>5 LP’ scenarios, but more 
water vapour was introduced into the line. The results are very similar to those of the ‘5 
cold trap’ and ‘10>5 LP’ tests. This could indicate the presence of more water vapour 
does not increase the fractionating effect of the cold trap. However, it cannot be 
excluded that due to the different gas introduction procedure applied here, other 
fractionation processes were involved, and the relatively similar result is a coincidence. 
3.4.1	  Summary	  of	  results 
Results indicate that increasing the number of pellets used during extraction from 5 or 6 
to 10 will lead to a decrease in transfer time of 20-30 minutes per sample, and can take 
place without significant increase in fractionation, as long as the gas is desorbed from 
these pellets under simultaneous cryotrapping and transfer to the MS takes place using 5 
pellets. However, increasing the number of pellets used during transfer to the MS from 5 
to 10 would lead to a strong increase in fractionation. The change from 5 to 6 pellets in 
this step would lead to a small increase in fractionation but no substantial decrease in 
freezing time. In all cases, increased fractionation was observed when a liquid nitrogen 
trap was present on the line and when the pressure in the line was lowered by expansion 
into a sample bottle, which was accompanied by longer freezing times. Fractionation 
was strongest in the presence of both a cold trap and a ‘LP’ procedure and intermediate 
when only a cold trap or ‘LP’ procedure was involved. Fractionation was not reflected in 




3.4	  Discussion	  and	  conclusions	  
3.4.1	  Discussion 
Use of molecular sieves during transfer to the MS Isotopic fractionation 
Results confirm findings by Abe (2008) and Barkan and Luz (2003), who reported 
isotopic and elemental fractionation (loss of oxygen, 17O and 18O) with transfer of O2 or 
O2-Ar to the dual-inlet MS using zeolite (5Å) molecular sieves, the amount of 
fractionation increasing with the amount of molecular sieve used. It was however found, 
confirming results of Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012), that isotopic 
fractionation is negligible when 5 pellets of molecular sieve are used (Sigma-Aldrich, 
zeolite 5Å, 1.6/5 mm in size) for final transfer to the MS (and samples are heated before 
release into the MS as suggested by Abe (2008)). Results therefore confirm that under 




However, in all cases, strong elemental fractionation was observed due to the use of 
molecular sieve pellets (~10‰), stronger than reported by Barkan and Luz (2003) and 
Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012), the amount of fractionation increasing with 
the amount of sieves used. For transfer using 5 pellets, a more negative δ(O2/Ar) was 
observed then in the study of Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012) (-9.8±0.7 vs. -
3±1.6‰). However, it cannot be excluded that in this study on average slightly larger 
pellets were selected (~6 mm instead of ~5 mm (Gloël 2012, González-Posada 2012)), 
In addition it has been reported differences in gas pressure and the line volume during 
desorption affect the resulting fractionation (Barkan and Luz 2003, Abe 2008), so the 
difference might be due to differences in sample size, or line volume during desorption, 
next to possible differences adsorption recovery, air contamination or transfer conditions 
(in this study, less fractionation was observed for samples expanded into a sample bottle 
before transfer. However, Since all (air-equilibrated and biological) samples processed 
for this research were transferred from the separation line to the MS using the 5 pellets 
and manifold and line volumes used by Gloël (2012) and González-Posada (2012), such 
strong fractionation would not be expected to have affected the samples. In addition, the 
air standard was processed on the separation line together with the samples, so any 
fractionation due to transfer using molecular sieve pellets would be expected to affect 






Use of molecular sieves during extraction 
It was found that adding an extra molecular sieve transfer step, (transferring from 6 or 
10 pellets to 5 and then to the MS), as currently happens on the extraction line, slightly 
increased the observed isotopic and elemental fractionation (decreased resulting values 
with ~-0.004-0.016‰ for δ17O and δ18O and -1-4‰ for δ(O2/Ar) respectively) with 
respect to single transfer using 5 pellets. Differences were however small, and for δ17O 
and δ18O not significant. No significant increase in fractionation was observed when the 
number of pellets used during first transfer was increased from 6 to 10 pellets, and 
although significant isotopic fractionation was observed when samples were released 
straight from 10 pellets into the MS, no significant fractionation was observed when 
samples were transferred using 10 pellets and then transferred to the MS using 5 pellets.  
This indicates, as reported by Barkan and Luz (2003), that fractionation due to 
incomplete desorption from molecular sieves is not an issue when samples are desorbed 
during simultaneous trapping (in which case the desorption is expected to be close to 
complete) and only during release into the MS, which happens based on a pressure 
difference only. As a result, increasing the molecular sieve amount on the extraction 
line, or in intermediate traps on the separation line, should not significantly increase 
fractionation. Therefore, these results indicate increasing the number of molecular sieves 
on the extraction line from 5 or 6 to 10 should be possible without significantly 
increasing fractionation, as long as the gas is desorbed from them during simultaneous 
trapping, and final transfer to the MS takes place using a maximum of 5 pellets. Since 
these conditions are met when samples are processed on the separation line after 
extraction, and it was found increasing the number of molecular sieve pellets from 5 or 6 
to 10 led to a substantial decrease in transfer time (from 30-40 minutes to 5 minutes), 10 
pellets were used during extraction of samples for air-equilibrated water tests and culture 
experiments described in Chapter 4 and 5. 
 
Effect of line pressure/expansion procedure  
When the pressure in the line was lowered through expansion of the aliquot of gas into a 
sample bottle before transfer, in all cases slightly more negative δ17O and δ18O values 
were obtained and slightly more positive δ(O2/Ar) values (see Figure 18, Table 2). It is 
difficult to assess what might have caused this increased fractionation. 
It could be related to fractionation during the expansion of gas into a sample bottle. The 
gas was however allowed to equilibrate for several (~10) minutes after expansion, so 




What is however important to note, is that due to this long time of equilibration, the 
samples from the low pressure experiments might have increased air contamination. In 
all cases, higher d(N2/O2) were observed for low pressure samples (see Table 2). Since 
air has a positive δ(O2/Ar) and negative δ17O and δ18O values with respect to the 
reference gas, this might partly explain the results.  
Another option would be fractionation during adsorption. Because of the longer freezing 
time, the recovery was generally slightly lower for low pressure (99.8%) than for high-
pressure samples (>99.9%). However, fractionation during adsorption would probably 
not affect the results to such an extent if the recovery is >99.8‰ (Abe 2008).  
It should be realized, for high and low pressure tests, the sample size should be 
approximately the same, and thus the pressure should not play an important role during 
desorption. However, during expansion of an O2-Ar aliquot into a sample bottle, not the 
whole aliquot of O2-Ar ends up in the sample bottle, but the gas is distributed over the 
sample bottle, part of the line and the aliquot volume. Therefore, it is possible the 
sample size of ‘LP’ samples would be slightly smaller than for high pressure (straight 
from flask) samples, which might have resulted in a slightly lower pressure during 
desorption. Barkan and Luz (2003) reported they observed stronger fractionation effects 
during molecular sieve transfer for higher gas pressures. However, again this might 
explain the more positive δ(O2/Ar) values, but not the more negative δ17O and δ18O 
values. 
In order to assess the effect of the pressure in the line only, without additional effects of 
an expansion procedure and/or trap temperature effects, it would be interesting to 
conduct similar tests with the large volume glass trap at room temperature. 
 
Effect of liquid nitrogen trap 
O2-Ar samples were transferred both with and without liquid nitrogen cold trap on the 
extraction line, and results were compared. It was found that all samples transferred with 
a -196°C cold trap on the line, displayed some negative fractionation (negative δ17O and 
δ18O values, in the range ~-0.03 and -0.06‰ for δ17O and 18O respectively). In all cases, 
the observed fractionation was however mass dependent, no effect on the ∆17O was 
observed.  
In addition, tests were performed both at high and low pressure (by introducing the same 
amount of gas from a large volume sample bottle). It was found that comparable 
negative fractionation resulted when the line pressure was lowered through expansion 
into a sample bottle, the fractionation being worst when both a cold trap and large 
volume bottle were involved (δ18O: -0.1‰). In this case the pressure in the line was also 




be excluded that the negative fractionation was related to the volume rather than the 
temperature of the trap. In addition, it cannot be stated a -78°C trap would produce 
better results. Comparable tests should therefore ideally be performed with the glass trap 
at room temperature and -78°C.  
If the liquid nitrogen trap led to fractionation due to freezing of Ar and O2 on ice (as 
reported by Barkan and Luz 2003), fractionation could potentially be worse during the 
processing of air-equilibrated water or biological oxygen samples, since these samples 
would be expected to contain more H2O. Tests were however performed with the 
method of sampling used in the culture experiments, and sample bottles containing 
water bubbled with O2-Ar reference gas and a 3 ml O2-Ar headspace. Results showed a 
fractionation nearly identical (-0.031 and -0.057% for δ17O and δ18O respectively) to that 
observed during the transfer tests with cold trap, for a comparable line volume (Chapter 
5, paragraph 2). Finally, results of air-equilibrated water tests give a good indication of 
fractionation during the whole process of sampling, extraction and preparation (since 
atmospheric oxygen is expected to have approximately the same composition at 
different locations, and resulting δ18O values can be compared to equilibrium values 
from literature). For artificial seawater (35 g/L NaCl), δ18O values were obtained that 
were very close (<0.02‰) to equilibrium values reported in literature (see Chapter 4). 
In addition, in almost all cases δ(O2/Ar) results were very close to reported equilibrium 
values (<1‰), both indicating the presence of a liquid nitrogen trap probably did not 
significantly affect the results. 
 
Effect of heating before second transfer 
No effect of heating before the second transfer was observed on any of the results (δ17O, 
δ18O, ∆17O or δ(O2/Ar), values for 6>5 and 10>5 tests with and without this heating 
procedure being very similar. This could be expected, since gases were desorbed from 
the first set of sieves under simultaneous trapping, and Barkan and Luz (2003) reported 
desorption would in this case be close to complete (Barkan and Luz 2003). In this case 
heating (to improve desorption) would not be expected to have a significant effect. 
 
Effect on ∆17O 
In all cases, observed fractionation due to the presence of a liquid nitrogen trap, pressure 
lowering or the use of molecular sieves was only observed in the δ17O and δ18O. No 






No significant difference could be observed between results of transfer tests with 5 or 6 
pellets MSZ 5Å in terms of fractionation or time, but, under low-pressure conditions 
(associated with extraction from sample bottles), the use of 10 pellets instead of 5 
considerably speeded up the process. It did however lead to strong mass-dependent 
negative fractionation, when gas was desorbed directly from these pellets into the inlet 
of the MAT 252. However, when gas was transferred from these 10 pellets to 5 (as 
currently happens at the end of sample preparation) and then measured, fractionation 
was reasonably small, results being comparable to those for single transfer tests with 5 
or 6 pellets, and double transfer tests with 6>5 pellets. These results indicate that 
freezing during extraction can take place on 10 pellets instead of 5 or 6 (as long as the 
gas is released from these pellets under simultaneous trapping, and final transfer takes 
place using 5 molecular sieve pellets), which would decrease extraction time from 30-40 
to 5-6 minutes per sample. Results indicate the inclusion of a low starting pressure 
through expansion procedure and/or a liquid nitrogen cold trap led to increased negative 
mass-dependent fractionation in combination with a lowering of the pressure in the line, 
strongest fractionation being observed when both were included, in which case the 
pressure in the line was also lowest. This fractionation is not reflected in the 17O excess, 
but would decrease the accuracy of the measurements. Based on these results it is 
difficult to assess which factors are most important in causing the observed fractionation 
(whether it were the cold trap or expansion procedure or the low pressure they induced), 
and further tests should be performed (similar tests could be conducted with a trap at -
78°C and room temperature and transfer straight from flask). However, based on these 
results and recommendations of Barkan and Luz (2003), the choice of a liquid nitrogen 
trap as first trap during extraction should not be made without careful consideration. 
Heating before the second transfer did not have an observable effect on the results, and, 
based on these results, could thus be omitted. This is consistent with the statement by 
Barkan and Luz (2003) that incomplete desorption from molecular sieves is not an issue 




Chapter	  4:	  The	  triple	  isotopic	  composition	  of	  
dissolved	  oxygen	  at	  air	  saturation	  
	  
Abstract	  
The 17O excess of dissolved oxygen at saturation (Δ17Osat) and its temperature 
dependence is still a matter of debate. In the past, Δ17Osat was assumed to be constant at 
16 ppm (Luz and Barkan 2000). However, experiments conducted over the past 10 years 
produced varying results with values clustering around two values at room temperature 
(8 ppm (Reuer et al. 2007, Stanley et al. 2010) and 16-18 ppm (Barkan and Luz 2000, 
2003, 2009, Juranek and Quay 2005, Sarma et al. 2006b), (Stanley et al. 2010, Kaiser 
2011). It has also been reported that Δ17Osat might be temperature dependent (Barkan and 
Luz 2009). To investigate these discrepancies and uncertainties, air-equilibrated water 
experiments were conducted at different temperatures (0, 22 and 39 ºC) for both distilled 
water and water with 35 g l-1 NaCl. Equilibrated water was prepared by bubbling water 
containing 0.4 g l-1 HgCl2 with air in an open 3-L flask, for a minimum of 24 hours. 
Dissolved gases were extracted by headspace equilibration. After removal of H2O, CO2 
and N2 they were analysed for their triple oxygen isotopic composition and O2/Ar ratio 
on a dual-inlet IRMS (Finnigan MAT 252). For both distilled and 35 g l-1 NaCl water, 
Δ17O results were in the range of 15-20 ppm for experiments conducted at room 
temperature, but lower values (2-9 ppm) were obtained for tests conducted at 0 ºC and 
39 ºC. While results for 0 and 22 °C are in agreement with the temperature relationship 
reported by Barkan and Luz (2009), results for 39 °C are not. However, the spread in the 
results was relatively large (standard deviation: 5-12 ppm) and sample numbers were 
small (3 or 4). It would therefore be advisable to repeat the experiments with larger 
sample numbers and an increased number of temperatures. 
 
4.1	   Introduction	  
As discussed in Chapter 1, for the accurate estimation of aquatic gross oxygen 
production (GOP) using triple oxygen isotopes, correct assessment of the triple isotopic 
composition of dissolved oxygen at air saturation is crucial. The triple oxygen isotopic 
composition of dissolved oxygen that entered the sea through air-sea gas exchange is not 
identical to that of atmospheric oxygen, as a result of fractionation processes during 
dissolution and degassing, but slightly enriched in 17O and 18O (Benson & Krause 1979). 




indicated a positive Δ17Osat of (16±2) ppm, equivalent to (18±2) ppm using the ∆17O 
definition applied in this study. This value has since then been adopted in most aquatic 
productivity studies. Over the past 10 years, tests comparable to those of Barkan and 
Luz (2000) have been conducted by several research groups (see Table 4). Although 
several experiments confirmed the findings of Barkan and Luz (2000), yielding values in 
the range of 16-18 ppm (Barkan & Luz 2003, Juranek & Quay 2005, Sarma et al. 2006b, 
Barkan & Luz 2009), two laboratories reported a significantly lower value of 8 ppm 
(Reuer et al. 2007, Stanley et al. 2010).  
The reason for this discrepancy is not known, but different research groups used 
different water types and experimental methods and many of the reported results are 
based on a relatively small number of samples (n < 10) or carry a relatively large 
measurement uncertainty (Table 4) (in several cases standard deviations of ~5-11 ppm 
were reported or are visible from the data (Reuer et al. 2007 (SD:11), Sarma et al. 2006b 
(SD:7), Castro-Morales (SD:9), Gloël and Gonzalez-Posada (SD:5)).  
 
Table 4: Overview of air-equilibrated water experiments published over the past 15 years. Table 
adapted from Kaiser (2011). ‘–‘ indicates data was not reported. a According to Stanley et al. 
(2010), b According to Kaiser (2011), c Gloel (2012) and Gonzalez-Posada (2012) reported on the 
same study but did not report the same temperature. For Reuer et al. (2007) the standard 




In 2009, Barkan and Luz reported that Δ17Osat is temperature dependent. They observed a 
linear increase in Δ17Osat from 4 to 17 ppm going from 3.5 ºC to 25 ºC, which they 
parameterised as Δ17Osat(0.5179)/ppm = 0.6 ϑ/ºC +1.8, where ϑ is the Celsius 
temperature (Barkan & Luz 2009). While such a temperature relationship could explain 
the low Δ17Osat obtained in the 11 ºC experiment of Reuer et al. (2007), it would not 
explain the low value obtained in the 25 ºC experiment. Apart from that of the 
experiment by Reuer et al. at 11 ºC, no results were reported by other research groups 
for temperatures below 20 ºC, or above 25 ºC. Although the error in the results of 
Barkan and Luz (2009) is small, the reported relationship is based on only 3 
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temperatures and 5 samples per temperature, and has so far not been confirmed by other 
laboratories. 
Because in marine environments Δ17Odis is often very close to Δ17Osat, estimates of GOP 
are very sensitive to the value of Δ17Osat used for their calculation. It is therefore crucial 
to decrease the uncertainty in this value by obtaining more experimental data on the 
triple isotopic composition of dissolved oxygen at air saturation at different 
temperatures. 
Thus, for this study, air-equilibrated water experiments were conducted under different 
temperature (0, 22 and 39 ºC) and salinity conditions (0 and 35 g l-1 NaCl). 
 
4.2	   Methods	  
4.2.1	  Preparation	  of	  air-­‐equilibrated	  water	  
Air-equilibrated water was prepared by constantly bubbling ca. 3 l of distilled water (to 
which 1.2 ml of HgCl2 saturated solution was added to prevent biological activity) with 
air, for a minimum of 24 hours, in a flask open to the atmosphere, but covered with 
aluminium foil to reduce evaporation. For tests conducted at 0 ºC or 39 ºC, the flask was 
kept in a water bath at the required temperature during equilibration and sampling. For 
tests conducted at seawater salinity 35 g l-1 NaCl was added to distilled water prior to the 
equilibration. 
Air-equilibrated water samples were collected and processed in the same way as 
seawater samples (see Chapter 2). After a minimum equilibration period of 24 hours, 
175 ml water samples were collected through siphoning into pre-evacuated glass (350 
ml) sample bottles with high-vacuum o-ring valves (Glass Expansion), ensuring the inlet 
neck was continuously filled with water without bubbles, while the valve was carefully 
opened to slowly suck water in, the water seal preventing air from entering. After filling 
the bottles halfway, they were closed using the vacuum valve and sealed by filling the 
neck with water and capping the inlet. 
During equilibration of the 35 g l-1 NaCl water, O2 concentration and temperature were 
continuously monitored using an oxygen optode, and sampling started after values had 
stabilised (which was after 30 h at room temperature and after 40 h at 39 ºC). In 
addition, times between the stop of bubbling and sampling were recorded for each 
sample. All bottles were filled within 1 hour after the stop of bubbling. During 
preparation of the earlier distilled water experiments, O2 concentration and saturation 
were not monitored and water was equilibrated for a longer period (up to 7 days). For 




4.2.2	  Gas	  extraction	  and	  preparation	  
After filling, bottles were stored on a shaker table in the dark at room temperature for a 
minimum of 24 hours in order to equilibrate gases between the water phase and 
headspace of the bottles. After equilibration, water was carefully drawn out of the 
bottles under vacuum, while the bottles were held upside down, so that the valve was 
sealed with water during the process. The valve was closed when only 1 cm of water 
was left above the valve. The headspace gas was subsequently transferred onto pellets of 
molecular sieve (10 pellets of zeolite 5Å (Sigma-Aldrich, 1.6 mm diameter, 6 mm 
length, degassed before use)), using the small high-vacuum extraction line described in 
Section 2.2.1 and Chapter 3. Samples were extracted with two cold traps on the line, a -
78 °C trap surrounding the sample bottle and a liquid nitrogen trap further down the line. 
Transfer took place until at least 99.9% of the sample had been adsorbed. 
After collection on molecular sieve pellets in valved glass tubes, gas samples were 
transferred to the automated gas purification line described in Chapter 2 for removal of 
CO2 and N2 from the sample, which could interfere with the oxygen isotope 
measurements.  
Samples were introduced after heating the tubes for 20 minutes at 60 °C. Briefly, the 
procedure was as follows. First, remaining CO2 and H2O were removed at -196 ºC, after 
which samples were collected at -196 ºC on molecular sieve pellets. Subsequently, the 
pellets were heated to 60 ºC and the gas was carried through the GC column using a 
purified He carrier gas. O2 and Ar eluted before N2 and were trapped on a second trap 
with molecular sieve pellets at -196 ºC. After O2 and Ar had eluted, the flow through the 
line was redirected so that N2 was carried to waste. After pumping away excess He, the 
trap containing the sample was heated to 60 ºC and the samples were collected into 
stainless steel fingers by cryogenic trapping on to 5 molecular sieve pellets at -196 ºC. 
This approach had been tested before (Gloël (2012), Gonzalez-Posada (2012)) and was 
found not to cause any significant fractionation. Samples on molecular sieves in 
stainless steel fingers were heated for 20 minutes at ~60 ºC prior to introduction to the 
MS, after which the triple oxygen isotopic and elemental composition (O2, N2 and Ar 
content) of the gas was determined through dual-inlet isotope ratio mass spectrometry in 
a MAT 252. Samples were directly measured against an O2-Ar reference gas mixture 





4.2.3	  IRMS	  measurements	  
For each set of samples a sample of dry air was processed as internal laboratory standard 
in a similar way to the dissolved oxygen samples, and averaged results were used to 
standardise the triple oxygen isotopic and O2/Ar results with respect to atmospheric air. 
For each sample, three measurement runs were conducted consisting of 30 cycles of 
alternate sample-reference analyses. Average δ17O and δ18O were calculated for each 
run. Interfering masses (N2 at m/z 28 and Ar at m/z 40) were measured at the end of each 
run. 17O excess and δO2/Ar were calculated using the following formulas: 





where U32 and U40 are the voltages of the ion beam intensities at m/z 32 (16O2) and 40 
(40Ar) respectively. ‘sa’ stands for sample and ‘ref’ for working reference. 
Results were corrected for N2 interference and reference-sample voltage imbalance 
according to the relationships described in Section 2.3.2. 
In addition, δ18O and δ(O2/Ar) results were corrected for the distribution of gases 
between headspace and water phase in the sample bottles (‘solubility correction’, see 
Section 2.3.2.4) as follows: 
δ(O2/Ar)corr = Q [1 + δ(O2/Ar)meas] – 1 
where  
Q =
1 + !(O2) ∙ fV  
1 + !(Ar) ∙ fV  
   ; 
L(O2) is the Ostwald solubility coefficient of oxygen for the temperature in the 
laboratory and fV is the ratio of water over headspace volume (Vwater/Vgas). 
δ18Ocorr = Q (1 + δ18Omeas) – 1 
where  
Q =
1 +   !(18O16O) ∙ fV
1 + !(16O2) ∙ fV
 
and  
L(18O16O) = L(16O2)  ∙  (1 + δ18Osat) 
In these tests, fV was close to 1. For δ(O2/Ar), Q was 0.997-0.998 and the resulting 
correction was -2 to -3 ‰. For δ18O, Q was 1.01-1.02 and the correction was +0.01 to 
+0.02 ‰. For !17O, no definite !17Osat value is available from literature, but the effect is 






4.3	   Results	  
Table 5, and Figure 20 to 23 show the results of the air-equilibrated water tests. 
 
Table 5:  δ17O, δ18O, Δ17O (0.5179) and δ(O2/Ar) of air-equilibrated water vs. air from tests 
conducted at different temperatures and salinities. Displayed δ18O values include a solubility 
correction (Section 4.2.3), which was not applied to the δ17O. Results of the non-solubility 
corrected δ18O, which was used for the calculation of Δ17O, are displayed in brackets. Values that 
are uncertain or different from the general pattern are displayed in italics. Bracketed terms in the 
third and fourth column are the results without inclusion of these values. Expected equilibrium 
values based on the temperature dependence reported by Benson and Krause (1984) and Barkan 
and Luz (2009) are displayed in green. 
 
One 35 g l-1 NaCl 39 ºC sample was contaminated with air during water sampling and is 
therefore displayed in pale red and not included in the average.  
Standard deviations in δ17O and δ18O are on average 0.02 and 0.05‰, which is 
comparable to standard deviations obtained for samples of dry air standard and O2-Ar 
reference that were processed through the separation line in a similar way to the samples 
(see Chapter 2). Standard deviations for all individual Δ17O results at one temperature 
are 12-13 ppm, which is also comparable to tests with dry air and O2-Ar standard 
processed through the separation line. Variations between 3 samples of one set are 0.010 
‰ for δ17O and δ18O and 10 ppm for Δ17O, which is comparable to the standard 
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Figure 20: δ17O and δ18O (vs. air) results of the air-equilibrated water tests. Distilled water results 
are displayed as triangles (red = δ18O, green = δ17O), while diamonds indicate 35 g l-1 NaCl 
results (black = δ18O, purple = δ17O). Error bars are ± 1 SD. Blue symbols show the equilibrium 
values expected based on the temperature relationship of Benson and Krause (1984). 
Average Δ17O values are between 2-20 ppm with respect to air, and in the range of 
Δ17Osat values reported in literature. Values for distilled and salt water at room 
temperature are (20±6) ppm and (14±12) ppm, respectively. 
The standard deviation of Δ17O for most tests is 5-6 ppm, except for the test with salt 
water at 22 ºC, which gave 12 ppm. These results are comparable to the standard 
deviations of earlier studies in the same laboratory (Gloël 2012, Gonzalez-Posada 2012), 
and similar studies conducted by other laboratories (Table 5). Only the lab of Luz and 
Barkan (2000, 2003, 2009) consistently reports lower uncertainties. 
During tests conducted at 39 ºC for both distilled and for 35 g l-1 NaCl water Δ17O values 
below the range of 16-18 ppm were obtained (9±5 for distilled and 2±5 for 35 g l-1 
NaCl). The differences between results of tests at 22 ºC and 39 ºC in this study are not 
statistically significant for one water type, due to the large variability in the 22 ºC results 
and small sample numbers. However, they are significant when results of both water 
types are combined for each temperature, in which case averages of (17±6) ppm and 6±6 




































Figure 21: Average Δ17O (0.5179, vs. air) results of the air-equilibrated water tests. Red triangles 
show the averages of 3-4 distilled water samples, while the averages of 3 35 g l-1 NaCl water 
samples are displayed as black diamonds. Error bars show ± 1 95% CI. Purple symbols show the 
expected values based on the temperature relationship reported by Barkan and Luz (2009). Note: 
the value at 39 ºC was obtained through extrapolation; Barkan and Luz did not conduct 
experiments up to this temperature. 
 
4.4	   Discussion	  
4.4.1	  Δ17O	  results	  compared	  to	  previous	  results	  
As can be observed in Figure 22, ∆17O values for tests conducted at 22 ºC for both 
distilled and 35 gL-1 NaCl water cluster around 20 ppm, with the exception of one low 
value of 1 ppm for the 35 g l-1 NaCl scenario. The reason for this relatively low value is 
not known. It could be due to the uncertainty of the method (however, this value is 
accompanied by relatively positive δ17O and δ18O values, see discussion below). 
Due to this low value, the resulting average Δ17O for water at 35 g l-1 NaCl is slightly 
lower than for distilled water, i.e. (14±12) ppm vs. (20±6) ppm. The difference is 
however not statistically significant. Both values are relatively close to the values of 16-
18 ppm reported in most previous studies at room temperature (Table 4) and differ from 
the value of 8 ppm reported by Reuer et al. (2007) and Stanley et al. (2010). 
Expected Δ17O values based on the linear relationship between temperature and Δ17O 
reported by Barkan and Luz (2009) (Section 4.1) are displayed in Table 5 and Figure 
21 and 22) (2 ppm at 0 ºC, 15 ppm at 22 ºC and 25 ppm at 39 ºC). Experiments in this 






























close to the value based on the temperature relationship of Barkan and Luz (2009) (15 
ppm for 22 ºC). 
The results for the 39 ºC tests using both distilled and salt water are significantly below 
the 16-18 ppm values reported in the literature (Table 4). They are also in the opposite 
direction of what would be expected based on the temperature dependence reported by 
Barkan and Luz (2009) (expected value at 39 ºC based on this relationship: 25 ppm). 
Values reported here are closer to the 8 ppm value reported by Reuer et al. (2007) and 
Stanley et al. (2010) than the 16-18 ppm reported in studies mentioned above. However, 
the number of samples in this study (4) is relatively low. It is also important to note that 
Barkan and Luz did not conduct experiments up to 40 ºC, and no other research groups 
conducted air-equilibrated water tests at temperatures above 25 ºC before. Therefore it 
cannot be excluded that at this high temperature other factors play a role, or the linear 




Figure 22: Individual Δ17O (vs. air) results of the air-equilibrated water tests. Red triangles 
indicate distilled water while black diamonds indicate water with 35 g l-1 NaCl. Each symbol 
shows the result of one sample (average of 3 MS runs of 30 cycles). The dotted line shows the 
expected values based on the temperature relationship reported by Barkan and Luz (2009) (based 
on experiments at 3.5-25 °C). 
Comparatively low Δ17O values of (7±6) ppm (Table 5) were also obtained for the test 
with distilled water at 0 ºC When the first sample is excluded, the average becomes 
(4±2) ppm. Based on the temperature relationship of Barkan and Luz (2009) a value of 2 


























The results of experiments conducted at 0 ºC and 22 ºC are thus close to expectations 
based on the Barkan and Luz (2009) temperature relationship, while the 39 ºC results are 
not. As mentioned above, this might indicate the proposed linear relationship does not 
apply up to this temperature. It should however be realised sample numbers were small 
and the standard deviation was large. The difference of ~10 ppm between results at 
different temperatures is coincidently close to the difference between reported ∆17Osat 
values at room temperature. This is equal to the standard deviation of zero enrichments 
during this study (Chapter 2, Table 1), thus for low sample numbers it cannot be 
excluded such a difference is related to the intrinsic uncertainty of the method. In this 
study, unfortunately, no tests were conducted with 35 g l-1 NaCl water at 0 ºC.  
4.4.2	  δ18O	  results	  compared	  to	  previous	  results	  
For both distilled water and salt water, lower δ18O values were measured for higher 
temperatures, which is consistent with the findings of Benson and Krause (1979). 
However, δ18O values of distilled water tests are far from expected equilibrium values 
based on the relationship of Benson and Krause (1984), at 22 ºC and 39 ºC being 0.2-
0.3‰ below expected values and δ18O values for distilled water tests at 0 ºC being 0.1‰ 
above expected values. This could be related to handling of the samples, inconsistent 
bubbling times (up to 7 days, without monitoring O2 concentration), times between 
bubbling and sampling, and equilibration times, and relatively long storage times of 
these samples (2 weeks for 0 ºC and 39 ºC and 3 months for 22 ºC distilled water 
samples) on molecular sieves in glass tubes with Glass-expansion valve (without water 
seal) due to problems with the separation line, which might have lead to contamination 
or alteration of the sample. In addition, for the test at 0 ºC, fractionation due to freezing 
might have played a role (experiments of Benson and Krause were not conducted down 
to 0 ºC). 
For all three temperatures the deviation in the δ18O values is however very similar 
between the 3-4 samples, indicating the same process affected all samples in the same 
way. Δ17O and δ(O2/Ar) results do not seem to have been affected by this deviation in 
the δ18O, as they are comparable to the results of 35 g l-1 NaCl water tests (see below), 
and δ(O2/Ar) results are very close to equilibrium values reported in literature. 
The 35 g l-1 NaCl tests produced δ18O values very close to equilibrium values reported 
by Benson and Krause (1984) (0.695±0.060 vs. 0.717 ‰ and 0.619±0.020 vs. 0.638 ‰, 
respectively). For these tests, O2 concentration and saturation were monitored during the 
bubbling, bubbling times were 24-48 hours, sampling took place within one hour of 




Benson and Krause (1984) stated a difference in salinity from 0 to 40 would not alter 
δ18O. Based on this, one would not expect δ18O results to differ significantly between 
distilled water and 35 g l-1 experiments conducted at 22 ºC and 40 ºC. The fact that they 
do in this case is probably largely due to errors in the distilled water results due to long 
storage times or not sampling while at saturation. However, the observed deviation was 
comparable for distilled water samples prepared at 22 ºC and 40 ºC, although storage 
time was 8 times as long for the 22 ºC samples. In addition, 0 ºC and 40 ºC samples 
were treated in a very comparable way (with similar bubbling and storage times), but in 
the 40 ºC case resulting δ18O values were 0.2‰ below the expected value, while in the 0 
ºC case they are 0.1 ‰ above the expected value. It should however be realised that for 
the 0º C test, fractionation due to partial freezing of the sample might have played an 
additional role. Benson and Krause (1979) did not conduct their tests down to 0 ºC. It 
would therefore be interesting to repeat the low temperature experiments at a slightly 
higher temperature (1-3 ºC). 
The 35 g l-1 NaCl samples in Table 5 are numbered according to the order of sampling 
(note: distilled water samples are not), the first sample having been sampled relatively 
soon after stopping bubbling (5 (39 ºC) to 15 (22 ºC) minutes), while the other two 
samples were collected with a longer delay after stopping bubbling (15-30 minutes for 
the 39 ºC sample 2-3, 30 minutes for 22 ºC sample 2 and 1 hour for 22º sample 3.) A 
decrease can be observed in the individual δ18O results with increasing time between 
bubbling and sampling, samples collected within 15 minutes after bubbling (35 g l-1 
NaCl sample 1 of 22 ºC and 39º) having a relatively high δ18O (higher than the 
equilibrium value of Benson and Krause (1984)) compared to the samples (2 and 3) that 
were collected later (Table 5). The difference is larger for the room temperature results, 
which could be explained by a larger time difference between the samples (15 minutes 
between sample 1 and 2 and 30 minutes between sample 2 and 3 (vs. 10 minutes 
between 1 and 2 and 5 minutes between 2 and 3 for the 39 ºC test). In addition, for the 
22 ºC test a decrease in the O2 concentration and saturation was visible over the time of 
sampling (from 246 µμM for sample 1 and 2 to 243 µμM for sample 3), while for the 39 ºC 
test the O2 concentration and saturation were relatively stable (but the time span was 
shorter). The differences in results between sample 2 and 3 (RT) (in δ17O, δ18O, Δ17O 
and δ(O2/Ar)) are however smaller than the differences between sample 1 and 2 for both 
22 ºC and 39 ºC tests, which might indicate that values stabilise with increased time 
between bubbling and sampling. 
In addition, the relatively high δ17O and δ18O values measured for 35 g l-1 NaCl sample 1 
at 22 ºC are accompanied by a relatively negative Δ17O (and δ(O2/Ar))(Δ17O = 1 ppm 




relatively large variability in Δ17O results, it could also be related to the observed 
(positive) deviation in the small deltas from equilibrium values for this sample. 
Unfortunately, for the distilled water tests times between bubbling and sampling of 
individual samples were not recorded (but sampling probably took place relatively fast 
after bubbling for distilled 0 ºC and 39 ºC samples). 
The decrease in δ18O with increasing time between bubbling and sampling, and the 
relatively positive δ18O values (with respect to equilibrium values of Benson and Krause 
1984) obtained for samples collected quickly after bubbling, might be related to the fact 
that a slight supersaturation of oxygen might exist directly after bubbling (which would 
lead to above equilibrium concentrations and consequently a larger evasion flux and 
increased fractionation (higher δ17O and δ18O values) (Kaiser 2011)). In addition, the 
temperature increased slightly after the stop of bubbling, which would also have led to a 
decrease in O2 concentrations with time after bubbling. 
This, and the fact that values seem to stabilise with longer time after bubbling, might 
indicate that adapting a longer time between bubbling and sampling (2 hours, as 
suggested by Barkan and Luz 2002, 2003 and 2009, based on preliminary experiments) 
might lead to less variable and more accurate results. However, in all other air-
equilibrated water studies using the bubbling approach, the times between bubbling and 
sampling were not mentioned. If the timing would indeed make a difference for the δ18O 
and possibly Δ17O results, the use of different times between bubbling and sampling 
could potentially have influenced the results. However, here unfortunately times 
between sampling and bubbling were not recorded for distilled water samples, and based 
on this limited dataset (3 samples and 2 temperatures) it is impossible to say whether 
this has truly influenced the results. However, since Barkan and Luz (2009) adopted a 
period of 2 hours between bubbling and sampling based on preliminary experiments, 
and values obtained here seem to stabilize with longer time after bubbling, it would be 
advisable, also for comparison purposes, to conduct any future air-equilibrated water 
tests with a period of 2 hours between bubbling and sampling. 
4.4.3	  δ(O2/Ar)	  results	  compared	  to	  previous	  results	  
δ(O2/Ar) results of individual samples are displayed in Table 5  and Figure 23. For most 
distilled and 35 g l-1 NaCl water samples obtained δ(O2/Ar) values are around -89‰, and 
very close (within 1‰) to equilibrium values reported in literature (Hamme and 
Emerson 2004) and observed in similar studies (Barkan and Luz 2003, Sarma 2006b, 
Castro-Morales 2010). Except for one distilled water sample with a δ(O2/Ar) of -77‰ 
(22 ºC sample 2) and one distilled water sample with a δ(O2/Ar) of -85.9‰ (0 ºC sample 




equilibrium values reported in literature (Hamme and Emerson 2004). δ(O2/Ar) values 
are slightly more negative for tests at 39 ºC (-90 ‰) and for tests with 35 g l-1 NaCl 
(compared to tests with distilled water and lower temperatures). This is consistent with 
expectations based on literature (Hamme and Emerson 2004). The fact that δ(O2/Ar) 
values of most (all except one) distilled water samples are in close agreement with 
equilibrium values from literature values is interesting because the δ17O and δ18O results 
of the distilled water tests are so far from the equilibrium values. If this was caused by 
sampling while the water was not in equilibrium with air, or by contamination of the 
samples with air, one would expect this to be reflected in the δ(O2/Ar) too. However, 
isotope and elemental ratios would not necessarily be affected to a similar extent.. The 
relatively positive δ(O2/Ar) that was observed for one 22 ºC distilled sample (-77‰, see 
Table 5) is difficult to explain based on these data. Apart from this relatively positive 
δ(O2/Ar) value, the other results of this sample are not different from those of the other 
two samples of the same test, δ17O and δ18O results being in between those of the other 
two tests, and Δ17O results not being significantly different. In the case of sample 1 of 
the distilled water test at 0 ºC, the relatively positive δ(O2/Ar) of -85.9‰ is accompanied 
by relatively negative δ17O and δ18O values. Due to a problem during water collection 
for this particular sample, some outside air might have accidently entered the bottle. 
While this could explain the slightly lower δ17O and δ18O and higher δ(O2/Ar) (both 
closer to zero = air) for this sample, it would not explain why the Δ17O is relatively high 
for this sample. This could however be a coincidence since the variability between 









Figure 23: δ(O2/Ar) (vs. air) results of the air-equilibrated water tests. Results of this study are 
displayed in red triangles (distilled water) and black diamonds (35 g l-1 NaCl). Results of 
comparable studies and expected equilibrium values based on O2/Ar ratios measured by Hamme 
and Emerson (2004) are displayed for comparison. Average δ(O2/Ar) values without outliers are 
displayed (distilled water tests at 0 ºC and 22 ºC each yielded one relatively negative δ(O2/Ar) 
value, which is not included in these averages). Complete δ(O2/Ar) results are given in Table 5. 
As can be observed, for most tests the obtained δ(O2/Ar) values are close (within ~1‰) to 
equilibrium values reported in literature. Room temperature δ(O2/Ar) results (-88.5±0.9‰ for 
distilled and -89.2±0.9‰ for 35 g l-1 NaCl water) are very close to the results of Barkan and Luz 
2003 (-88.8±0.4‰), Sarma 2006b (-87.4±1‰) and Castro-Morales 2010 (-88.4±1‰) for 
comparable tests. More negative δ(O2/Ar) values were obtained with increasing temperature and 
salinity, which is consistent with the data of Hamme and Emerson (2004). For most tests, the SD 
was in the range 0.5-1‰, which is comparable to the SDs reported in literature. 
 
4.5	  	   Conclusions	  
Although for both water types at room temperature an average 17O excess in the range of 
15-20 ppm was obtained, lower values were obtained for both lower (0 ºC) and higher 
39 ºC) temperature experiments (close to or below 8 ppm). While the low value at 0 ºC 
could be in agreement with the temperature-dependence reported by Barkan and Luz 
(2009), the low 17O excess obtained for both distilled and salt water, at 39 ºC could not 
be explained by this relationship. This could indicate the proposed linear relationship 
does not apply up to this high temperature. However, because the spread in the 22 ºC 
data is relatively large (SD: 5-12 ppm means, 13 ppm individual measurements), and the 






































the same water type are not statistically significant. Differences between the Δ17O at 22 
ºC and 39 ºC are however statistically significant when the water types are combined 
(combined averages being (17±6) ppm for 22 ºC and (6±6) ppm for 39 ºC).  
Because the observed SD (in δ17O and δ18O and Δ17O) was comparable to that obtained 
when processing dry air or O2-Ar samples through the separation line, the large 
uncertainty is probably mainly due to the uncertainty of the sample processing method 
and MS measurements. More reliable results can therefore only be obtained by 
increasing the sample number.  
In addition, although obtained δ(O2/Ar) values for both distilled and salt water tests, and 
δ18O values for the salt water tests are very close to equilibrium values reported in 
literature, δ18O values of the distilled water tests ware either 0.2-0.3 ‰ lower (22 ºC and 
40 ºC) or 0.1 ‰ higher (0 ºC) than expected equilibrium values. The reason for this is 
not known, but compared to salt water samples, distilled water samples were stored 
longer on molecular sieves, and bubbled longer, without monitoring of the O2 
concentration (or time between bubbling and sampling). Finally, at 0 ºC, fractionation 
due to freezing could not be excluded.  
It would therefore be advisable, based on these results, to repeat the tests with larger 
sample numbers, preferably at an increased number of temperatures. In addition, in 
order to obtain data more suitable for comparison, distilled water tests should ideally be 
repeated with shorter storage and bubble times (24-48 h), monitoring of O2 
concentrations during equilibration and consistent times between stop of bubbling and 
sampling (preferably 2 hours). Finally, it would be interesting to conduct the low 









Recently it was reported that species-specific fractionation takes place during 
photosynthesis in phytoplankton (Eisenstadt et al. 2010). This would make the Δ17O of 
biological oxygen a combination of the Δ17O of the water used in its production and a 
species-specific change due to fractionation. Kaiser and Abe (2012) estimated Δ17Obio 
based on different Δ17O measurements of Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water 
(VSMOW) vs. air and the fractionation per species observed by Eisenstadt et al. (2010) 
(Table 7). In order to obtain more information on the triple isotopic composition of 
biological oxygen, culture experiments were conducted with two marine phytoplankton 
species under steady-state conditions. For this, cultures of marine phytoplankton species 
Picochlorum sp. and Emiliania huxleyi were grown in airtight 165 ml bottles with a 4 ml 
N2 headspace under close-to-natural growth conditions. Oxygen was allowed to 
accumulate and replace initially present oxygen in the bottles over a period of 5-6 days, 
after which samples of the headspace gas were collected at different time intervals over 
a period of 8-15 days, through a needle under vacuum, connected to an extraction line. 
Samples were analysed for their triple oxygen isotopic composition and O2/Ar ratio on a 
Finnigan MAT 252 dual-inlet isotope ratio mass-spectrometer.  
Results indicated biological steady state was reached, and Δ17O values stabilised, from 
the start of sampling for Picochlorum and near the end of sampling for E. huxleyi. The 
steady state values were (249±11) ppm (±1 SD) for E. huxleyi and (180±13) ppm for 
Picochlorum. Results were consistent between bottles of the same growth day from 
different sample series and independent experiments conducted in May and June-July 
2013. Results are in the range of Δ17O values estimated by Kaiser and Abe (2012) based 
on different measurements of VSMOW and the photosynthetic fractionation reported by 
Eisenstadt et al. (2010), and seem to be in agreement with findings of Eisenstadt et al. 
(2010), who reported species-specific photosynthetic fractionation in E. huxleyi and 








This chapter focuses on triple isotopic composition of marine biological oxygen. As 
explained in Chapter 1, accurate knowledge of the triple isotopic composition of 
biological oxygen (Δ17Obio) is crucial in the derivation of gross oxygen production using 
triple oxygen isotopes. However, at the moment there is still a lot of uncertainty 
regarding the exact value of this parameter. In order to improve our knowledge on 
∆17Obio, experiments were conducted with different types of marine phytoplankton under 
biological steady state conditions. In the following section, a brief a description will be 




For the derivation of oceanic gross oxygen production using oxygen triple isotopes, next 
to information on air-sea gas exchange and the composition of atmospherically derived 
oxygen, information is required on the triple isotopic composition of pure biological 
oxygen*. However, experimental data on the triple isotopic signature of biological 
oxygen are sparse. Until recently, a universal value of ~250 (249±15) ppm was assumed 
for all marine biological oxygen, based on steady-state culture experiments with two 
marine species (Acropora, a coral with symbiotic algae (252±5 ppm) and planktonic 
alga Nannochloropsis, (244±20 ppm)) by Luz and Barkan (2000). In these experiments, 
oxygen was allowed to accumulate, and samples were taken after all initially present 
oxygen had been replaced by biological oxygen, and a steady state between respiration 
and production was reached. (Note: ∆17Obio values were calculated using the linear 
definition with slope/λ 0.521. Unfortunately, they were reported without underlying δ17O 
and δ18O values. Fortunately, under steady state conditions, with δ17O and δ18O values 
close to zero, the use of different definitions or slopes has a relatively small effect on the 
resulting ∆17O (Barkan and Luz 2011, Kaiser and Abe 2012)). 
 
* Pure biological oxygen can refer to pure photosynthetic oxygen, oxygen at a steady state 
between photosynthesis and respiration, or oxygen in a system with both photosynthesis and 
respiration that is not at steady state. A detailed explanation is given on page 97. In this study, 
because of the focus on application for marine productivity estimates, ∆17Obio refers to marine 
biological oxygen. For terrestrial biological oxygen, the resulting ∆17O is generally (~100 ppm) 






Because several studies indicated the production of oxygen by cleavage of water 
molecules in photosystem II during photosynthesis would cause negligible isotopic 
fractionation (Guy et al. 1993, Helman et al. 2005, Tcherkez and Farquhar 2007), it was 
assumed the isotopic composition of photosynthetic oxygen would be approximately 
equal to that of the source water used in its production. However, until recently, accurate 
(< ±80 ppm) measurements of the triple isotopic composition of seawater (represented 
by the VSMOW, Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water, standard) versus air were not 
available. When results of such measurements were first published in 2005 (Luz and 
Barkan 2005), they indicated ∆17O values for VSMOW versus air in the range of ~150 
ppm (exact value depending on ∆17O definition). This was substantially lower than the 
(~250 ppm) value for biological oxygen reported by Luz and Barkan 2000, and the 
difference was too large to be easily attributed to the involvement of different oxygen 
consumption processes or a difference in the used definition or slope for ∆17O. 
However, two recent studies, by the same research group, provided data that could 
explain this difference.  
Firstly, in 2010, Eisenstadt et al. reported photosynthetic fractionation was possibly not 
negligible, as assumed before, but significant (in the order of 1-7‰ for δ18O and 10-70 
ppm for ∆17O), and species-dependent. Results indicated, depending on the species, an 
increase in ∆17O of ~10-70 ppm with respect to the substrate water. Eisenstadt et al. 
(2010) performed experiments with different fresh water and marine phytoplankton 
species, both at ~0 oxygen levels (assuming no respiration), and with rising oxygen 
levels. In contrast to what was indicated by earlier studies (Guy et al. 1993, Helman et 
al. 2005), a significant enrichment in both 17O/16O and 18O/16O was observed even at 
zero oxygen levels, together with an increase in ∆17O. Since one would expect 
respiration at these oxygen levels to be negligible, the authors concluded this indicated 
fractionation took place during photosynthesis (possibly due to cell-internal recycling of 
oxygen close to the site of production/PTOX or chlororespiration). Results were 
different from those of comparable studies by Guy et al. 1993 and Helman et al. 2005, in 
which only a very small, negligible fractionation was observed (18εP < 1‰, ∆17O < ~10 
ppm) (Guy et al. 1993, Helman et al. 2005). The observed photosynthetic fractionation 
differed between species, results for all marine species indicating fractionation along a 
slope (θP) of ~0.524, but with different corresponding 18εP and thus ∆17O values. The 
strongest fractionation (effect on δ17O and δ18O and ∆17O values) was observed for E. 
huxleyi (~73 ppm, 18εP: 5.814±0.06‰ (θP: 0.5253)) and C. reinhardtii (~49 ppm, 18εP: 
7.04±0.1‰ (fresh water, θP: 0.5198)), while less fractionation was observed for the 
species Nannochloropsis (~27 ppm, 18εP: 2.850±0.05‰ (θP: 0.5253)) and Synechocystis 




noted the result for Synechocystis came from an earlier study of Helman et al. (2005). In 
addition, one of the studied species, P. tricornutum, had been studied before by Guy et 
al.(1993), with different results.) Next to the occurrence of fractionation during 
photosynthesis, these results thus indicated a difference in photosynthetic fractionation 
between species. 
However, this ~10-70 ppm difference due to photosynthetic fractionation could only 
partly explain the high value (~250 ppm) for biological oxygen compared to that of 
VSMOW (~150), not completely. Even if the photosynthetic fractionation is species 
specific, the same species, Nannochloropsis, was studied both in the study of Luz and 
Barkan (2000) and Eisenstadt et al. (2010). As explained by Kaiser and Abe (2012), the 
steady-state value of (244±20) ppm obtained in the 2000 Luz and Barkan study cannot 
easily be explained based on a VSMOW ∆17O of 146±4 ppm (lin. def. with  ! = 0.5179) 
and the photosynthetic fractionation reported by Eisenstadt et al. (2010) (Kaiser and Abe 
calculated, for different species, the expected ∆17Obio(S0), see Table 7).  
However, in 2011, Barkan and Luz published the results of new measurements of 
VSMOW vs. air, performed in the years 2005-2011, which all indicated a significantly 
(~50 ppm) higher ∆17O of VSMOW vs. air than previous experiments (the new value 
being 196±4 ppm (calculated with delta-definition, λ = 0.5179) see Table 8). Barkan and 
Luz (2011) attributed the ~50 ppm difference to improvements in the method. If the 
value of VSMOW vs. air of ~200 ppm is correct, this would in combination with the 
photosynthetic fractionation reported by Eisenstadt et al. (2010), perfectly add up to the 
~250 ppm value for ∆17Obio reported by Luz and Barkan in 2000. However, in 2012, 
Kaiser and Abe questioned the reliability of these new measurements, and published 
values much closer to those originally reported by Luz and Barkan in 2005 (145±6 ppm, 
delta definition with λ = 0.5179). The correct value of VSMOW vs. air is therefore still 
debated, as either ~150 or ~200 ppm. 
As mentioned above, even with the photosynthetic fractionation reported by Eisenstadt 
et al. (2010), the Barkan and Luz (2005) and Kaiser and Abe (2012) VSMOW 
measurements (~150 ppm) could not explain the ~250 ppm value from the 2000 Luz and 
Barkan experiments, which is still widely used in the calculation of gross oxygen 
production.  
To summarise, there is still a lot of uncertainty regarding ∆17Obio, and the value of ~250 
ppm that was assumed to be robust and universal, appears to be less certain than thought 
before. The only available ∆17OS0 (biological steady state ∆17O (see side note)), which 
are widely used in the calculation of gross oxygen production (GOP), date from the 
2000 experiments and were reported without underlying δ17O and δ18O values. There is a 




proposed values is not compatible with the ~250 ppm value. Finally, recent experiments 
indicate considerable species-specific photosynthetic fractionation, which would not 
only imply ∆17Obio is different from ∆17Osource water but that ∆17Obio might be species 
dependent, in contrast to what was initially assumed by Luz and Barkan (2000). This 
would have important implications for the calculation of gross oxygen production.  
In order to decrease the uncertainty regarding ∆17Obio, experiments were conducted with 
different species of phytoplankton under steady state conditions, comparable to those 
conducted by Luz and Barkan in 2000. 
 
Side note: ∆17Obio, ∆17OS0 and ∆17OP  
It should be noted that ‘biological’ oxygen can indicate both pure photosynthetic oxygen (P) and 
oxygen at steady-state between photosynthesis and respiration (concentration or biological 
steady-state) (S0). Additionally, it can indicate oxygen that is affected by both photosynthesis 
and respiration, but not at biological steady state (f (ratio of net to gross production) ≠  0 or 1). 
Eisenstadt et al. (2010) reported δ17OP and δ18OP (pure photosynthetic oxygen in the absence of 
respiration) values versus the source water, while Luz and Barkan (2000) reported ∆17OS0 
(concentration or biological steady state) values versus air (atmospheric oxygen). 
The relationship between δ17OS0 and δ18OS0 (values for concentration or biological steady state 
(ratio net to gross production f = 0)) can be related to the relationship of δ17OP and δ18OP (values 
for pure photosynthetic oxygen, in the absence of respiration (f = 1)), however, this is not 
straightforward, since it requires knowledge of the exact γR (= 17εR/18εR) and 18εR (Chapter 1, 
1.3.1, Kaiser 2011, Kaiser and Abe 2012).  
As explained in Chapter 1 (1.3.1), 
The δ* of photosynthetic O2 with respect to air-O2 (*δP) can be calculated as follows: 
*!P   = (1 + *!W)(1 + *!P) − 1 
where *δW is the δ* of the  source water relative to air-O2, *εP is the photosynthetic isotope 
fractionation and ‘*’ refers to 17O or 18O. 
δ* of oxygen under conditions of both photosynthesis and respiration is calculated (assuming 
isotopic steady state) as: 
!* =
!*P   −    1   −   !   *!R
1 + 1 − ! *!R
 
*!R is the respiratory isotope effect, ‘*’ refers to 17O or 18O and f is the ratio of net to gross 
production. It can be observed the δ* is dependent on f, 18εR and γR (γR = 17εR/18εR, where ‘R’ stands 
for respiration). 





As a result, the ∆17O of oxygen at steady state between respiration and photosynthesis is 




As indicated by Luz and Barkan 2005, Nicholson 2011, Barkan and Luz 2011, and Kaiser 2011, a 
logarithmic definition with tuned coefficient ! (θ  = ln(17α)/ln(18α) = ln(γR18εR +1)/ln(18εR +1)) 
can be used. When this tuned theta is used with the ‘ln’ definition (equation , ∆17OP will be equal 
to ∆17OS0. However, the exact γR and 18εR are generally not known. Although γR (kinetic 
respiratory slope/ratio of δ17O and δ18O discrimination during respiration) is well known for 
many different organisms, marine communities, temperatures, light conditions and respiratory 
pathways (Luz and Barkan 2005, weighted average 0.5179±0.0006), 18εR is less well constrained, 
and is in fact known to vary greatly between organisms and involved oxygen consumption 
reactions, and to be affected by diffusion. Values between -10 and -30‰ have been reported 
(Kiddon et al. 1993, Guy et al. 1989, 1993, Helman et al. 2005, Luz and Barkan 2005), average 
values for marine (microorganism) communities being ~(-20±3)‰ (Kiddon et al. 1993), but 
significantly smaller values of 18εR being associated with larger organisms and the Mehler 
reaction (-10 and -15.3‰ (Guy et al. 1993, Helman et al. 2005), and larger values with AOX (-24 
to -26‰ (vs. -16- to -18‰ for COX), and photorespiration (~-21.5‰) (Guy et al. 1989, 1993, 
Angert et al. 2003, Helman et al. 2005, Luz and Barkan 2005). Therefore, depending on the 
species and exact processes involved, the 18εR might be different from -20‰. Finally, it should be 
realised in nature f is often different from zero.  
 
Table 6: Results of Eisenstadt et al. 2010, table adapted from Kaiser and Abe (2012), showing the 
photosynthetic fractionation reported for different types of phytoplankton by Eisenstadt et al. 
(2010). θP = ln(1+17εP)/ln(1+18εP), εP is the photosynthetic isotope effect. Size info from 
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Table 7: Adaptation of section of Table 3 from Kaiser and Abe (2012), showing calculations of 
the ∆17O of biological oxygen vs. air-O2 based on two different measurements of VSMOW vs. air 
(Barkan and Luz 2005 and 2011) and the species-specific photosynthetic fractionation reported 
by Eisenstadt et al. (2010). ‘P’ indicates photosynthetic oxygen, ‘S0’ indicates oxygen at steady 
state between photosynthesis and respiration (net to gross production ratio f = 0). ‘W’ indicates 
the triple isotope composition of seawater vs. air (5 ppm below the value for VSMOW (Barkan 
and Luz 2010)). ∆17OS0 was calculated assuming average respiration in marine communities with 
18!R = (-20±4)‰ and !R = 17!R /18!R = 0.5179±0.0006, using *!S0 =
*!P!*!R
!!*!R  
and *!P   = (1 +
*!W)(1 + *!P) − 1, where * refers to either 17O or 18O, and ! refers to the isotope effect of either 
respiration (R) or photosynthesis (P). *δW is the δ* of the source water relative to air-O2. See 
Kaiser and Abe 2012 for details.  Displayed ∆17O values were calculated using the linear 
definition with slope 0.5179.  
 
 
Table 8: Recent measurements of the triple oxygen isotopic composition of VSMOW (Vienna 
Standard Mean Ocean Water) vs. air O2. Table adapted from Kaiser and Abe (2012). ‘l.d. 0.5179’ 
refers to the linear definition with slope 0.5179. 




17δVSMOW/‰ 17∆VSMOW/ppm   
(l.d., 0.5179) 
Barkan and Luz (2005) -23.320 ± 0.02 -11.931 ± 0.01 146 ± 4  
Barkan and Luz (2011) -23.324 ±0.02 -11.883 ± 0.01 196 ± 4  
Kaiser and 
Abe (2012) 




18!P/‰ 17!P/‰ !17OP/ppm 18!S0/‰ 17!P/‰ !17OS0/ppm
!W based on Barkan & Luz (2005), "P = 0 -23.320 -11.936 141 ± 4 -3.388 -1.594 160
"P (Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803) -22.864 -11.587 152 ± 6 -2.923 -1.345 169
"P (Nannochloropsis sp.) -20.536 -10.458 178 ± 4 -0.547 -0.101 183
"P (Phaeodactylum tricornutum) -18.997 -9.649 189 ± 4 1.023 0.716 186
"P (Emiliania huxleyi) -17.642 -8.922 214 ± 5 2.407 1.451 204
"P (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) -16.444 -8.326 190 ± 4 3.628 2.053 174
mean -19.297 -9.809 185 ± 22 0.718 0.555 183 ± 14
!W based on Barkan & Luz (2011), "P = 0 -23.324 -11.888 192 ± 4 -3.392 -1.546 211
"P (Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803) -22.868 -11.641 202 ± 6 -2.927 -1.297 219
"P (Nannochloropsis sp.) -20.540 -10.410 228 ± 4 -0.552 -0.052 233
"P (Phaeodactylum tricornutum) -19.001 -9.601 239 ± 4 1.019 -0.765 237
"P (Emiliania huxleyi) -17.646 -8.874 264 ± 5 2.402 1.499 255
"P (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) -16.448 -8.278 240 ± 4 3.624 2.102 225





5.2.1	  Goals	  and	  summary	  methods	  
In order to obtain more information on the isotopic composition of oxygen produced by 
different types of phytoplankton, gas from the headspace of airtight bottles containing 
cultures of Picochlorum sp. and Emiliania huxleyi was sampled every 48 hours during 
eight days, after which the triple oxygen isotopic composition was measured. 
 
Summary of methods 
The green alga Picochlorum sp. and coccolithophore Emiliania huxleyi were added to a 
seawater-based f/2 and K/4 medium respectively (see Section 5.2.2), in airtight 165 ml 
bottles, closed with a thick butyl rubber stopper. A headspace was created, by replacing 
4 ml of the medium with pure nitrogen gas. Bottles were stored in a growth chamber 
under close to natural growth conditions (50 µE, 17 °C for E. huxleyi and 150 µE, 21 °C 
for Picochlorum, 14:10 h light-dark cycle). Fluorescence and cell number were 
measured in order to keep track of the phytoplankton growth. Cultures were allowed to 
grow for 5-6 days before the start of sampling in order to allow sufficient O2 
accumulation and replacement of initial O2 with biological O2.  
From day 5 (E. huxleyi) and 6 (Picochlorum) samples of the headspace gas were taken 
every 48 hours using a needle connected to an extraction line with liquid nitrogen trap, 
and frozen onto ten molecular sieve pellets at liquid N2 temperature. Afterwards, 4 ml of 
nitrogen gas was injected into each bottle. Tests indicated this method of sampling and 
repressurising did not lead to fractionation or contamination of the sample gas.  
Three new bottles were sampled every two days over a period of eight days. Three 
bottles were resampled every two days from sample day one, and three bottles were 
resampled every three days from sample day two.  
For E. huxleyi, a comparable set of experiments was conducted one month earlier, in 
which three bottles were resampled every five days over a period of 20 days. 
Sampled gas, trapped on molecular sieves, was transferred to a line for separation of O2 
and Ar from CO2, H2O and N2, after which oxygen isotope and O2/Ar ratios were 
measured on a Dual-Inlet IRMS (MAT 252).  
Results are presented in Section 5.3. Results of first time and repeated sampling of 
Emiliania huxleyi are displayed in Figure 28 and 30 to 35. 
For Picochlorum, oxygen contents were lower and unfortunately, resampling did not 
yield sufficient oxygen for MS measurements. Results of newly sampled bottles are 




5.2.2	  Phytoplankton	  culturing	  
Inoculation  
The green alga Picochlorum sp. (RCC 289, strain OLI 26 SA, size 2 µm, origin 
equatorial Pacific, 15 m depth, 100 µE, 20 °C, http://roscoff-culture-collection.org/rcc-
strain-details/289) and coccolithophore Emiliania huxleyi (RCC1229, strain AC457, size 
5 µm, origin North Sea, 28 m depth, 17 °C) were added to respectively a seawater-based 
modified f/2 (Guillard and Ryther 1962, Guillard, 1975) and K/4 medium (Keller et al. 
1987, as modified by Ian Probert, see below), in airtight 165 ml bottles, closed with a 20 
mm butyl rubber stopper. Culture media ingredients, bottles and stoppers were sterilised 
by autoclaving (ProClave ES:2300, Priorclave Tactrol 2, 121°C, 20 min, 2 h cycle) 
prior to inoculation and inoculation took place in a Class 2 Microbiological Safety 
Cabinet (Walker Safety Cabinets Ltd.). 
Both species were grown in a medium based on seawater, collected near the coast of 
East Anglia (stored in the dark at low temperature), filtered with a 0.2 µm filter, which 
was supplemented with either f/2 or K/4 nutrients and vitamins. Seawater and 
ingredients were separately sterilized before addition of the culture. For the preparation 
of f/2 (Guillard and Ryther 1962, Guillard 1975), 975 ml of seawater was filtered and 
topped up to 1 L with distilled water and two drops of HCl. Filtered seawater, and 
required f/2 ingredients (nutrients N/2 (nitrate), P/2 (phosphate), T/2 (trace metals) and 
V/2 (vitamins)), were subsequently separately sterilised by autoclaving and afterwards 
combined (1 ml of each nutrient and 0.5 ml of vitamins per liter of water) in a 
microbiological safety cabinet. E. huxleyi was grown in a seawater-based K/4 medium 
(Keller et al. 1987, as modified by Ian Probert (http://roscoff culture 
collection.org/sites/default/files/MediaRecipesPDF-/K2-Ian.pdf). For 1 liter of medium, 
0.25 ml of NaNO3, NH4Cl, KH2PO4, H2SeO3, FeEDTA and trace-metal solution and 0.5 
ml of f/2 vitamin solution were added. Again, seawater and ingredients were separately 
sterilised by autoclaving and combined in a safety cabinet. 
During inoculation, 140 ml of freshly prepared, sterile medium (either f/2 or K/4) was 
pipetted into sterilised 165 ml glass bottles in the microbiological safety cabinet (Walker 
Safety Cabinets Ltd.). A few ml of culture in logarithmic growth phase was subsequently 
pipetted into the bottle (8 ml per 160 ml of culture for E. huxleyi, 2 ml per 160 ml of 
culture for Picochlorum), after which the bottle was topped up with growth medium to 
the rim. The bottle was then sealed with a sterile 20 mm thick butyl rubber stopper 
(Chemglass), which was inserted into the bottle with a sterile needle (BD Microlance, 




filled with medium, with negligible headspace (max. few mm bubble)) were moved to 
the Stable Isotope Lab for headspace creation.  
 
Headspace creation 
A headspace was created by replacing 4 ml of the medium with nitrogen gas. Nitrogen 
gas was chosen because an inert gas was required. Helium was considered, but did not 
freeze on the molecular sieves, which complicated sampling. The headspace was created 
using a 5 ml gas tight borosilicate glass syringe (SGE, SG008770) with removeable luer-
lock valve. 25G x 1” (0.5 x 25 mm) sterile hypodermic needles were used (BD 
Microlance, 300400). Nitrogen was injected from a crimp sealed 165 ml bottle, 
continuously flushed with pure nitrogen gas (flow rate ~125 ml/min for a minimum of 
15 minutes prior to extraction) from a cylinder with pressurised nitrogen gas (BOC Ltd., 
UN1066, oxygen-free), nitrogen flowing in from a long (BD Yale, 20G, 4”) needle 
connected to the cylinder via tubing, and flowing out directly via a second needle (BD 
Microlance, 23G, 11/4”). The nitrogen flow rate was continuously monitored. During 
the pulling of nitrogen into the syringe, the exit needle of the flushed bottle was briefly 
removed (while N2 was still flowing in) in order to prevent sucking in of outside air. 
After pulling the plunger, the exit needle was reinserted, and the increased flow rate was 
allowed to return to normal, after which the syringe was closed and removed. Culture 
bottles were held upside down and nitrogen was injected slowly while excess water was 
allowed to drip out through a second needle (BD Microlance, 23G, 11/4”). Bottles were 
held upside down or sideways during nitrogen injection, so that the stopper and needle 
tip were continuously sealed with water, in order to prevent contamination with air. 




Bottles were stored in a growth chamber (Sanyo (Panasonic, UK), ML-350, Versatile 
Environmental Test Chamber), fluorescent lighting (FL40SS-W/37 lamps)) under close 
to natural growth conditions (14:10 h light-dark cycle, ~50 µE (µmol photons m-2 s-1), 17 
°C for E. huxleyi and ~150 µE (µmol photons m-2 s-1), 21 °C for Picochlorum. These 
were the conditions stock cultures were kept under, which are comparable to those at 
site of culture collection. Cultures were kept on the mid shelf of the growth chambers 
and light intensity was monitored using a Scalar PAR Irradiance Sensor (QSL 2101, 
Biospherical Instruments Inc.). Expected growth rates under these conditions were near 
0.5-1 per day for Picochlorum (B. Steawarski, pers.com. 2013) and 1-1.5 per day for E. 




light intensity of around 300 µE (B. Steawarski, M. Henle, pers. com. 2013), close to 
natural growth conditions were preferred for these experiments. 
Culture bottles were stored on the mid shelf of the growth chamber, in such a way that 
all bottles were at approximately the same distance from the lamps. Bottles were stored 
sideways and transported upside down, so that the stopper was always sealed with water, 
in order to prevent contamination. Bottles were not moved or shaken, except during 
transport to the stable isotope lab for sampling. 
Cultures were allowed to grow, produce O2 and recycle initially present, dissolved 
atmospheric, oxygen for 5-7 days (period decided based on prelimary experiments), 
after which samples of the headspace gas were taken every 48 hours over a period of 
two weeks. 
 
Fluorescence and Coulter measurements 
Fluorescence and cell number were measured, from separate bottles, in order to keep 
track of the phytoplankton growth. For both species, In Vivo Fluorescence (which gives 
an indication of chlorophyll a and cell concentration (Heinle 2013)) was measured in a 
Turner 10-AU Field Fluorometer. ~3 ml culture samples were taken at the same time 
every day. For E. huxleyi, next to fluorescence, cell concentration was measured at the 
same time every day, using a Coulter Multisizer 3 (Beckman Coulter Ltd., High 
Wycombe, UK). Three samples were measured each time, for which 0.5 ml of culture 
was diluted with 9.5 ml of 0.2 µm filtered seawater. For each sample, triplicate 
measurements were performed. Picochlorum cells were too small (< 2 µm) for 
Multisizer measurements. Samples for fluorescence and Coulter counting were extracted 
using a syringe (SGE gas tight syringe with luer-lock and 23G BD Microlance needle), 
from a bottle grown together with and further treated similar to the other culture bottles.  
 
Materials 
Bottles and stoppers  
165 ml glass bottles were used, which were closed off from the atmosphere with thick 
butyl rubber stoppers (Chemglass CLS-4209-14, blue rubber butyl stopper, 20 mm size). 
Tests had been performed with 165 ml bottles and different types of stoppers, needles 
and airtight syringes, both with O2-Ar reference gas, and distilled water bubbled with 
O2-Ar reference gas. It was found the stoppers sufficiently sealed off the bottles. Thick 
stoppers were preferred as they allowed sealing the needle halfway before and after 
sampling (see Section 5.2.3). Because the stoppers were nearly too wide for the bottle 




bottles were always stored and collected sideways or upside down, so that the neck 
remained sealed in water. 
 
Syringes and needles 
Syringes used in these experiments were Gas Tight borosilicate 5 ml Syringes with 
removable Gas Tight valve and Luer-Lock connection (SGE Analytical Science). BD 
Microlance sterile hypodermic needles were used in all cases. For sampling, headspace 
creation and repressurising, 25G needles were used of 1-inch length (0.5 x 25 mm), 
while for stopper insertion, fluorescence and Coulter measurements 23G, 11/4-inch 
needles were used. 
 
 
Figure 24: Culture bottles in growth chamber. 
 
5.2.3	  Sampling	  procedure	  
Sampling 
Headspace gas was extracted by expansion into an evacuated extraction line through a 
needle connected to the line, which could be evacuated prior to sampling, and 
subsequent transfer of the extracted gas onto molecular sieves in sealable glass tubes. A 






Sampling took place using the extraction line described in Section 2.1. The line was as 
described in Section 2.1.2, with liquid nitrogen trap, only a needle (BD Microlance, 25G 
x 25 mm, 300400) was connected to it using a Luer-Lock connection (see Figure 25 
and 26). Prior to sampling, the needle tip was sealed, by pushing the needle halfway 
down the stopper of the sample bottle, and the line was evacuated up to the needle tip. 
 
 
Figure 25: Schematic of the small extraction line, figure adapted from Gloël (2012). 
 
Although the Luer-Lock connection was not high vacuum, a pressure of down to ~1.2 x 
10-7 mbar could be achieved in the line when the needle tip was sealed.  
Occasionally, the pressure in the line was higher than 3 x 10-7 mbar. This was mainly the 
case when several samples had been processed and the water content in the line was 
high, or when the needle connection was poor. Often, replacing the needle solved the 
problem. However, after the processing of many samples, occasionally a vacuum of up 
to 1 x 10-6 mbar had to be accepted. In order to prevent contamination with outside air, 
the valve to the needle was closed quickly after sampling (after stabilisation of the 
pressure in the line, which generally took ~10-30 seconds). 
Tests of this sampling method (using sealed 165 ml bottles with O2-Ar or water bubbled 
with O2-Ar and a 3 ml headspace, extracting the gas, freezing it onto molecular sieves 
and analysing it on the MAT 252) indicated contamination with outside air in this case 
was negligible. In addition, no significant fractionation due to the sample procedure was 
observed (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3). 
 
Extraction line – transfer of gas samples to molecular sieves 
For the extraction of sample gases and their transfer to molecular sieve pellets in storage 
tubes, a small high-vacuum extraction line was used. The line consisted of 0.5-1 cm 
inner diameter stainless steel and glass tubing, a ~180 ml glass trap, which was kept in 
liquid nitrogen (-196 °C) during sample processing, a pressure gauge (Pfeiffer Vacuum, 




freezing, three manual high-vacuum valves (Louwers Hapert) and two connection ports, 
connected via a manual valve to a turbomolecular drag pump (Pfeiffer Vacuum, 
TMU071P). A schematic drawing of the line is displayed in Figure 25.   
The total volume of the line, including trap, was approximately 200 ml, and generally a 
vacuum of 1.6 x 10-7 mbar could be obtained all around. For these particular tests, 
occasionally a pressure of up to 1 x 10-6 mbar was accepted.  
The collection tube containing molecular sieves, either a 2.5 ml glass vial (~50 mm 
length, ~8 mm internal diameter) with compression o-ring high-vacuum valve (Glass 
expansion), or a 200 mm length, 5 mm inner diameter Pyrex flame-seal tube, was 
attached to the line at the connection point closest to the pump (B), using a Swagelok 
Ultra-Torr fitting. At point A, the sample needle was connected. 
 
Sampling procedure 
A sample needle (BD Microlance, 25G x 25 mm, 300400) was attached to the line with 
a Luer-Lock connection, and the needle was inserted exactly halfway down the stopper 
of the sample bottle, so that the tip was sealed but did not pierce the stopper (See Figure 
27). The line, including a liquid N2 trap, was then evacuated up to the needle. In the 
mean time, the trap on the line was cooled with liquid nitrogen, and a sample tube 
(either a 2.5 ml tube with GE valve or a 20 cm flame-seal tube) containing 10 new 
molecular sieve pellets (Sigma-Aldrich Zeolite 5 Å, 1.6 to ~6 mm) was connected (in a 
part of the line closed off to the pump, valve a (Figure 25) closed).  
After the whole line had been evacuated (preferably down to 1.6-1.9 x 10-7 mbar), 
including the collection tube and sample needle, the valve to the pump was closed 
(either c and b or b only), after which the pressure in the line was recorded, and the 
sample was released. This was done by pushing the needle through the stopper, allowing 
it to reach the headspace but not the water. As a result, the sample was expanded up to 
valve b (~200 ml volume). After ~10-30 seconds of sampling (upon stabilisation of the 
pressure), the valve to the needle (d) was closed, the needle was moved upwards in the 
stopper to seal, and the pressure was written down. The sample then stayed in the part of 
the line between valve b and d for 2 minutes, while H2O was frozen on the liquid 
nitrogen trap. After two minutes, valve b was opened and the sample gas was expanded 
up to the collection tube. At this point, the pressure was written down again and the 
collection tube (a 2.5 glass vial with GE valve or 20-0.6 cm od flame-seal tube, 
containing 10 pellets of zeolite 5A molecular sieve) was immersed in liquid nitrogen so 
that the sample could freeze on the molecular sieves. After at least 99.9% of sample had 




sealed, either by closing the valve or flame-sealing with a gas burner. After this, the 
sample tube could be removed and the line could be prepared for the next sample. 
 
Sampling – additional remarks 
During sampling of biological oxygen, sometimes, higher pressures were unavoidable, 
due to the increased amount of water vapour in the line and the luer-lock connection of 
the needle to the line. The vacuum that could be reached in the line with the needle 
attached varied between 1.2 x 10-7 and 1 x 10-6 mbar, and depended on the specific 
needle and the amount of H2O the line had been exposed to. Because the connection of 
the needle to the line was not high-vacuum and thus not completely leak-proof the valve 
next to the sample needle (D) was closed relatively quickly after sampling (within 
seconds, after stabilisation of the pressure, before the needle was removed from the 
stopper), and the sample was taken immediately after the line was closed off from the 
pump. Several tests with O2-Ar ref gas were performed in order to ascertain no 
significant fractionation or contamination of the sample gas took place during extraction 
and/or transfer of the samples. 
 
Needle replacement 
A new needle was used at least every three bottles and between the sampling of different 
species. The needle was briefly sterilised with a flame between bottles of the same 
species. For each moment of sampling, three bottles were sampled.  
 
Collection tubes 
All samples from May were collected in valved tubes, while samples from June-July 
were collected in flame-seal tubes from sample day 3 (Picochlorum) and 2 (E. huxleyi).  
 
Sampling tests and trials 
Tests had been performed using this sampling method, with bottles with O2-Ar reference 
gas and distilled water bubbled with O2-Ar reference gas, with a 3 ml headspace, 
sampling and transfering the gas on to 10 and subsequently five pellets (as normally 
happens to samples at the end of the separation line, see Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2 and 
Chapter 3, 3.3) before measurement on the IRMS. A liquid nitrogen cold trap was 
present on the line during the tests. It was found the sampling method did not lead to 
significant fractionation or contamination of the gas (see Section 3.3). Results were 
similar to those obtained for extraction tests in which O2-Ar reference gas was 
introduced straight from the flask under comparable conditions (liquid nitrogen trap, 











Figure 27: Picture of the extraction line, just prior to sampling. The needle tip is sealed in the 
stopper of the sample bottle.  
 
Repressurising 
After the headspace gas had been collected, the pressure in the headspace of the bottles 
would be lower than atmospheric. In order to minimise contamination risks, and prevent 
any effects of underpressure on phytoplankton growth, the headspace of the bottles was 
repressurised with pure nitrogen gas after the collection of samples. This was done using 
a 165 ml bottle attached to a pure N2 gas cylinder (BOC Ltd, UN1066, oxygen-free, 
pressurized N2), which was continuously flushed with nitrogen gas at a rate of ~125 
ml/min for a minimum of 10-15 minutes. After this period, N2 gas was extracted from 
the bottle using a valved gas tight syringe (SGE, 008770) with luer-lock fitted needle 
(BD Microlance, 25G x 25 mm), and injected into the sample bottle, while this was held 
upside down or sideways so that stopper and needle tip were continuously sealed with 
water. This was approximately the same method as used for headspace creation. The exit 
needle of the flushed bottle was briefly removed during extraction of the gas, in order to 
minimise the possibility of atmospheric air introduction, and reinjected after the plunger 




repressurising, which indicated it led to negligible introduction of atmospheric air in the 
bottles. Repressurised bottles were moved back to the growth chamber. 
5.2.4	  Gas	  preparation	  and	  IRMS	  measurements	  
Gas preparation  
Samples collected on molecular sieves in valved or flame-sealed glass tubes could be 
transported to the separation line (built after the example of Barkan and Luz (2003) with 
minor alterations, see Section 2.1.2) for cryogenic removal of remaining CO2 and H2O, 
and gas-chromatographic separation of N2. Prior to release of the samples into the 
separation line, sample tubes were heated for 10-20 minutes at 50-70 °C (hot water, 
cooling down) in order to maximise desorption from the sieves (Abe 2008). 
The separation procedure is described in detail in Section 2.1.2. The procedure was 
semi-automated, took approximately 45 minutes per sample, and resulted in O2-Ar 
mixtures with negligible N2 content.  
At the end of the separation procedure, purified gas samples were cryogenically 
collected on zeolite 5Å molecular sieves (5 pellets, 1.6 by ~5 mm, see Section 2.1.2) in 
stainless steel tubes. After collection of a processed set of samples and one dry air 
aliquot, the exit manifold was removed from the separation line and attached to the mass 
spectrometer (Thermo Finnigan MAT 252), where the elemental and isotopic 
composition of the gas samples could be determined. 
 
Mass-spectrometric measurements 
Removal of CO2, H2O and N2 resulted in purified O2-Ar mixtures with negligible 
nitrogen content, which could be introduced to the Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer 
(Thermo Finnigan MAT 252, Dual-Inlet Mode) for determination of their triple oxygen 
isotopic composition and O2/Ar ratio. Samples were analysed on a Thermo Finnigan 
MAT 252 Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer, in Dual-Inlet Mode, against a 
simultaneously introduced O2-Ar working reference gas (BOC Australia, 4.7% Ar in 
O2). 
Before introduction to the mass spectrometer, tubes with purified samples on molecular 
sieves were heated for ~20 minutes at ~50-80 °C (hot water, cooling down), after which 
their contents were released, and the triple oxygen isotopic composition was determined 
by measurement against a simultaneously-introduced reference O2-Ar mixture (BOC 
Australia, 4.7% Ar in O2) on an Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Finnigan 
MAT 252, Dual-Inlet Mode). Bellows were adjusted manually upon introduction of the 
sample and reference, in order to achieve a minimum difference in sample size between 




respectively, the signal height of m/z 32 was 2.5 V. Each sample was analysed during 
three runs of 30 cycles of sample-reference analysis, which each yielded an average 
!17O and ! 18O value. The average standard deviation and standard error over 30 mass-
spectrometric measurements were 0.047 and 0.020‰ (SD) and 0.009 and 0.004‰ (SE), 
for !17O and ! 18O respectively. 
 
As explained in Chapter 1 and 2, the isotope-ratio difference of a sample relative to a 


















where R is the isotope ratio, the ratio of the abundance of the minor isotope over the   
major  isotope (in this case the ratio of the amount of either 17O  or 18O  over 16O), and 
*O is either 17O or 18O. 
δ17O and δ18O were calculated from the measured ion beam intensities of m/z 34 or 33 























− 1] ∙ 1000 
At the end of each three blocks of measurements, an interfering-masses measurement 
was performed, during which the ion currents of m/z 28 (N2), 40 (Ar) and 32 (16O2) were 
measured for both sample and reference.  
d(N2/O2) and !(O2/Ar) were calculated according to  








where U28, U 32 and U 40 are the voltages of the ion beam intensities (ion current ∙ 
resistance) of m/z 28 (N2), 32 (16O2) and 40 (Ar) respectively, ‘sa’ stands for sample and 
‘ref’ for working reference. 
Resulting !17O and ! 18O values were corrected for the effects of nitrogen and argon 
interference, and imbalance (difference in output voltage of m/z 32 signal between 
standard and sample), according to the linear relationships derived from dilution tests, 
imbalance tests and zero enrichments. Details are given in Chapter 2.  
Based on dilution series (see Chapter 2), for nitrogen interference, !17O and !18O were 
corrected as follows: 
!18Ocorr, N2 = !18Omeas − 0.052 · (N2/O2) 
!17Ocorr, N2 = !17Omeas − 0.1335 · (N2/O2) 
Note: d(N2/O2) here refers to the absolute value. 
For imbalance, the following corrections were applied, based on zero enrichments 
performed over the whole period of the biological experiments: 
!18Ocorr, imb =   !18Omeas − 1.86   ∙ !32,sam − !32,ref ,  and 
!17Ocorr, imb =   !17Omeas – −0.45    ∙ !32,sam − !32,ref , 
where U32,sam and U32, ref are the ion beam intensities (V) of m/z 32 measured at the 
beginning of the run, for the sample and standard side, respectively. 
Details on these corrections and argon corrections are supplied in Chapter 2. 
Argon correction 
Because the O2-Ar working reference gas has an O2-Ar composition close to that of atmospheric 
air (4.7% Ar in O2), during the measurement of air samples, the difference in relative Ar content 
between the sample and reference is small (!(O2/Ar)sample/ref < ~136‰), and the effect of 
differences in !(Ar/O2) on the results would be expected to be very small or negligible (Barkan 
and Luz, 2003, J. Kaiser, pers. com. 2013). However, for the culture experiments, due to the 
presence of biological O2, the Ar/O2 was much lower in the samples than in the reference gas 
(!(O2/Ar)sam/ref of ~1000-10,000‰, corresponding !(Ar/O2)sam/ref down to ~-900‰). Studies of 
Barkan and Luz (2003) and Abe and Yoshida (2003) indicate differences in relative Ar content of 
this magnitude could significantly affect the results. However, the exact effect depends on the 
used instrument and conditions around the time of measurement. Dilution tests were performed, 




collecting the mixtures on molecular sieves and measuring their composition on the MAT 252 
against the pure O2 gas (0%) and against a different, O2-Ar, reference gas (4.7% Ar in O2, BOC). 
In all cases, results indicated differences in the Ar content between the sample and the reference 
in this range (0-5% Ar in O2), did not significantly affect the ∆17O. A linear relationship was 
found between !(Ar/O2) and !17O and !18O, which increased with increasing !(Ar/O2) as 
reported by Barkan and Luz (2003) and Abe and Yoshida (2003). However, within this !(Ar/O2) 
range, the effect and thus corresponding correction of the !17O and !18O results was small. For 
biological samples, the effect of the correction was up to ~0.003‰ for !17O and ~0.005‰ for 
!18O. The corresponding effect on ∆17O was 0-1 ppm). 
The !17O and ! 18O results of the three runs were corrected separately, after which 
corrected values were standardised against atmospheric air (see below) and used in the 
calculation of ∆17O. The ∆17O was calculated according to the definition:  
∆17O/ppm = (!17O − 0.5179 ∙ !18O) ∙ 1000, 
where !17O and !18O are the values in ‘per mil’ (‰). For each sample, three corrected 
and air-standardised !17O, !18O and ∆17O  values were thus obtained, which were 
averaged.  
A ‘zero enrichment’ (measurement of reference gas against itself) was performed at the 
beginning of each day, in order to check for fluctuations in the functioning of the MS, 
and minimally one aliquot of cryogenically dried atmospheric air (‘dry air’ or ‘DA’) was 
always prepared and measured together with the samples. Averaged and corrected 
results of these dry air measurements versus the reference were used to standardise the 
corrected sample results with respect to atmospheric air, according to: 
  !*sa/air/‰ ≈ !*sa/DA/‰ =   
!*sa/ref − !*DA/ref
!*DA/ref   + 1
∙ 1000, 
where ‘*’ can be 17O, 18O or O2/Ar, ‘sa’ stands for sample, ‘DA’ stands for dry air and 
‘ref’ stands for the working reference O2-Ar mixture (note: !-values in this equation are 
absolute values).  
For each sample, three corrected and air-standardised !17O, !18O and ∆17O  values were 
obtained, which were averaged, and one d(N2/O2) and !(O2/Ar) value. For each data 
point (examined moment in time), three culture bottles were sampled. Results are 
displayed in Section 5.3. 
Note: For each sample, the pressure in the sample bellow of the MS at 100% opening 




possible to compare the sizes of the samples relative to each other, and thus gives an 
indication of the amount of produced oxygen (the samples should mostly contain O2, 
with negligible amounts of N2 and Ar). Sample sizes in the form of pressure in the 
bellow were also averaged per three bottles for each data point. 
5.2.5	  Initial	  trials	  and	  sampling	  strategy	  
Initial trials 
Because it was not known a priori how fast the cultures would grow and how much 
oxygen they would produce, several trial experiments were performed. Initially, for first 
experiments (March 2013), the species Picochlorum was grown and sampled according 
to the methods described above, but the headspace was 3 ml and during sampling the gas 
was expanded into 4 ml of the line instead of the later ~180 ml. Ten bottles were 
inoculated simultaneously, of which 5 were sampled from growth day two and 
resampled every 24 hours for two weeks, and three were sampled from day 7 and 
resampled every 24 hours for a week. In order to keep track of the growth, fluorescence 
measurements were performed from the additional two bottles (from day 2 and 7 
respectively). Results are displayed in Figure 36.  
Unfortunately, none of the samples contained sufficient O2 for MS measurements (first 
samples from day 7 contained almost sufficient oxygen, samples from resampling after 
24 hours contained far from sufficient O2 in any case). For later experiments, several 
adaptations were therefore made to increase oxygen content in the samples. 
For a second set of experiments in May, it was decided to perform experiments with 
different headspace volumes (because increasing the headspace volume would lead to a 
larger O2 content in the samples, J. Kaiser pers. com. 2013), to start sampling from a 
later growth day, allowing for more O2 accumulation, and to increase the time between 
sample moments. In addition, it was decided to sample by expanding straight into the 
main part of the line (~200 ml) instead of the initial ~4 ml, thereby increasing the 
percentage of headspace gas sampled. Finally, a second species was also grown and 
sampled, which could potentially produce more oxygen (E. huxleyi). 
For experiments with E. huxleyi in May 2013, four bottles were inoculated (8 ml 
inoculum to 160 ml of K/4) with a 3 ml headspace (more bottles were inoculated with 
larger (13 and 23 ml) headspace), and samples were expanded straight into the main part 
of the line (~200 ml instead of ~4 ml). One bottle was used for fluorescence and three 
were sampled from day 5, and resampled every 5 days, over a total period of 20 days. 
Samples yielded sufficient oxygen for isotopic analysis, and results are therefore 
included in Section 5.3. For Picochlorum, resampling still did not yield sufficient 




bottles, and, in addition to resampling at different intervals, sample three new bottles at 
each sample moment (every two days over a period of 1-2 weeks). These bottles would 
have higher oxygen contents, and results could be compared to those from resampled 
bottles to assess the effect of sampling. 
Experiments with different headspace volumes indicated increasing the headspace from 
3 to 4 ml increased the oxygen content in the samples, but did not change the isotopic 
composition of the gas, or lead to additional problems. Increasing the headspace to 
either 13 or 23 ml led to problems in transfer and nitrogen separation (due to the large 
sample volume and nitrogen content). It was therefore decided to perform final 
experiments with a 4 ml headspace. 
 
Summary and final sample strategy 
A method was developed to grow phytoplankton and sample the produced oxygen 
without introducing air or fractionating the sample gas. Phytoplankton was grown in 165 
ml glass bottles, sealed off from the atmosphere with a thick butyl rubber stopper. A 4 
ml headspace was created by replacement of medium with nitrogen gas. Sampling of the 
headspace gas took place through a needle under vacuum into a ~200 ml volume on an 
extraction line. 
From day 5 (E. huxleyi) and 6 (Picochlorum) samples of the headspace gas were taken 
every 48 hours, using a needle connected to an extraction line with liquid nitrogen trap, 
and frozen onto ten molecular sieve pellets at liquid N2 temperature. Three new bottles 
were sampled every two days over a period of eight days. Three bottles were resampled 
every two days from sample day one, and three bottles were resampled every three days 
from sample day two. Bottles of sample day three and four were resampled for extra 
information. For E.huxleyi, a comparable set of experiments was conducted one month 
earlier, in which three bottles were resampled every five days over a period of 20 days. 
Sampled gas, trapped on molecular sieves, was transferred to a line for separation of O2 
and Ar from CO2, H2O and N2, after which oxygen isotope and O2/Ar ratios were 
measured on a Dual-Inlet IRMS (Thermo Finnigan MAT 252).  
Results of first time and repeated sampling of Emiliania huxleyi are displayed in Figure 
28 to 35. For Picochlorum, oxygen contents were lower and, unfortunately, resampling 
did not yield sufficient oxygen for MS measurements. Results of newly sampled bottles 
are displayed in Figure 29.  
Two bottles of Picochlorum were used for the daily measurement of fluorescence. One 
bottle of E.huxleyi was used for daily fluorescence and Coulter Counter (cell number) 
measurements. Results of the fluorescence and cell count measurements of E. huxleyi 





5.3.1	  First	  time	  sampling	  (new	  bottles)	  
Emiliania	  huxleyi	  
 
Figure 28: ∆17O, δ(O2/Ar), δ17O and δ18O results versus air-O2 for E. huxleyi. On each sample 
day, three new bottles were sampled, and displayed values are averages of the three bottles. 
Results are imbalance and N2 and Ar interference corrected and standardised with respect to air-
O2. The number of days since inoculation (growth day) is displayed on the x-axis. ∆17O results 
are plotted against the left y-axis, while other results are plotted on the right y-axis. ∆17O results, 
calculated as ∆17O = 1000(δ17O - 0.5179 δ18O), are displayed in black. Purple crosses show the 
!(O2/Ar) results, which are reported as absolute value, without conversion to ‰. δ17O and δ18O 
results are displayed in red squares and green triangles, respectively. Orange circles show the 
pressure in the sample bellow of the MS after loading of the sample, when the bellow was at its 
maximum opening. Error bars of ∆17O results show ±1 95% CI, while error bars of other results 
display ±1 SD. Occasionally error bars are smaller than the displayed symbols.  
 
E. huxleyi results show an increase in both !(O2/Ar) (indicating net O2 production) and 
∆17O over the sampling period (growth day 5-13), indicating steady-state was probably 
not yet reached. !(O2/Ar) values increase from 1.4 to 3.9, but seem to stabilise near 
growth day 13. The same trend of increase over the period of sampling, and stabilisation 
near growth day 13, can be observed in the MS sample pressures. Both !(O2/Ar) and 
sample pressure thus indicate net O2 production up to growth day 13, but a tendency 










































confirmed by fluorescence and Coulter Counter results which indicate a stabilisation of 
growth (stationary phase) between growth day 10 and 14 (Section 5.3.4., Figure 37). It 
is also consistent with the observed stabilization in ∆17O near day 13-14 in most E. 
huxleyi sample series (Section 5.3.2, Figure 30-31), which might indicate the observed 
value of 241 ppm is close to the maximum (or steady state) value.  
 
δ17O and δ18O are in the range of -13 to -8‰ (δ18O) and -6.5 to -4 ‰ (δ17O), and thus in 
between the expected values for VSMOW or photosynthetic oxygen and those expected 
for air or steady state (see Table 7). A decrease is visible from sample day 1 to 2, but an 
enrichment in 17O and 18O is visible from sample day 2. 
 
In comparison to for Picochlorum (5.3.1, part two), for E. huxleyi ∆17O, !(O2/Ar) 
increase up to higher levels, indicating this species reaches biological steady state at 
higher ∆17O and !(O2/Ar), or O2 concentration levels. In addition, the δ17O and δ18O are 
slightly more negative (δ18O -13 to -8 vs. -6 to -2.5‰) than observed for Picochlorum 
over sample period, which might be related to the fact that the situation for Picochlorum 
was already closer to steady state (see page 120). 
 
The standard deviation of ∆17O between three bottles of the same sample day was on 
average ~13 ppm (comparable to the standard deviation between the results of reference 
gas mixtures ran through the separation line and then measured) corresponding to a 95% 
CI of ~10 ppm, and the increase in 17O excess is visible over the whole range of sample 
points. 
 
Purple crosses in Figure 28 show the !(O2/Ar) (vs. air) of the different sample days. 
Very high !(O2/Ar) (vs. air) values were obtained in all samples (~1-4 (~1,000-
4,000‰)), indicating a strong presence of biological oxygen in comparison to 
atmospheric air. Just as the 17O excess, the !(O2/Ar) was found to increase over the 
period of growth, from 1.4 for bottles sampled on growth day 5, to 3.9 for bottles 
sampled on growth day 13 (absolute values). This indicates an increase in the amount of 
biologically produced oxygen in the bottles, and thus net production. The fact that the 
!(O2/Ar) in the bottles is still rising up to the final sample day indicates a biological 
steady state has not yet been reached. The !(O2/Ar) value does however seem to start 
stabilising near the final sample days (growth day 10-13), indicating the system might be 
approaching steady state conditions, which is indicated by a tendency to stabilization in 




and 37). The same trend can be observed in the average sample pressure after loading of 
the samples in the MS, which gives an indication of the oxygen content of the samples. 
Just as the !(O2/Ar), the observed sample pressure increased over the period of 
sampling, indicating an increase in the oxygen content in the bottles over the period 
between growth day 5 and 13. Again, the increase became less strong near the final 
sample days, possibly indicating approach of steady state conditions. 
 
δ17O and δ18O values versus air are negative (between ~-4 and -6‰ for δ17O and ~-9 and 
-13‰ for δ18O), indicating the presence of biological oxygen. Values are more positive 
than those of VSMOW or pure photosynthetic oxygen (Table 7), which could be 
expected due to the involvement of respiration in the bottles. δ17O and δ18O values are 
more negative for bottles sampled on growth day 7 than for bottles sampled on growth 
day 5.  
The decrease in delta values from sample day one to two could be a result of the fact that 
the δ17O and δ18O values are slightly more positive initially because not all atmospheric 
oxygen had been removed yet. Alternatively or additionally, it could indicate an 
increased contribution of photosynthesis relative to respiration between sample day one 
and two. From sample day 2 to 5 (growth day 7-13) δ17O and δ18O values become more 
positive, indicating the presence of respiration (which leads to an enrichment in 17O and 
18O relative to 16O).  
Both ∆17O and δ17O and δ18O values indicate an isotopic steady state has not yet been 
reached in the bottles on growth day 13, although !(O2/Ar), fluorescence and cell 
number results indicate conditions are approaching biological steady state. This is 
confirmed by stabilising ∆17O values observed in the repeated sampling E. huxleyi series 
(Section 5.3.2, Figure 37). 
 
The standard deviation between three bottles of the same sample day is slightly larger 
than the uncertainty introduced by the method (~0.1-0.5‰ for δ18O vs. 0.025-0.050‰ 
for DA (dry air) aliquots processed in a similar way as samples, see Section 2.4). The 
standard deviation of ∆17O between results of three bottles of the same day is small (~13 
ppm), and comparable to that of DA aliquots processed similarly to the samples, 
indicating variations in δ17O and δ18O values are largely related to mass-dependent 
processes. The standard deviation of δ17O and δ18O for sample day 1 is slightly larger 
than for the other sample days, which could be explained by the fact that any differences 






The fact that the ∆17O is increasing from sample day one until five (growth day 5-13), 
might indicate, that although it was initially expected that all oxygen would have been 
recycled after 5-7 days (E. Buitenhuis, pers. com. 2013), there was still atmospheric air 
present in the bottles during the first sample days (from the initially present dissolved 
oxygen). Alternatively, it could be a result of the fact that steady state had not been 
reached yet (the ratio of net to gross production, f was not zero). If f is not zero, the ∆17O 
will be different from the biological or concentration steady state value (see Kaiser and 
Abe 2012, and Appendix Figure 41-44) However, in this case (for E. huxleyi and 
normal respiration) you would have expected ∆17O to be higher if f is above zero, not 
lower (Kaiser and Abe 2012, Appendix, and Section 5.4.1). 
Picochlorum	  	  
 
Figure 29: Average ∆17O versus air-O2, for Picochlorum first time sampling (new bottles), 
calculated from corrected and air-standardised δ17O and δ18O. Each value represents the average 
result of three bottles. Average 5 sample days: 180±9 (±1 SD) or ±8 (± 95%CI). 
∆17O, δ(O2/Ar), δ17O and δ18O results for Picochlorum are displayed in Figure 29. On 
each sample day, three new bottles were sampled, and displayed values are averages of 
the three bottles. The number of days since inoculation (growth day) is displayed on the 
x-axis. ∆17O results are plotted against the left y-axis, while other results are plotted on 
the right y-axis. ∆17O results are displayed in black. Purple crosses show the !(O2/Ar) 
results, which are reported without conversion to ‰. δ17O and δ18O results are displayed 
in red squares and green triangles, respectively. Orange circles show the pressure in the 
sample bellow of the MS after loading of the sample, when the bellow was at its 







































results display ±1 SD. Occasionally error bars are smaller than the displayed symbols. 
The unequal distribution of sample days is due to the fact that three bottles were 
sampled on growth day 6, 8, 9 (extra), 10, 12 and 14, but samples of day 6 were lost due 
to separation line problems. 
 
For Picochlorum, ∆17O is relatively constant over the sample period (180±9 ppm) 
(growth day 8-14). This is accompanied by a constant !(O2/Ar) (~1.7), and a relatively 
constant sample pressure from sample day 2 (day one sample pressure based on only 
two results of which one was comparable to those of other days), both indicating O2 
concentration has stabilised, indicating steady-state between production and respiration 
might have been reached. This is also indicated by the fluorescence data of 
Picochlorum, which indicate stationary growth phase is reached between day 8 and 10 
(see Section 5.3.4 Figure 38). A relatively high value (191±13 ppm (± 1 SD)) was 
obtained for sample day 1, while a relatively low value (167±8 ppm) was obtained for 
sample day 5. These values are however not significantly different from those of other 
days, and in both cases one out of three bottles had a value strongly different from the 
other two, while the other two bottles produced identical results to bottles from other 
sample days (a value of 180±2 ppm was obtained for sample day 2-4).  
However, it cannot be excluded the relatively high value obtained for sample day one 
indicates steady state had not completely been reached (in which case slightly higher 
values could be expected, see Table 7, Kaiser and Abe 2012-Table 3, Appendix), 
and/or that the relatively low value for the final sample day indicates something changed 
in the bottles after a week of stationary phase. Since cultures were batch cultures with 
limited nutrients, maybe the cultures started dying or the involved respiration processes 
changed. The relatively low value of 167 ppm is mainly the result of one sample 
yielding a relatively low value (bottle 17: 157 ppm). As can be observed from Figure 
38, the bottle in question also yielded a relatively low fluorescence compared to the 
other bottles, when this was measured a few days after the final sample day. This might 
indicate something affected growth, or maybe death phase started earlier, in this 
particular bottle. 
Although ∆17O is relatively constant from growth day 8 to 14, δ17O and δ18O are still 
increasing (δ18O ~-6 to -2.5‰), which indicates an isotopic steady state has not been 
reached. The fact that the ∆17O is rather stable indicates isotopes are fractionated along a 
slope of approximately 0.5179, probably as a result of (normal) dark respiration.  
Observed δ17O and δ18O values were more positive for Picochlorum than for E. huxleyi, 




steady state had already been reached and delta values had been increasing (due to 
respiration) longer. The increase in δ17O and δ18O values for Picochlorum over the last 
two sample days seems to become less strong, which could indicate approach of isotopic 
steady state. 
!(O2/Ar) values for Picochlorum stabilize at a lower value than for E. huxleyi (~1.7 vs. 
~4), which indicates biological steady state is reached at lower oxygen concentrations. 
In addition, the ∆17O seems to stabilize at a lower value for Picochlorum (~180 ppm) 
than for E. huxleyi (~250 ppm). 
As mentioned above, although ∆17O is very constant between sample day 2 and 4 
((180±2) ppm, ±1 SD), a slightly higher ∆17O was obtained for sample day 1 ((191±13) 
ppm) and a slightly lower value was obtained for sample day 5 ((167±8) ppm). Values 
are not significantly different from those obtained for other sample days, and the 
difference could be a coincidence. In both cases one sample was present with a 
relatively higher (day 1, ~203 ppm) or low (day 5, ~ 157 ppm) value, while the other 
two samples produced values that were occasionally also observed for other sample 
days. (in the case of day 1, the other samples produced a value of 182 and 185 ppm). In 
the case of sample day 5, the sample with a relatively low 17O excess came from a bottle 
which initially contained a relatively large air bubble. Since you would expect all initial 
oxygen to have been replaced after 14 days, this should however not have affected the 
sample. In addition, the fluorescence of this bottle, determined after the period of 
sampling, was remarkably low compared to that of other bottles (Figure 38). 
Since all three samples of sample day 5 yielded relatively low 17O excess values, this 
could also indicate that something changed in the bottles after ~7 days of stationary 
phase (at which stage you might expect nutrients to become limited and cultures to start 
declining). This could for instance be a small change from f = 0, or biological steady 
state, to f < 0 (net respiration) (see Appendix, Figure 39-40), or a change in the relative 
contribution of different O2 uptake mechanisms, each with slightly different 
fractionation slopes and/or isotope effects. It could, for instance, indicate increased 
involvement of a respiration process with a fractionation slope (γR) below 0.5179 (such 
as photorespiration or the Mehler reaction, which are both known to become more 
important at lower CO2 (and/or high O2) concentrations (Angert et al. 2003, Helman et 
al. 2005) and fractionate along a lower triple isotope slope (γR = 0.512 for 
photorespiration and 0.497 for Mehler (Helman et al. 2005)). These O2 consumption 
processes are in nature generally not expected to be important in marine phytoplankton 
(Luz and Barkan 2000, Kaplan et al. 1999, Kaiser 2011). However, in this case 
conditions were different from those in nature, and since conditions in the bottles would 




relative contribution of the dark respiration processes COX (ordinary dark respiration) 
and AOX (alternative oxidase pathway) might also have played a role. 
A slightly higher ∆17O for sample day one could in theory also be explained by a 
situation slightly before reaching biological steady state, with a f > 0, as shown by 
Figure 39-40 (Appendix) (as changes in f would lead to changes in the obtained ∆17O, 
depending on the definition used, δ17OP and δ18OP and 18εR and γR values (Kaiser 2011a, 
Kaiser and Abe 2012, Luz and Barkan 2005). 
 
5.3.2	  E.	  huxleyi	  different	  sample	  series	  	  
∆17O	  results	  
Results of both single and repeated sampling (first time sampling and different repeated 
sampling patterns) of Emiliania huxleyi are displayed in Figure 30 and 31. 
 
For Picochlorum, unfortunately, none of the repetition samples contained sufficient 
oxygen for IRMS analysis.  
 
 
Figure 30: Emiliania huxleyi, ∆17O results of different sample patterns. ∆17O was calculated from 
corrected, air-referenced δ17O and δ18O using ∆17O = 1000(δ17O-0.5179δ18O). Values are 







































Figure 31: Emiliania huxleyi, ∆17O results of different sample patterns. ∆17O was calculated from 
corrected, air-referenced δ17O and δ18O using ∆17O = 1000(δ17O-0.5179δ18O). Values are 
averages of results of three bottles, error bars show ±1 95% confidence interval. Purple crosses 
refer to results of experiments with E. huxleyi from May 2013, in which bottles were resampled 
every 5 days. All other results are from June-July 2013 experiments. Values for day 13 were 
displayed with a slight offset to improve visibility. Bold values belong to two series. 
As can be observed from Figure 30 and 31, the trend is the same for all patterns, with 
an increase from ~160-180 to ~250 ppm. Values of all repetition patterns approach 
(~249±1) ppm around day 13-14. The value for the newly sampled bottles is slightly 
lower, but the difference is small considering the uncertainties, and the newly sampled 
bottle results were increasing up to the final sample day (see Section 5.3.1). Values of 3 
and 5-day repetition seem to stabilise around this value. Values are slightly higher, and 
seem to stabilise earlier, for bottles that were resampled every 2 or 3 days in comparison 
to either newly sampled bottles or resampled bottles from May (which were resampled 
every 5 days). Differences are however small considering the standard deviations. 
Overall, it seems values stabilise around ~250 ppm, which is also indicated by the fact 
that the ∆17O does not change between growth day 14 and 20 of the 5-day repetition 
series.  
 
In general, the standard deviation between results of one three bottles sampled at the 
same time was 5-15 ppm, comparable to the variation between results of zero 
enrichments or O2-Ar or DA aliquots ran through the separation line, and the 
accompanying 95% CI was ~10 ppm (<13 ppm) in most cases. However, for the two 
final sample days of the 2-day repetition series and the final sample day of the 5-day 
repetition series, the variability between results was much larger (95% CI: 40-50 ppm 
for the final days of the 2-day repetition and 19 ppm for the final day of the 5-day 





































results from the fact that these samples contained relatively little oxygen (m/z 32 signal 
intensity < 2 V, where 2.5 V was required), which, in combination with relatively high 
nitrogen contents (1-1.3 V) for these particular samples, led to a strongly increased 
imbalance and nitrogen effect and consequent increased variability in the MS results. 
However, resulting averages based on three samples were very close to those obtained 
for the other sample series (see Figure 30-31). 
The slightly larger uncertainty observed for the final sample day of the 5-day repetition 
is due to the fact that for this day there were only two samples available instead if three. 
 
A bottle from day 11 that was resampled after two days yielded a value of 250 ppm for 
growth day 13, very similar to values obtained for other series. This similarity in results 
between series with different sample frequencies, newly sampled bottles and resampled 
bottles, and experiments from May and June/July, can also be observed in the δ18O (and 
δ17O) results (see Figure 32-33). 
 
Interestingly, 2, 3 and 5-day repetition series yielded a practically identical value, of 
248-250 ppm, for growth day 13-14, even though their sample frequency was different 
and the 5-day repetition results were obtained from an earlier set of experiments. In 
addition, one bottle that was first sampled on growth day 11 and resampled on growth 
day 13 also yielded a value of 250 ppm for this day (other bottles not resampled due to 
time limitations). For the newly sampled bottles, the obtained value on growth day 13 is 
slightly lower (241 ppm), than for the repeated sampled bottles. However, as mentioned 
above, ∆17O in the newly sampled bottle results is increasing almost linearly up to the 
final sample day, which could indicate isotopic steady state was not yet reached for this 
series.  
 
The fact that it seems steady state, or a stabilisation in ∆17O, is reached slightly earlier 
for frequently (every 2 or 3 days) resampled bottles than for newly sampled bottles and 
every 5-days resampled bottles (observable in Figure 30-33), could indicate steady state 
is reached earlier due to the resampling. This might be related to the movement of 
bottles during sampling, and/or the decreased oxygen content in the bottles. Finally, it 
could also be related to more rapid removal of initial atmospheric oxygen in these 
bottles. However, differences are very small and mainly observed in the 2-day repetition 






For most sample patterns the increase over time in obtained ∆17O seems to stabilise 
between growth day 10 and 14. Values of all repeated sample patterns seem to stabilise 
around 249 ppm at growth day 13-20. 
For the June-July experiments, no samples were collected after growth day 13. 
However, samples from growth day 20 of the May trials (5-day repetition) show an 
almost identical value for growth day 14 and 20 (248 vs. 249 ppm). Since results of the 
May trials are very comparable to those of the June-July repetitions, this seems to 
indicate the ∆17O indeed stabilizes around this value. 
Results are very comparable between sample patterns (whether 2, 3 or 5-day repetition), 
values plotting approximately on the same line and following the same trend over the 
period of growth, so the sampling frequency does not seem to strongly affect the results. 
The average result of growth day 11 of the 2-day repetition series is slightly higher than 
the general trend (255 ppm), it should however be noted that the uncertainty of this data 




Figure 32: ! 18O results of E. huxleyi different sample patterns. ! 18O was corrected for imbalance 
and nitrogen and argon interference and standardised against air. Values are averages of 3 bottles, 





Figure 33: ! 18O results of E. huxleyi different sample patterns. ! 18O was corrected for imbalance 
and nitrogen and argon interference and standardised against air. Values are averages of 3 bottles, 
Error bars show ±1 standard deviation. 
Just as the ∆17O results, δ18O results are very comparable between different sample 
patterns, (newly sampled or resampled, May or June experiments), all showing an 
increase over the period of sampling (δ18O: ~-12 to ~-8‰ (-5‰ for May trials, which 
were continued until a later growth day), and a decrease between growth day 5 and 7)), 
and yielding very similar values for the same growth day. This seems to indicate 
sampling and repressurising, and the frequency hereof, did not significantly influence 
the triple isotopic composition of O2 in the bottles. Results are relatively consistent 
between the 3 bottles of 1 sample moment, the standard deviation (SD) of δ18O (~0.1-
0.5‰ for most samples) being slightly higher than for DA and O2-Ar processed through 
the preparation line, but the SD of ∆17O being comparable to that of zero enrichments 
and the above mentioned tests.  
 
The results of different sample series show approximately the same trend, with a 
decrease between growth day 5 and 7 and a subsequent increase of δ18O until the final 
sample day. The fact that the values are still increasing indicates isotopic steady state 
has not been reached. In case of the May experiments, sampling continued until growth 
day 20, and results obtained for this day indicate the δ18O between day 14 and 20 
continued to rise along approximately the same slope. The increase can be explained by 
respiration in the bottles. The slight decrease between sample day 1 and 2 might be a 
result of the initial presence of atmospheric air, or a change in the relative contribution 







































As can be observed, for growth day 11 and 13, slightly more positive values were 
obtained for the 2-day repetition series than for the less frequently or not resampled 
series. This might indicate the resampling (possibly through movement of the bottles 
and/or decrease in oxygen content, or faster removal of initial atmospheric oxygen) led 
to a faster approach of steady state conditions. However, differences are small and the 2-
day repetition series samples of these particular days had a relatively low oxygen 
content which decreased measurement precision (see above). 
The differences in the values obtained for sample day 1, and the relatively large standard 
deviation for the 2-day repetition value, might be a result of differences in growth 
between bottles, which would be expected to be more pronounced initially, further away 
from steady state. 
 




Figure 34: !(O2/Ar) results vs. air for all E. huxleyi series 
As can be observed from the !(O2/Ar) results plotted in Figure 34, the !(O2/Ar) vs. air 
is far above zero in all cases (~1-8, or 1,000-8,000‰) indicating a large contribution of 
biologically produced oxygen in the bottles relative to initially present atmospheric air-
O2. In addition, it gives no indication of air contamination during repressurising or 
handling of the samples. The !(O2/Ar) increases over the total period of sampling 
(growth day 5 to 13 or 20) for all E. huxleyi sample series. In case of the series with 
newly sampled bottles, this indicates the biological oxygen concentration in the bottles 
is still rising (net production), and a biological or concentration steady state had not yet 
been reached (see Section 5.3.2, The increase in !(O2/Ar) does however seem to slow 




approaching steady state conditions, which was also indicated by a tendency to 
stabilisation in fluorescence, cell number and 17O excess for these sample days (Figure 
30 and 37)) In case of the series with repeated sampling from the same bottles, the 
results cannot be interpreted in the same way, since in these bottles the argon 
concentration was not constant, as argon was removed during sampling. As a result, for 
the same rise in biological oxygen concentration, you would expect a stronger increase 
in !(O2/Ar) over time in resampled bottles, as can be observed in Figure 34.  
 
Sample pressure 
In case of repeated sampling, also no extra information could be obtained from the 
sample pressure on the MS (an additional indicator of O2-content), as oxygen was 
removed during sampling. For all repeated samples (except for 5-day repetition sample 
day 1-2) the sample pressure and thus oxygen content of the samples decreased over 
time, indicating more oxygen was removed during sampling than produced between 
sample days. 
 
Figure 35: Nitrogen content of E.huxleyi samples 
Nitrogen content  
After separation, nitrogen content was around 0.5 V (d(N2/O2): 50-300 ‰) in most 
samples, occasionally up to 1 V, indicating sufficient separation (and N2 contents that 
could be corrected for using linear relationships described in Chapter 2). Relatively 
high d(N2/O2) values were obtained for the final sample days of the 2-day repetition 
(~600-800 ‰). This is due to the fact that in these samples the oxygen content was 
relatively low (because more oxygen was removed during sampling than produced in 





































repetition series). Next to a relatively large variability in these samples, this would have 
led to a relatively large effect of the nitrogen correction for these days. It was however 
found that using different nitrogen correction slopes, based on tests with the used MS 
conducted over the past years, did not significantly change the value (more than (±5 
ppm for obtained steady state values and) ±10 ppm (for final days of the 2-day 
repetition/most extreme cases) and results of 2-day repetition final days were always 
within ~10 ppm of those of the other sample patterns.) 
Used definition of ∆17O 
Reported results are based on the linear definition of ∆17O, with a slope of 0.5179. When 
values are recalculated using the logarithmic (‘ln’) definition with slope 0.5154 (See 
Chapter 1), results are (<10 ppm) lower in all cases, but the trend is the same as for the 
linear definition with 0.5179 (the difference is similar for E.huxleyi day 1 and 5) (see 
Appendix). 
When the ‘ln’ definition with slope 0.5179 is used instead, values obtained for 
Picochlorum (all days) and E.huxleyi final days stay approximately the same (up to 5 
ppm higher). However, the values obtained for the first days of E.huxleyi become 
significantly higher, and ∆17O increases from ~180-200 ppm to ~255 ppm over the 
period of sampling, instead of from ~160-180 to ~250 ppm (see Appendix, Figure 39-
40). 
 
Isotopic composition of source water 
Cultures were grown in a medium based on seawater collected by UEA near the coast of 
East Anglia. The triple oxygen isotope composition of the source water was measured 
(H2O fluorination method) at the LSCE (Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et 
lʼEnvironnement, Saclay) in France against the ORSMOW standard (in-house standard 
LSCE, calibrated against VSMOW). The 17O excess of the source water was (3.4±5) 
ppm vs. ORSMOW, and the δ18O was (-0.5±0.2) ‰ vs. ORSMOW. Tests were 
performed prior to the measurement in order to assess whether the presence of salt 
would influence the measurement, by adding salt to the ORSMOW standard and then 
determining the triple oxygen isotopic composition. The addition of salt had no 
influence on the results (17O excess = 0 ppm). 
 
Variability ∆17O results 
The average standard deviation (SD) between three bottles was 13±5 ppm, which is 
comparable to the results for DA or O2-Ar aliquots processed on the separation line. The 




sample day 4 and 5, with an O2 signal intensity below 2 V, which had a much larger 
variability in results than all other sets of 3 samples (SD 64-73 instead of ~13 ppm) In 
repeated samples, the SD between bottles stays approximately the same over time/with 
more frequent sampling (values comparable to those for newly sampled bottles), 
indicating the sampling or repressurising method did not increase the variability or 
differences between bottles. 
5.3.4	  Fluorescence	  and	  Coulter	  Counter	  results	  
 
Figure 36: Fluorescence results of trials with Picochlorum in March. 
 
Figure 37: Fluorescence and Coulter Counter results of E. huxleyi June experiments, Blue 
symbols show the results of Coulter counter measurements, while results of fluorescence 


































































Figure 38: Fluorescence results for different simultaneously inoculated bottles of Picochlorum 
(June-July). Bottle 18 and 3 were used only for fluorescence measurements. The other bottles 
were tested for fluorescence after the end of the sampling period. At the time of measurement, 
bottle 15 and 20 had been sampled multiple times, 7 and 17 only once. 
Results of the fluorescence and cell count measurements of E. huxleyi and Picochlorum 
are displayed in Figure 37 and 38 respectively. For E. huxleyi, one bottle was used for 
both fluorescence and cell count measurements. Blue symbols show the results of 
Coulter counter measurements, while results of fluorescence measurements are 
displayed in black. Results indicate an increase in fluorescence and cell number up to 
day 8-9, and an indication of stabilisation (approaching stationary phase) for growth day 
10-14. The slightly lower cell count numbers for the two final days of E. huxleyi could 
be related to problems with the instrument and/or dilution of the samples (the difference 
between results of three measurements was relatively large). Only the June ‘13 figure is 
shown, fluorescence and C.C. measurements of the May trials produced comparable 
results.  
For Picochlorum, cells were too small for Coulter counter measurements, but two 
bottles were available for fluorescence measurements. Red and black symbols give the 
results of the different bottles, which show exactly the same trend, increasing 
exponentially from growth day 4, and reaching stationary phase around day 9. In 
addition, the growth curve is approximately identical to that obtained during trials with 
Picochlorum in March (Figure 36), which also shows stabilisation of the fluorescence 
around growth day 9-10. Three days after the final sample day, different sample bottles 
of Picochlorum were analysed for their fluorescence, in order to check whether 
fluorescence results gave a good indication of the growth in the real sample bottles. 
































sampled multiple times, are very close to those of the fluorescence bottles, indicating 
fluorescence results probably gave a good indication of growth in sample bottles and 
sampling and repressurising did not significantly affect growth (bottle 15 and 20 had 
been sampled multiple times, 7 and 17 only once). One Picochlorum bottle (17) had a 
relatively low fluorescence result, compared to all other bottles, including a bottle 
sampled on the same day (7). Interestingly, for this particular bottle, a relatively low 
∆17O was obtained (see Section 5.3.1), indicating something might have affected 
growth, or decline might have started earlier, in this particular bottle. 
5.3.5	  Variability	  in	  results	  
The standard deviation (SD) between results of one set of three bottles for δ17O is 
between 0.05 and 0.25‰ in most cases, for δ18O, the SD of three samples varies 
between ~0.1 and ~0.5‰ for most sets of bottles.  
 
The variation in δ(O2/Ar) (between 3 bottles of one set) is between ±0.1 and 0.4 for most 
sets of 3 samples of both species (average SD ~0.25), but slightly higher for samples of 
3- and 2-day repetition series (up to ~1 for final sample day 2-day repetition). For the 5-
day repetition series this increase in variability is not visible. 
 
Variation between samples collected in valved tubes (E. huxleyi and Picochlorum day 1, 
E. huxleyi May all samples) is not larger than between samples collected in cracker 
tubes. Picochlorum newly sampled bottles have a slightly lower SD for δ17O and δ18O 
than E. huxleyi newly sampled, which might be due to more equal inoculation between 
bottles. For E. huxleyi newly sampled bottles the first set of bottles has a relatively large 
variation between bottles in the small deltas (SD δ18O: 0.95‰), in combination with a 
relatively large variation (SD) in δ(O2/Ar) (0.5) suggesting a relatively large variation 
between bottles. This could be due to initial differences in inoculation density or growth 
rate between bottles. The first set of bottles of the E. huxleyi series from May in contrast 
shows a relatively small variability between bottles (SD δ18O: 0.03‰, SD δ(O2/Ar): 
0.01). 
 
Variations in δ17O and δ18O and ∆17O are not significantly different between newly 
sampled and resampled bottles (the SD is slightly lower (~0.25‰ vs~0.4‰) and more 
variable for resampled bottles from June-July and slightly higher for resampled bottles 
from May, suggesting the sampling and repressurising method does not lead to a 




increase for resampled bottles, (from 0.1-0.4 for most newly sampled bottles up to ~1 
for four times resampled bottles). 
 
The SD between ∆17O results of three bottles of the same set is on average 13 ppm (95% 
CI: 9 ppm), which is comparable to the uncertainty of the experimental method (SD of 
O2-Ar and DA aliquots prepared in a similar way as samples). The SD is only 
significantly higher for the last two days of the 2-day repetition series, which is due to 
the low oxygen content in the samples of these days, which decreased the precision of 
the MS measurements. 
 
The d(N2/O2) is between 100 and 300‰ for most samples, exceptions are the last two 
days of the 2-day repetition (d(N2/O2) up to ~600-800‰). 
 
5.4	  Discussion	  
5.4.1	  Introduction:	  overview	  results.	  	  	  
Resulting ∆17Obio values for E. huxleyi and Picochlorum 
For Picochlorum, biological steady state was assumed from sample day one and for E. 
huxleyi from day 13, based on stabilization of δ(O2/Ar), cell number and/or fluorescence 
and ∆17O). 
For E. huxleyi, biological steady state was assumed from growth day 13, as all 3-sample 
averages from this day and later days were within ±1 ppm of each other, and δ(O2/Ar), 
cell number and fluorescence were approximately constant. The May 5-day repetition 
series indicate the ∆17O did not change between growth day 14 (248 ppm) and 20 (249 
ppm). Since these values are very close to the values obtained for day 13 from the 
June/July experiments, it can be expected the ∆17O indeed stabilises near this value. For 
calculation of the average and SD only the 3-day and 5-day repetition series were used, 
(and the sample from day 11 that was resampled on day 13 (see Figure 31), since results 
of the first time sampling series indicated steady-state might not yet have been reached 
(the obtained value was slightly lower, ~241 ppm, and the ∆17O data showed a linear 
increase up to day 13), and results of the 2-day repetition series for the final days were 
less accurate (larger variability), due to the small sample size. The obtained average for 
day 13 of the 2-day repetition series was however within 1 ppm of the average (250 
ppm) and including these results would not change the average of 249 ppm. 




249±16(SD) (±6(SE)), based on individual MS measurements (2-day resampling results 
not included), 249±1(SD) (±1(SE)) based on averages per 3 samples (2-day resampling 
results included), and 249±11(SD) (±7(SE)) based on averages per sample (2-day 
resampling results not included).  
For Picochlorum, the average biological steady state was taken over the whole period of 
sampling, as it was assumed the system was at biological steady state during all sample 
days. The average was 180±16(SD) (±5(SE)) based on individual MS measurements, 
180±9(SD) (±8(SE)) based on averages per three samples and 180±13(SD) (±7(SE)) 
based on averages per samples (3 measurements per sample). 
For completeness, when ∆17O was calculated using the logarithmic definition ((‘ln’ 
definition: ∆17Oln = ln(δ18O+1) – λ ln(δ17O+1), see Chapter 1) with a λ coefficient of 
0.5154, the resulting average for Picochlorum was 172 ppm (similar SD), and for the 
logarithmic definition with a slope 0.5179 183 ppm. For E. huxleyi the resulting ∆17O for 
the ‘ln’ definition with slope 0.5154 was 239 ppm, while for the ‘ln’ definition with 
slope 0.5179, the result was 258 ppm. 
5.4.2	  Steady	  state	  
Was biological steady state reached? 
Fluorescence, cell number, δ(O2/Ar) and sample pressure, independently indicated a 
biological or concentration steady state (f = 0) was reached from growth day ~9 for 
Picochlorum and ~13 for E. huxleyi. A similar stabilization was observable in the ∆17O 
results, which were remarkably constant (considering the general uncertainty of the 
method) from these days (at ~180 ppm for Picochlorum (only ±2 ppm change from 
sample day 2 to 4) and ~249 ppm for E. huxleyi (only 1 ppm change between growth 
day 14 and 20 for the 5-day repetition series, and ±1 ppm difference between results of 
four different sample series, including two independent experiment series, for E. huxleyi 
growth day 13 and 14 (249±1 ppm). This all indicates, the obtained values are consistent 
and probably refer to biological steady state (f = 0) values.  
It should however be noted isotopic steady state had not yet been reached, as the δ17O 
and δ18O values were still increasing up to the final sample day. This did however not 
change the ∆17O, which was approximately constant from the moment of reaching bio 
steady state, indicating that although respiration continued to enrich the oxygen in 17O 





Resampled vs. newly sampled bottles: reaching steady state  
The fact that it seems biological steady state is reached slightly earlier for the series in 
which the same bottle was sampled repeatedly (especially when the frequency was high, 
as for the 2-day repetition), compared to the samples from newly sampled bottles 
(indicated by slightly higher ∆17O and δ18O values for the same days in repetition 
samples), could possibly explained by the fact that in the repeatedly sampled bottles, 
initial air-O2 is removed more quickly than in the bottles that are allowed to accumulate 
until the moment of sampling (in which air-O2 is only removed by biological uptake). In 
addition, the movement of bottles during the sampling procedure, and/or the decrease in 
gas content, might have contributed to a faster approach of steady state in the resampled 
bottles.  
Increase in ∆17O for E. huxleyi 
The observation that the ∆17O for E. huxleyi is increasing from sample day one to five, 
from a value of 160-180 ppm on growth day 5 to a (approximately steady state) value of 
~250 ppm for growth day 13 to 20 is interesting. Since at the start of growth of the 
cultures, dissolved atmospheric oxygen was present in the bottles, you would expect the 
∆17O to be ~ 0 initially, and to increase towards a ∆17O’max’/bio. This could explain the 
observed increase in ∆17O over time. However, based on the volume of the bottles and 
headspace, and the expected growth rate of the phytoplankton, it was initially expected 
all oxygen would be replaced within approximately two days (E. Buitenhuis, pers. com. 
2013, J. Kaiser pers. com. 2013). Of course, it is possible replacement of oxygen took 
place more slowly than expected. It should be noted bottles were not shaken during the 
period of growth, which might have led to slightly lower replacement rates, in addition, 
the start of logarithmic growth phase would depend on the growth phase of the inoculum 
and temperature and light conditions. 
Another thing that should be taken into account is the fact that, due to its definition, the 
calculated ∆17O is dependent on f (the ratio of net to gross production). When f is either 
lower or higher than zero (there is net production or consumption), the obtained value of 
∆17O generally differs from ∆17OS0 (the biological steady state value), the direction and 
size of the deviation depending on f, the chosen definition of ∆17O, and the respiratory 
fractionation (18εR and γR) (thus involved oxygen consuming processes). (See Appendix, 
Figure 41-44 (adapted from Kaiser 2011a,b) for calculations of the expected variation in 
∆17O with f, for different commonly used definitions, assuming average dark respiration, 
the VSMOW measurement of Barkan and Luz from 2005 and photosynthetic 




However, as can be observed in Table 3 of Kaiser and Abe (2012) and Appendix, 
Figure 41-44, under average dark respiration conditions (18εR = -20 and γR = 0.5179), for 
E. huxleyi (assuming the photosynthetic fractionation reported for E. huxleyi by 
Eisenstadt et al. (2010)), ∆17OP,(f=1) is expected to be higher than ∆17OS0,(f=0), and since 
you would expect net production (f > 0) rather than net respiration (f < 0) during the first 
days of growth, you would expect the effect (of not reaching steady state yet) on ∆17O to 
be the opposite of what was observed. As can be observed from Appendix, Figure 39-
40, all three commonly-used definitions (∆17Olinear, λ=0.5179, ∆17Oln, λ=0.5179, ∆17Oln, λ=0.5154 
(∆17Oln = ln(δ18O+1) – λ ln(δ17O+1), see Chapter 1) yielded lower values for the first 
sample days. Since the used 18εR is relatively uncertain (not known for E. huxleyi 
specifically), calculations of Figure 41 were repeated with different 18εR values, but in all 
cases for f > 0, for ∆17Oln, λ=0.5179 higher values were obtained than for ∆17Oln, λ=0.5179(S0). 
Lower values for f > 0 than for f = 0 for all definitions were only obtained when the γR 
was increased to ~0.5225, in which case resulting values for f = 0 became very high 
(~300 ppm). The observed values for f > 0 and f = 0 were only obtained when it was 
assumed the VSMOW measurement of Barkan and Luz 2005 or Kaiser and Abe 2012 
was correct, there was no photosynthetic fractionation and γR was 0.5225. It is of course 
possible that before reaching steady state, f was lower than 0, instead of higher than 0. 
However, this seems unlikely. The fact that the ∆17Oln, λ=0.5179 is higher than ∆17Olinear, 
λ=0.5179 (and ∆17Oln, λ=0.5154) before steady state is reached, is consistent with expectations 
for f > 0 (see Appendix, Figure 39-40). 
Therefore, the most likely explanation for the observed change in ∆17O seems to be the 
presence of atmospheric air in the bottles. This could also explain the observed decrease 
in δ18O and δ17O from sample day one to two. 
Possible deviations from biological steady state in Picochlorum 
The effect of deviations from steady state (an f different from zero), can also not be 
excluded for Picochlorum. As described in the results, although ∆17O values obtained 
for Picochlorum were very constant over the sampling period (day average 180±9 ppm), 
a slightly lower ∆17O was observed for final growth day (167 ppm), while a relatively 
high ∆17O was observed for the first sample day (191 ppm). Although this could be a 
coincidence, due to the presence of one bottle with a slightly different behaviour (in both 
cases, one out of the three bottles yielded a ∆17O relatively far from the average, see 
Section 5.3.1), it should be noted that in case of growth day one, fluorescence and 
δ(O2/Ar) values are slightly below the value for the other sample days, which could 




last sample day, although one bottle had a significantly lower ∆17O in combination with 
a relatively low fluorescence (bottle 17, see Section 5.3.4), the other two bottles also had 
a ∆17O slightly below the average. It can therefore not be ruled out that something 
changed in the bottles. Since it concerns a batch culture, with limited nutrients, you 
would expect cultures to start declining after a certain period. Fluorescence is however 
still constant for this day for the (not-sampled) fluorescence bottles. However, the low 
fluorescence value for bottle 17 might indicate decline in this bottle started earlier, or 
something affected growth in this bottle. If this was the case, it might have led to a 
change the balance of O2 consuming reactions in the bottles (which could affect the 
∆17O) or an increase in the relative contribution of respiration over photosynthesis. As 
shown in Appendix, Figure 41-44 a change from f = 0 to f < 0 could (even under 
normal, dark respiration conditions) lead to lower ∆17OS0 for the same underlying δ17OP 
and δ18OP values. In addition, as can be observed, if steady state had not been completely 
reached at growth day 8, a f > 0 could also have led to a slightly higher ∆17O).  
Interpretation of ∆17O values 
However, since the obtained ∆17O for Picochlorum was relatively constant over the 
sample period, but especially from growth day 9-12 (~180±2 ppm) (see Figure 29), 
while accompanying δ(O2/Ar) and fluorescence were also constant for these days 
(Figure 29 and 38, this strongly seems to indicate biological steady state was reached at 
least during this period.  
In addition, for E. huxleyi, the ∆17O of all independent sample series and experiments 
seems to stabilize around the same value (~249 ppm) from growth day 13, while also 
fluorescence, cell number and δ(O2/Ar) show a tendency to stabilisation indicating 
approach of concentration or biological steady state (see Figure 28, 30-31 and 37). 
Finally, the one series of E. huxleyi experiments for which sampling continued until 
growth day 20 (the May trials) shows almost exactly the same ∆17O for day 20 as for day 
14 (249 vs. 248 ppm), while up to day 14 its values are very close to those obtained for 
the other sample series (see Figure 30-31). This strongly indicates the ∆17O indeed 
stabilised around this value.  
Therefore, although δ17O and δ18O values are still increasing over the sample period, 
indicating an isotope steady state has not yet been reached, which complicates 
interpretation of the results and has to be realised, other data strongly indicate that a 
biological steady state was reached during the experiments. (In addition, ∆17O was 
approximately constant from the moment of reaching bio steady state, indicating that 




probably took place along a slope of approximately 0.518). In the remainder of this 
discussion the obtained average ∆17O values will therefore be interpreted as (close to) 
biological steady state (∆17OS0) values and compared to ∆17OS0 values from literature. 
5.4.3	   Comparison	   results	   to	   values	   from	   literature	   (Luz	   and	   Barkan	   2000,	  
Kaiser	  and	  Abe	  2012)	  
Interpretation for different VSMOW estimates 
As described in Section 5.1, Kaiser and Abe (2012) calculated expected ∆17OS0 and 
∆17OP values based on the different ∆17O measurements of VSMOW, the species-
specific photosynthetic fractionation observed by Eisenstadt et al. (2010), and the 
assumption that 18εR = -20 and 17εR/18εR = 0.5179 (average values for dark respiration in 
marine organisms (Barkan and Luz 2005, Kiddon et al. 1993)). Results are displayed in 
Table 7. 
The here obtained ‘biological steady state’ ∆17O values (~249 ppm for E. huxleyi and 
~180 ppm for Picochlorum) are close to expectations based on ∆17OS0 values reported in 
literature (Luz and Barkan 2000, Kaiser and Abe 2012). For E. huxleyi, the obtained 
∆17Os0 (249±11 ppm) is coincidently identical to the average ∆17OS0 obtained by Luz and 
Barkan in 2000 for two other marine species. In addition, the measured steady-state 
∆17O values of both species are very close to ∆17OS0 values estimated by Kaiser and Abe 
(2012) based on different VSMOW measurements and the species-specific 
photosynthetic fractionation reported by Eisenstadt et al. (2010) (see Table 7). However, 
interestingly enough, the value for Picochlorum is very close to expectations (for 
comparable species) based on one VSMOW measurement, while the value obtained for 
E. huxleyi is very close to expectations based on the other measurement. 
For E. huxleyi, as can be observed from Table 7 (Kaiser and Abe 2012), the obtained 
∆17Os0 value (249±11 ppm) is very close to expectations based on the most recent 
measurements of VSMOW (Barkan and Luz 2011) and the photosynthetic fractionation 
reported by Eisenstadt et al. (2010) (255 ppm for E. huxleyi, see Table 7). However, 
compared to the VSMOW measurements by Barkan and Luz (2005) and Kaiser and Abe 
(2012), which yielded a ~50 ppm lower ∆17O, the value obtained for E. huxleyi is 
relatively high (compared to the expected value of 204 ppm). This could indicate that 
this VSMOW measurement is not correct, but it could of course also indicate the 
difference between ∆17OVSMOW and ∆17OS0 is larger than expected based on the 
photosynthetic fractionation of Eisenstadt et al. (2010) and calculations of Kaiser and 




fractionation. However, a 18εR (respiratory isotope effect) less negative than -20‰, or γR 
(=17εR/18εR) above 0.5179 could also lead to higher ∆17OS0 values for the same underlying 
∆17OVSMOW (or ∆17OP) values.  
It should be noted that although higher γR values than 0.518 have so far not been 
reported for marine phytoplankton (Luz and Barkan 2005), 18εR is known to vary greatly 
depending on uptake processes and organisms involved. However, according to 
calculations as performed for Figure 41-44 in the Appendix, for any value of 18εR 
(respiratory isotope effect) between -5 to -30‰, such a large difference cannot easily be 
explained without fractionation along a slope (γR = 17εR/18εR) above ~0.519. As so far no 
biological O2 uptake processes have been reported with a fractionation slope higher than 
0.519 (except for Mehler reaction in a higher plant (Helman et al. 2005)), this might 
indicate the difference is indeed caused by photosynthetic fractionation, if the lower 
∆17OVSMOW measurement is correct, possibly even stronger than reported by Eisenstadt et 
al. (2010).  
 
However, for Picochlorum, the opposite is the case. The obtained ∆17OS0 value (180±9 
ppm) is very close to expectations based on the lower (146 ppm) VSMOW measurement 
and the photosynthetic fractionation reported by Eisenstadt et al. (2010) for comparable 
species (expected ∆17OS0 values being 183 ppm for Nannochloropsis, and 174 ppm for 
C. reinhardtii). However, if the higher (196 ppm) VSMOW measurement is assumed 
correct, the obtained steady-state value of 180 ppm for Picochlorum is much lower than 
expectations based on the photosynthetic fractionation for comparable species, and even 
lower than the expected ∆17OS0 in the absence of photosynthetic fractionation (see Table 
7). This could indicate weaker, absent or oppositely directed photosynthetic 
fractionation. In addition or alternatively, it could indicate involvement of a biological 
uptake mechanism with a triple isotope fractionation slope (γR) below 0.518, and/or 
an18εR (respiratory isotope effect) larger than -20 as both would have a lowering effect 
on the ∆17OS0 (see Appendix, Figure 41-44). Reported biological uptake mechanisms 
with a γR below 0.518 are photorespiration (0.512) and Mehler reaction (0.497) (Helman 
et al. 2005). Since the Mehler reaction has a relatively small 18εR (-10 to -15 ‰), 
photorespiration (18εR -21.5) would seem more likely in this case (Guy et al. 1989, 1993, 
Helman et al 2005). Normally, these mechanisms are however not expected to play an 
important role in marine phytoplankton communities (Kaplan et al. 1999, Helman et al. 
2005, Kaiser 2011). However, conditions in the bottles were not natural. CO2 
concentrations were probably low, in combination with high O2 concentrations, which 




Picochlorum experiments (150 µμE) was slightly higher than in E. huxleyi experiments 
(50 µμE)). Their contribution can therefore not be excluded. Finally, since AOX 
(alternative oxidase) has approximately the same γR as ordinary dark respiration (COX) 
but a higher 18εR (~25 vs. 17 ‰) (Guy et al. 1989, 1993, Angert et al. 2003, Luz and 
Barkan 2005) a difference in the balance between COX and AOX might also have 
played a role. 
Since the value obtained for one of the species is very close to expectations based on one 
VSMOW measurement, and the value for the other species is very close to expectations 
based on the other VSMOW measurement, results do not single out one measurement 
above the other, or give extra insight into the probability of each value. In addition, the 
uncertainty surrounding the value for VSMOW makes interpretation of the data 
complicated. 
However, the large difference in steady state ∆17O for Picochlorum (180 ppm) and E. 
huxleyi (~250 ppm), whether a result of differences in respiration/photosynthetic 
fractionation or both, strongly seems to indicate a difference in ∆17Obio between species.  
In addition, compared to either measurement of VSMOW vs. air, the value obtained for 
E. huxleyi is relatively high, which seems to indicate fractionation along a triple isotope 
slope higher than 0.518, which, as no common biological uptake processes with a slope 
above 0.518 have been reported, seems to lend additional credibility to the findings by 
Eisenstadt et al. (2010) that fractionation occurs during photosynthesis. 
In addition, the observed difference in ∆17Obio between the studied species is in the 
direction expected based on results of Eisenstadt et al. (2010), who observed a stronger 
increase in ∆17O due to photosynthetic fractionation for E. huxleyi than for the other 
studied species, including Nannochloropsis, a marine picoeukaryote the same size as 
Picochlorum. With the exception of P. tricornutum, it seemed that in the study by 
Eisenstadt et al. (2010), larger species displayed stronger fractionation (see Table 6). As 
in this case, stronger fractionation was observed for E. huxleyi than for Picochlorum, 
this might provide additional support to this idea. Especially since the difference 
between the species is large (70 ppm), if it has to be explained by differences in 
respiration processes only. However, the possible contribution of respiration processes 
other than ordinary dark respiration to the relatively low value for Picochlorum, should 
definitely not be overlooked. 
 
Hopefully, the debate surrounding the ∆17O of VSMOW vs. air will soon be resolved, so 
that the here obtained data can be more easily interpreted. However, independent of 




significantly higher than either measured VSMOW 17O excess (and expected steady-
state ∆17O values in the absence of photosynthetic fractionation (see Table 7, Kaiser and 
Abe 2012), which might indeed indicate fractionation during photosynthesis. 
Respiratory processes with a γR above 0.518 or 18εR smaller than -20‰ could also lead to 
a higher 17O excess, but no such high γR values have been reported for common 
biological uptake mechanisms, and a value as high as 250 is difficult to explain 
assuming either VSMOW measurement, an 18εR between ~-5 and -30‰, and an γR below 
0.519-0.520, without photosynthetic fractionation (see Appendix)) Also, results indicate 
a higher ∆17Obio (and possibly photosynthetic fractionation) for E. huxleyi, than for the 
picoeukaryote and green algae Picochlorum, which is consistent with the results of 
Eisenstadt et al. (2010) for comparable species (which indicated stronger effects on ∆17O 
due to photosynthetic fractionation for E. huxleyi than for any of the other examined 
species, including both a green alga (C. Reinhardtii), and a marine picoeukaryote the 
same size as Picochlorum (Nannochloropsis) (see Table 6 and 7). Finally, results are 
very consistent, in the sense that different sampling series led to the same results for the 
same days (see Figure 30-32, growth day 13), and independent experiments produced 
nearly identical results.  
What is important to note, is that this study provides the first direct observations of a 
difference in ∆17Obio vs. air between marine species. A difference could be expected 
based on the results of Eisenstadt et al. (2010), but no measured differences in ∆17Obio 
vs. air have been reported before. Originally, the 2000 study by Luz and Barkan even 
concluded that ∆17Obio was independent of the species producing the oxygen. The results 
reported here clearly indicate a difference in ∆17Obio or ∆17OS0 between species, which 
could have important implications for the derivation of gross oxygen production using 
triple isotopes. The difference between species in this study (~70 ppm) is even larger 
than expected based on the results of Eisenstadt et al. (2010) for comparable species. 
The reason for this large difference (whether differences in photosynthetic or respiration 
fractionation) is difficult to assess, because of the current uncertainty surrounding the 
correct ∆17O value of VSMOW vs. air. It might be a combination of differences in 
photosynthetic fractionation and respiratory fractionation. (As explained above, it might 
indicate a higher ∆17O for E. huxleyi than expected based on the photosynthetic 
fractionation reported by Eisenstadt et al. (2010), which might indicate stronger 
photosynthetic fractionation. Alternatively, it could indicate weaker or absent 
photosynthetic fractionation in Picochlorum, and/or the involvement of a respiration 
process in Picochlorum cultures with a γR below 0.5179 (such as photorespiration) 




However, as mentioned above independent of which VSMOW measurement is correct, 
the high values obtained for E. huxleyi indicate the presence of photosynthetic 
fractionation, while results strongly indicate a difference between species, which 
independent of whether it was caused by differences in photosynthetic or respiratory 
fractionation, would have important implications for the calculation of gross oxygen 
production using triple oxygen isotopes, as it would make GOP(17O) dependent on the 
species producing oxygen within a certain area. Since the here applied method yielded 
reproducible and consistent results, it would be interesting and useful to conduct similar 
experiments with different marine species, especially including important global primary 
producers such as cyanobacteria and diatoms, in order to increase our knowledge on 
∆17Obio. 
5.4.4	  Additional	  considerations	  	  
Unnatural growth conditions  
Of course, growth conditions during these experiments were not natural. Cultures were 
grown in bottles with a small water volume (~165 ml) and headspace (4 ml) closed off 
from the atmosphere, with a limited supply of nutrients (batch cultures). In addition, 
cultures were uni-algal, and light was artificial. As a result, conditions were different 
from natural, and it cannot be excluded the organisms would behave or fractionate 
differently in nature  (for instance, due to differences in the relative involvement of O2 
uptake mechanisms).  
Effect respiration (18εR and γR)  
As explained in the introduction, the δ17O/δ18O (or ln(δ17O+1)/ln(δ18O+1)) fractionation 
slopes of various oxygen consuming processes vary slightly from 0.5179 (~0.497 for 
Mehler, ~0.512 for photorespiration to ~0.526 for Mehler in pea thylakoids (higher 
plant) Helman et al. 2005). It is unknown what the relative rates of different oxygen 
consuming processes were in these experiments. Since conditions and lighting were 
different from natural conditions, the dominant processes of respiration might also be 
different. Changes in the relative contribution of different O2 consuming processes 
might have led to changes in the observed ∆17O, especially if the involved processes 
discriminated against 17O and 18O along a slope significantly different from 0.5179 (so if 
for instance photorespiration or Mehler reaction played a significant role).  
Uncertainties and complications 
As a result, the observed ∆17OS0 values are a result of the combination of the triple 




(Kaiser and Abe 2012), a potential addition due to species-specific photosynthetic 
fractionation (Eisenstadt et al. 2010) and changes due to respiration, which could affect 
the ∆17OP in different directions and to different extents, depending on the 18εR and γR of 
the O2 uptake processes involved. Finally, if the system is not exactly at steady state (f 
(ratio of net to gross production ratio) is not 0), the ∆17O will deviate from ∆17OS0, the 
amount and direction of deviation depending on f (18εR, γR) and the used definition (and 
lambda) as well as the underlying δ17Op and δ18OP values (in case of the linear 
definition) (Kaiser 2011a,b).  
This all makes the observed ∆17O results for a system with photosynthesis and 
respiration relatively difficult to interpret (even if we assume f = 0, which is indicated by 
constant fluorescence/cell number, and δ(O2/Ar) and sample pressure values) since, at 
the moment, all input parameters (δ17OVSMOW, photosynthetic fractionation, 18εR and 
exact γR of respiration processes involved) are relatively uncertain. In addition, it should 
be realized that δ17O and δ18O values are still increasing until the final sample day, and a 
complete isotopic steady state has thus not been reached, even though a biological 
steady state, and a constant ∆17O value has been reached. 
Air contamination 
The fact that the δ(O2/Ar) vs. air was very high (> 1,000‰) in all samples, indicates the 
contamination with or presence of outside air was negligible. Also, the resampled bottle 
results give no indication of increased contamination due to the sampling or repressuring 
process (in form of lower δ(O2/Ar) or ∆17O or more positive δ17O and δ18O values 
compared to newly sampled bottle samples).  
∆17O definition 
Because different definitions of ∆17O have been used in the past, and the used definition 
affects the results (Kaiser 2011a,b, Kaiser and Abe 2011), for completeness, the ∆17O 
was also calculated using the logarithmic definition (‘ln’ definition: ∆17Oln = ln(δ18O+1) 
– λ ln(δ17O+1), see Chapter 1) with slope 0.5179 (!R) and 0.5154 (!R). Results are 
displayed in Appendix, Figure 39-40. It can be observed, using another definition 
would not substantially change the results, either in terms of trend or obtained ∆17OS0 
values (which did not differ by more than 10 ppm), which could be expected for 
conditions near steady state (δ17O and δ18O values close to 0). 
When ∆17O was calculated using the logarithmic definition with a coefficient of 0.5154, 
the resulting average for Picochlorum was 172 ppm (similar SD), and for the 




the ‘ln’ definition with slope 0.5154 was 239 ppm, while for the ‘ln’ definition with 
slope 0.5179, the result was 258 ppm. 
Reliability results 
For E. huxleyi, results for the same growth day are identical for once and multiple times 
sampled bottles, indicating the sampling and/or repressuring method did not 
significantly alter the composition of gas in the bottles. This was also indicated by 
fluorescence measurements for different bottles of Picochlorum conducted after the 
period of sampling, which produced comparable results for once and multiple times 
resampled bottles. 
δ(O2/Ar) results show no indication of air contamination due to sampling and/or 
repressuring. Results of Picochlorum are very consistent between sample days, and for 
E. huxleyi (both in ∆17O and δ17O and δ18O) very consistent between independent 
experiments and different sampling approaches (either sampling from new bottles or 
resampling from the same bottles, at different frequencies). 
Although the standard deviation (SD) of δ17O and δ18O was slightly higher than obtained 
during processing of O2-Ar reference gas aliquots, which could be expected due to small 
differences in growth and/or initial conditions between individual bottles, the SD of 
∆17O between three simultaneously sampled bottles was, with small exceptions, 
comparable to that of DA (dry air) or O2-Ar reference mixtures processed in the same 
way as samples, indicating the uncertainty was close to that introduced by the method 
itself. 
Encountered problems 
Due to separation line problems, Picochlorum day 6 samples were lost, but fortunately 
there were sufficient data left. O2 content of repetition samples of Picochlorum was 
unfortunately too low for isotopic analysis. In addition, O2 content during the final 
sample days of 2-day repetition series E. huxleyi was too low for accurate 
measurements, leading to a large variability in the results. 
 
Collection tubes 
All samples from May were collected in valved tubes, while samples from June-July 
were collected in flame-seal tubes from sample day 3 (Picochlorum) and 2 (E. huxleyi). 
Results between experiments with E. huxleyi from May and June-July were very similar, 
thus not indicating a substantial influence of the collection tube (it could however be 
expected to make a difference when samples are stored for longer periods of time, as 





E. huxleyi newly sampled bottles results indicate sampling stopped before a biological 
steady state was reached. Although repetition series (especially the 5-day repetition 
series which shows a similar ∆17O between day 14 and 20) indicate ∆17O was probably 
close to its steady state value, it would have been interesting to continue sampling over a 
longer period of time. For Picochlorum this would have been interesting as well, in 
order to see whether the lower value on sample day 5 was a coincidence or the ∆17O 
started decreasing. For both species, δ17O and δ18O values were still increasing towards 
zero at the final day of sampling, so sampling over a longer period of time might be 
interesting because it might lead to the inclusion of a situation with isotopic steady state 
in the results. For repetition series, sampling longer would, with the currently used 
bottles, headspace and sampling method, not be possible due to the decrease in sample 
O2 content over time, unless the oxygen content of the samples would be increased, for 
instance by increasing the bottle size (significantly increasing the headspace was not 
possible because N2 contents became too high for effective removal on the separation 
line). For single sampling series, sampling longer would be possible, but require a larger 
quantity of bottles.  
 
Since experiments seem to have yielded reliable results, consistent between species, 
between three bottles of the same sample day (small variability), newly sampled and 
repeatedly sampled bottles (at different time-intervals), and independent culture 
experiments in May and June, they yielded results that are within the expected range for 
biological oxygen at steady state produced by these types of marine phytoplankton, and 
they show no strong/unexplainable differences from the main trend, nor indication of air 
contamination, it would be very interesting to conduct similar experiments with 
additional species, preferably species that were either also used in the experiments of 
Eisenstadt et al. (2010) (as Nannochloropsis, in order to be able to properly compare the 
Luz and Barkan (2000) and Eisenstadt et al. (2010) results), or that are important global 











Results indicate the 17O excess measured for both species is in the range of biological 
steady-state ∆17O values calculated by Kaiser and Abe (2012) based on different 
measurements of VSMOW vs. air and species-specific photosynthetic fractionation 
reported by Eisenstadt et al (2010). In all cases, the 17O excess for biological oxygen 
produced and recycled by Emiliana huxleyi was found to be significantly higher 
(249±11 ppm) than the 17O excess obtained for Picochlorum (180±13 ppm), which 
seems in line with expectations based on results of Eisenstadt et al. (2010) for 
comparable phytoplankton species, and in disagreement with the original assumption 
that the 17O excess of biological oxygen would be species-indepedent (Luz and Barkan, 
2000). The observed difference between species was even larger than expected based on 
the results of Eisenstadt et al. (2010). Although the observed difference could originate 
from both differences in photosynthetic fractionation and respiratory fractionation, and it 
cannot be excluded the relative contribution of oxygen consuming processes in the 
bottles was different from that in nature, in either case, the resulting 17O excess is 
significantly different between the two species, and the high 17O excess obtained for E. 
huxleyi indicates fractionation along a triple isotope slope of > 0.519 which is difficult to 
explain based on respiratory fractionation only (Angert et al. 2003, Helman et al. 2005, 
Luz and Barkan 2005, Eisenstadt et al. 2010). Results therefore provide an additional 
indication of photosynthetic oxygen isotope fractionation and, more importantly, a 
species-dependent 17O excess for biological oxygen, which would have important 
implications for the calculation of marine gross productivity using oxygen triple 
isotopes. Since a species-specific ∆17Obio would imply the relative contribution of 
different phytoplankton species to oxygen production would have to be accounted for in 
the calculation of G(17O), this stresses the need to acquire more information on the 
specific ∆17Obio and O2 production rate of more marine primary producers. Since the 
here applied culturing and sampling methods were found to produce consistent and 
reproducible results, it would be interesting to  conduct similar experiments with 
additional phytoplankton species, specifically including globally important primary 
producers as marine cyanobacteria (Synechococcus, Prochlorococcus) which are 
important primary producers but were found sensitive to the helium purging method 
applied by Eisenstadt et al. (2010). In addition, it would be interesting to repeat the 
experiment with Nannochloropsis and compare results to those of similar experiments 
by Luz and Barkan (2000) and the ∆17Obio calculations by Kaiser and Abe (2012). 
Finally, more certainty regarding the δ17O of VSMOW vs. air would make it easier to 
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Figure 39: Figure showing the effect of using different definitions on the resulting ∆17O for E. 
huxleyi first time sampling (left), 5-day (mid) and 2-day (right) repetition series. 
 
Figure 40: Shows the effect of the use of different definitions on the resulting ∆17O for 
Picochlorum (differences are smaller than for E. huxleyi, as f = ~0 and δxO values are closer to 0). 
17∆ indicates ∆17O, ‘ln’ or ‘#’ refers to the logarithmic definition, λ is given between brackets. 
When no details are provided the definition is the linear definition with slope 0.5179. 
As can be observed the used definition does not significantly change the observed trend 
or resulting ∆17O value. (the ‘ln’ definition with slope 0.5179 consistently gives higher 
results than the linear definition with slope 0.5179, but the difference decreases when 
the situation becomes closer to steady state and δ*O values approach zero. The ‘ln’ 
definition with slope 0.5154 consistently gives ~10 ppm more negative results but apart 
from that gives results with exactly the same trend as the linear definition results.) 
Results show the used definition does not significantly change the observed trends 
or resulting ∆17Os0 values.  
As expected, results of the different definitions are relatively far apart when conditions 
are away from biological steady state and/or δ*O values are further away from zero, and 
become closer to each other when conditions approach f = 0 and/or δ*O values become 
closer to 0. In all cases the result of the ‘ln’ definition with slope 0.5179 is slightly 
higher than that of the linear definition with slope 0.5179, although resulting values 
approach each other as δ*O values and/or f approach zero. The ‘ln’ definition with slope 
0.5154 yields more negative ∆17O values in all cases, of approximately ~-10 ppm with 






































































































Variations in ∆17O with f (ratio of net to gross production) 
The result of the linear definition with 0.5179 is almost always slightly higher at f = 0.5 
than at f = 0 or f = 1. It yields under general (γR = 0.5179, 18εR = -20‰) respiration 
assuming the 2005-VSMOW and Eisenstadt et al. (2010) photosynthetic fractionation 
for E. huxleyi, a slightly higher ∆17OP than ∆17OS0. In almost all cases the ‘ln’ definition 
with 0.5179 is higher at f = 1 than at f = 0. In all cases it is higher than linear(0.5197) at f 
= 1 (and approximately the same at f = 0). Under γR = 0.5179 and 18εR = -20‰ 
respiration conditions, the ‘ln’ definition with 0.5154 gives approximately similar results 
for f = 0 and f = 1 (thus more constant results than the other two (with changing f)). 
 
Increasing the γR or 18εR (more positive) leads to higher ∆17Os0 values for the same 
∆17OP values. 
In order to get ∆17O(ln, 0.5179) values lower than ∆17OS0 you need a γR of ~0.5225. 
However, in this case (with the photosynthetic fractionation of Eisenstadt et al. (2010)), 
resulting values are too high. 
If you would assume the VSMOW 2011 values, resulting steady state values are as 
predicted by the calculations of Kaiser and Abe (2012), but the lower values for the first 
days cannot be explained (unless by atmospheric air contribution). 
If there would be no photosynthetic fractionation, definitions could give approx. the 
observed results (~150-200 ppm for ∆17OP, ~250 ppm ∆17OS0 all definitions), if the γR is 
taken as 0.5225. 
 
With values from Table 3 Kaiser and Abe (2012) (γR = 0.5179±0.0006, 18εR = (-20±4)/‰, 
(θR = 0.5154) δP values from Luz and Barkan 2005-VSMOW and Eisenstadt et al. (2010) 
photosynthetic fractionation for E. huxleyi): 
 
 
Figure 41 (left): Expected variation ∆17O with f for different definitions, adapted Figure from 
Kaiser 2011a, calculations based on VSMOW 2005, εP Eisenstadt et al. (2010) for E. huxleyi, 








































values of Barkan and Luz 2011, results would be comparable but values ~50 ppm higher). As can 
be observed, for these input parameters, ∆17O would be expected to be higher (for all tested 
definitions) for f > 0 than for f = 0. 
Figure 42 (right): For Nannochloropsis you would expect, based on calculations/starting values 
(δP Nannochloropsis (Kaiser and Abe 2012 - Table 3 values, with -20.536, -10.458‰) (based on 
VSMOW Barkan and Luz 2005 + photosynthetic fractionation Eisenstadt et al. (2010)),18εR, γR) 
used by Kaiser in Table 3, with linear definition with 0.5179 a ∆17O between 178 (f = 1) and 205 
(f = ~0.5) between f = 0 and 1 (182 at f = 0). A lower ∆17O could indicate f < 0. 
 
Figure 43: Same Figure (predictions for E. huxleyi) but with 18εR = -10 (left) and -30 (right) 
With changes in 18εR, the ∆17OP stays the same but the ∆17OS0 changes to ~121-140(ln) 
(18εR -30) or 235-244(ln) (18εR -10) (227-228 for 18εR = -15‰). 
 
Figure 44: Figure for E. huxleyi, as above (VSMOW Barkan and Luz 2005, εP E. huxleyi 
Eisenstadt, 18εR = -20) but with γR = 0.52 (left) and 0.5225 (right). 
In all cases, calculations seem to indicate, if both ∆17O(linear) and ∆17O(ln) are lower 

















































































Chapter 5: other sample patterns 
 
The 5-day repetition series results from May experiments show exactly the same trend in 
the ∆17O as the (E. huxleyi) repetition and single sampling series from June July, with an 
increase over the period of sampling towards a value of ~250 ppm. In this case the value 
obtained for growth day 5 is however slightly lower than for the other series (164 vs 
~180 ppm), (in combination with slightly more positive δ17O and δ18O values for this 
day (compared to June-July E. huxleyi series) and a slightly lower δ(O2/Ar)). This could 
however be related to small (initial) differences, in for instance inoculation density (or 
atmospheric air content) or differences in growth rates between individual bottles or 
bottles of May and June-July experiments). You could expect these (initial/individual 
differences (or differences in growth rate) to be more pronounced initially, when 
conditions are still further away from equilibrium (biological steady state). Apart from 
the slightly more positive values at sample day 1, δ17O and δ18O results are comparable 
to those of E. huxleyi single sampling and repeated sampling series of June-July, they 
are in the same range (δ18O ~-12 to -8‰ up to day 14) and show the same trend with 
decreasing values from sample day 1 to 2 and increasing values (enrichment in 17O and 
18O, indicating respiration) after day 2. The results of this set of experiments are thus 
very comparable to those of the June-July experiments, but in this case sampling was 
continued until day 20. It can be observed that the ∆17O did not further increase after 
growth day 14, but instead is very comparable between growth day 14 and 20 (248 vs. 
249 ppm). This might indicate (steady state is indeed reached around day 14 and) the 
∆17O indeed stabilises around this value. The small deltas however increase further 
(towards -5 ‰ for δ18O), probably as a result of normal (dark) respiration (with 









































For these series, the variability between 3 bottles sampled at the same time is relatively 
small compared to for the June-July E. huxleyi series, which might be related to the fact 
that in these experiments, all bottles were inoculated with inoculum from the same tube, 
(while for the June-July experiments, inoculum was grown in 3 separate tubes (because 
of the larger volume needed) and bottles were inoculated from either one of these three. 
Bottles were however sampled (distributed over the sample days) so, that each set of 
three bottles contained one bottle of each inoculum tube). In this case the sample 
pressure slightly increases from sample day 1 to 2, indicating net production of oxygen 
between growth day 5 and 10 exceeded removal during sampling. After growth day ten, 
removal however exceeded net production over 5 days and the sample pressure (oxygen 
content) decreased with each time of sampling. δ(O2/Ar) however increases, as for the 
other E. huxleyi repetition series, as a combination of net production of oxygen and 
removal of Ar. 
 
E. huxleyi 3-day repetition 
∆17O and δ(O2/Ar) trends are similar to those of 5-day and 2-day repetitions. δ17O and 
δ18O only increase due to later start sampling. 
For the 3-day repetition series, the same trend in ∆17O is observed as for the 2-day 
repetition series and 5-day repetition results from May, with values increasing towards 
~250 (249) ppm around growth day 13. No difference in the moment of reaching this 
value can be observed between 2,3- and 5-day repetition series, indicating the sampling 
frequency does not affect the moment of reaching this value, the exact same trend being 
observed for the three sample patterns, which all seem to have a ∆17O stabilising around 
growth day 13-14 and all reach exactly the same value for ∆17O at growth day 13 or 14 







































the data of growth day 7), results of resampled bottles are slightly higher, which might 
indicate resampling leads to a slightly higher ∆17Obio or ∆17Obio is reached faster for 
resampled bottles. However, as mentioned above, the frequency of resampling (whether 
once or multiple times) does not seem to have an effect on the results. In addition, the 
difference between the obtained values at growth day 13 for single and repeated 
sampling series is only ~8 ppm, so values are within each other’s error (measurement 
uncertainty) and, even though results of resampled bottles are so close together in 
comparison to the result of single sampled bottles, this difference might be a 
coincidence. δ(O2/Ar), sample pressure and δ17O and δ18O results of the 3-day repetition 




∆17O results show the same trend as for the other sample patterns, increasing from 180 
ppm to 250 ppm over the period of sampling. The last two values are relatively 
uncertain, but up to growth day 9, results are very comparable to those of other sample 
patterns, and the obtained averages are (although perhaps coincidently) very close to 
averages of the other series. δ(O2/Ar) increases over the sampling period, but the 
increase is stronger than observed for newly sampled bottles, which is probably due to 
the removal of Ar during sampling in addition to the net oxygen production. 
Sample pressure decreases, because there was (which only indicates) more removal of 
oxygen during sampling than net production over 2 days. (As a result sample pressure 
during the last two days became lower than preferable for accurate MS measurements, 
leading to the loss of precision for the MS results of these days.) δ17O and δ18O values 
are in the same range (~-13 to -8 for δ18O, -6.5 to -4‰ for δ17O) as for the other sample 
series and show exactly the same trend as for the other patterns, with a decrease from 















































Table 9: Table 3 from Kaiser and Abe 2012 
 
Table 10: Overview of all transfer test results and characteristics (including d(N2/O2), δ(O2/Ar) 
and transfer conditions) of the molecular sieve transfer tests (Chapter 3). In addition, results of 
zero enrichments in period surrounding the tests are included. Average SD and SE MS are the 
averages of the SD and SE of the mass spectrometer. The average -2 ppm is the average of the 
∆17O of all transfer tests. (For comparison, results of later conducted injection experiments are 
included in the bottom row). Results are with respect to the same O2-Ar working reference, 













Table 3. Isotopic composition of photosynthetic O2 (17δP, 18δP, 17∆P) and O2 at steady state between photosynthesis and respiration with a net to gross production ratio of f = 0
(17δS0, 18δS0, 17∆S0), calculated as per Sect. 2. For clarity, all values are shown with the same number of decimals, irrespective of their uncertainty. Directly measured values are in bold.
Assumed values are in bold italics, i.e., for “Kaiser (2011a)” (row 1), 17∆#P(0.5179) = (249± 15) ppm; for “Nicholson (2011a)” (row 2), 17∆#S0(0.5154) = (249± 15) ppm. Other values
were calculated using γR = 0.5179± 0.0006, 18εR = (−20± 4)‰, θR = 0.5154, except for “Acropora (flask)” where γR = 0.519± 0.001, 18εR = (−13.8± 0.5)‰, θR = 0.5173. For
“Acropora (flask)” and “Nannochloropsis (flask)”, 17∆†S0(0.521) = (252± 5) ppm and (244± 20) ppm, respectively, were used (Luz and Barkan, 2000). δP values in rows 1 to 5m are
based on the δVSMOW values in Table 1, row 3 (Barkan and Luz, 2005); rows 6 to 6m are based on Table 1, row 5 (Barkan and Luz, 2011); rows 7 to 7m are based on Table 1, row 6
(this paper); all account for the 5 ppm lower 17O / 16O ratio of ocean water compared to VSMOW (Luz and Barkan, 2010) and the photosynthetic isotope fractionations in Table 2.









Row Unit ‰ ‰ ppm ppm ‰ ‰ ppm ppm ppm
1 Kaiser (2011a), 18εP = (0.50± 0.50)‰ −22.832 −11.644 180± 15 249± 15 −2.889 −1.300 197 198 191
2 Nicholson (2011a), 18εP = (0.50± 0.50)‰ −22.832 −11.587 238± 35 307± 35 −2.889 −1.242 255 256 249± 15
3a Acropora (flask), 18εP = (0.50± 0.50)‰ −22.832 −11.649 175± 15a 244± 15a −9.158 −4.519 224a 235a −a
3b Acropora (flask), 18εP = (5.814± 0.06)‰ −22.832 −8.927 210± 15b 251± 15b −3.895 −1.777 240b 242b −b
4a Nannochloropsis (flask), 18εP = (0.50± 0.50)‰ −22.832 −11.606 218± 38 287± 38 −2.889 −1.261 235 236 229
4b Nannochloropsis (flask), 18εP = (2.85± 0.05)‰ −20.536 −10.399 237± 39 293± 40 −0.547 −0.041 242 242 241
5 δW based on Barkan and Luz (2005), εP = 0 −23.320 −11.936 141± 4 213± 4 −3.388 −1.594 160 162 153
5a εP (Synechocystis, sp. strain PCC 6803) −22.864 −11.689 152± 6 221± 5 −2.923 −1.345 169 170 163
5b εP (Nannochloropsis oculata) −20.536 −10.458 178± 4 234± 4 −0.547 −0.101 183 183 181
5c εP (Phaeodactylum tricornutum) −18.997 −9.649 189± 4 237± 4 1.023 0.716 186 186 189
5d εP (Emiliania huxleyi) −17.642 −8.922 214± 5 256± 5 2.407 1.451 204 205 211
5e εP (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) −16.444 −8.326 190± 4 226± 4 3.628 2.053 174 175 184
5m mean of rows 5a to 5e −19.297 −9.809 185± 22 234± 13 0.718 0.555 183± 14 183± 14 185± 18
6 δW based on Barkan and Luz (2011), εP = 0 −23.324 −11.888 192± 4 263± 4 −3.392 −1.546 211 212 204
6a εP (Synechocystis, sp. strain PCC 6803) −22.868 −11.641 202± 6 272± 5 −2.927 −1.297 219 221 213
6b εP (Nannochloropsis oculata) −20.540 −10.410 228± 4 284± 4 −0.552 −0.052 233 234 232
6c εP (Phaeodactylum tricornutum) −19.001 −9.601 239± 4 288± 4 1.019 0.765 237 237 239
6d εP (Emiliania huxleyi) −17.646 −8.874 264± 5 306± 5 2.402 1.499 255 255 261
6e εP (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) −16.448 −8.278 240± 4 277± 4 3.624 2.102 225 226 235
6m mean of rows 6a to 6e −19.301 −9.761 235± 22 285± 13 0.714 0.603 234± 14 234± 14 236± 18
7 δW based on this paper, εP = 0 −23.647 −12.107 140± 6 213± 6 −3.722 −1.767 160 163 153
7a εP (Synechocystis, sp. strain PCC 6803) −23.192 −11.860 151± 7 222± 7 −3.257 −1.518 169 171 162
7b εP (Nannochloropsis oculata) −20.865 −10.629 177± 6 235± 6 −0.882 −0.274 183 184 181
7c εP (Phaeodactylum tricornutum) −19.326 −9.821 188± 6 238± 6 0.688 0.543 187 187 189
7d εP (Emiliania huxleyi) −17.971 −9.094 213± 6 256± 7 2.071 1.278 205 205 211
7e εP (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) −16.774 −8.498 189± 6 227± 6 3.292 1.880 175 176 184
7m mean of rows 7a to 7e −19.625 −9.980 184± 23 235± 14 0.382 0.382 184± 15 184± 15 185± 18
a The corresponding values for λ = κ = 0.519 are 17∆†P(0.5179) = (200± 15) ppm, 17∆#P(0.5179) = (269± 15) ppm, 17∆
†
S0(0.5179) = 234 ppm, 17∆#S0(0.5179) = 245 ppm and 17∆#S0(0.5173) = 229 ppm.
b The corresponding values for λ = κ = 0.519 are 17∆†P(0.5179) = (229± 15) ppm, 17∆#P(0.5179) = (271± 15) ppm, 17∆
†
S0(0.5179) = 244 ppm, 17∆#S0(0.5179) = 247 ppm and 17∆#S0(0.5173) = 240 ppm.
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